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1. PUBLIC SECTOR PROCUREMENT '

LEGAL AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Procurement Reform Process

Introduction

1.1 At the outset to the procurement reform process in 1995, for which the World
Bank contributed financial assistance, it was recognized that legislation following a
white paper on procurement would be requir-ed in order to operationalize all
procurement reform policy proposals. As a result, it was recognized that procurement
policy, which could be implemented within the ambit of existing legislation, was
required to serve as the interim policy until such time as the reform process had run its
course A 10 Point (Interim Strategies) Plan was adopted by the then National Cabinet
of Unity during November 1995. The 10 points of this plan, encompassed 10
strategies designed to impact positively on the participation in the tendering system of
small, medium and micro enterprises within the ambit of existing legislation, with
emphasis on the disadvantaged and marginalized sectors, and with a focus on
employment creation.

TILE GREEN PAPER ON PUBLIC SECTOR PROCUREMENT REFORM

1 2 The Green Paper on Public Sector Procurement Reform in South Africa,
which was approved by cabinet and published in April 1997, recognized that public
sector procurement could be used as a tool by government to achieve economic ideals,
including certain socio-economic objectives. At the same time, this paper recognized
that an effective and efficient procurement system would permit organs of state to
improve the quality and quantity of their services rendered. To achieve this,
institutional and economic refonm were deemed necessary withinl two broad themes,
namely, achieving good governance in procurement and achieving socio-economic
objectives through procurement. (see Box 1)

1.3 The Green Paper recognized that certain institutional refonn needed to take
place in order to promote efficient and effective procurement systems, as well as to
achieve value for money and world class procurement systems. This paper suggested
that different tendering cultures and regulations were unacceptable and pointed out
that organs of state exercise control over their finances but frequently have little or
only partial control over their procurement needs, and as a result could not be held
fully accountable for service delivery. Accordingly, a uniform procurement system
was proposed which permits accounting officers in organs of state to take control of

Notes are located at the end of this report
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their procurement needs, should they so desire, within a national procurement
framework. The drafting of a National Procurement Framework was called for to
establish uniformity in procurement procedures, policies and control measures, and
certain institutional arrangements relating thereto were suggested. It was further
recommended that all tender board acts be repealed in order to place accountability
for delivery with accounting officers.

1.4 The Green Paper suggested that the aim of empowering smnall, medium and
micro enterprises, particularly those from disadvantaged sectors, so that they can
access the procurement process would be directed towards having a spin-off in the
formalization of a previously informal sector of the economy. This in turn was
expected to have spin-offs in the form of a broadened tax base, improved labor
standards, structured economic growth and the redressing of economic imbalances on
racial lines. The Green Paper furthermore argued that procurement policy should
complement the macro-economic strategy of government and extend into the area of
economic development. It suggested that black economic empowerment needed to be
a focal point of this policy and recognized the need for the development and
implementation of a procurement system which would enable organs of state to
operationalize policies in a targeted, transparent, visible and measurable manner and
put forward specific proposals in this regard. It also argued for clear parameters and
targets to be set and outlined a system of procurement to attain socio-economic
objectives which it proposed should be included in the national procurement
framework.

1.5 The Green Paper also suggested that the validity of current procurement
practices needed to be examined. It asserted that certain practices needed to be
revised, some housekeeping was necessary and issues, which have never been
satisfactorily resolved, should be addressed. Specific proposals were made in respect
of value for money; international competition; appointment of consultants; language;
parastatals as suppliers; registration of suppliers, service providers and contractors;
life cycle costing; quality; early payment cycles; financing of suppliers, service
providers and contractors; emergency procurement; stimulation of local economies;
contracts having low financial values; national standards; labor issues; short tenn
service contracts; subcontracting issues, allocation of risk and change management;
insurances, guarantees, training in construction projects; adjudication of engineering
and construction works tenders involving emerging / community contractors; and
environmental issues

1.6 The so called 10 Point Plan (an interim strategy document) and the Green
Paper on Public Sector Procurement Reform in South Africa have not, however, been
translated into a White Paper. Nevertheless, these documents have shaped and
informed procurement thinking, practices and recent legislation governing
procurement and the formulation of construction industry best practices.'

OTHER PROCUREMENT RELATED POLICY INITIATIVES

1.7 The White Paper on Creating an Enabling Environment for Reconstruction
Growth and Development in the Construction Industry addresses several aspects of
procurement relating to the construction industry, as policy on construction industry
development cannot be divorced from procurement policy and the development of the

-2-
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emerging sector. This white paper contains specific policy on issues such as
procurement documentation, procedures and practices; alternative dispute resolutions
procedures; procurement incentives; and the registration of contractors.

1.8 The Ministry of Public Enterprise's policy document entitled "An Accelerated
Agenda towards the Restructuring of State Owned Enterprises: Policy Framework
(2000)" sets out governments policy with respect to state owned enterprises, namely
that the PPPFA will be made applicable to SOEs and the principles of the Green
Paper are to be operationalized.

-3 -
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BOX 1: Pillars of Procurement Reform (Green Paper on Public Sector
Procurement Reform in South Africa, 1997)

General
* The strategy of procurement should be to achieve continuing improvement in value for money, based on whole life cost

and quality and to enhance the competitiveness of suppliers through the development of world class professional
procurement systems and practices

* Organs of State should seek to embrace efficient and effective procurement practices and systems and so deliver the
services which they are mandated to do in the required quantities and quality in compliance with Constitutional provisions

* Government should focus beyond administrative and service role provisions in its procurement practices and take on the
role of economic catalyst in the transformation process

* Organs of State when engaging in procurement activities should adhere to the preservation of the highest standards of
integrity, objectivity, fairness, efficiency and professionalism

* Success in the economic environment requires government to play a clear policy co-ordination role which is likely to have
a wider application in the rest of the public sector, and indeed in the private sector

Socio-economic Reform
* Public sector procurement should be structured in a manner that promotes economic reconciliation and competitiveness
* The structuring of contracts should be such that small, medium and micro enterprise participation is maximised without

compromising time, cost and quality
* Value for money should not be based on least cost alone, it can include well defined socio-economic criteria which can be

evaluated in a transparent and measurable manner
* Targets should be set and delivery systems should be designed to facilitate one or more of the following

- The development of small, medium and micro enterprises particularly those owned and operated by previously
disadvantaged persons,

- The increasing of the volume of work available to the poor and the income generation of marginalised sectors of
society,

- Affirmative action to address the deliberate marginalisation from economic, political and social power of black
people, women and rural communities and to empower communities and individuals from previously disadvantaged
sectors of society,

subject to such targets being readily definable, quantifiable, measurable, auditable and verifiable.
* The policy of targeting must not compromise the principles of fairness, competition, cost efficiency and inclusion, and

should be subject to periodic review
* The procurement process should be made accessible to the target groups, and structured in a simplified and user-friendly

manner
* The third tier of government should identify area bound targets and select associated delivery mechanisms
* Organs of State should take cognisance of regional and local dynamics when implementing procurement policy and

associated practices
t International competition should not preludice local enterprises and should be used as an opportunity to develop and
advance local industry through technology transfer and human resource development

Institutional Reform
* Procurement must comply with the provisions of the constitution, support macro economic policies, be an instrument of

the transformation process and promote tax morality and improve labour standards
* National legislation should prescribe a procurement framework which regulates procurement procedures, practices,

documentation, policies, preferences and control measures in all organs of State
* Procurement control and monitoring should be exercised by a national Procurement Compliance Office whose functions

should be to ensure that procurement agencies comply with the National procurement legislation and framework and
associated regulations

* The Procurement Compliance Office should have five specialist arms which have functional responsibilities in respect of
registration, administration, socio-economic affairs, technical matters and education and training respectively

* Existing national and provincial Tender Board Acts and Local Government Ordinances pertaining to procurement, should
be repealed, the existing State and Provincial Tender Boards should be disbanded

* Offices of Tender Boards (as opposed to the Boards themselves) should be reconstituted as Procurement Offices
responsible for central tendering and certain ad hoc contracts

* Consumer organs of State should be authorised to act as Procurement Centres in order to procure goods, services and
works based on predetermined criteria

* A code of conduct should be drafted to govern the actions of procurement officials and those engaged in providing goods,
services and works

* The Procurement Compliance Office should regulate and prescribe all documentation in order to achieve a uniform
procurement system with standard tendering procedures and contract documentation

* All enterprises which contract with organs of State should be registered and all targeted enterprises certified
* Standards and specifications should result in appropriate quality being procured to satisfy user needs and should not be

used to exclude emerging enterprises from participation
* Parastatals should not unfairly compete with the pnvate sector and should comply with the provisions of a National

Procurement Framework
* A comprehensive training and skills development programme should be embarked upon to ensure that procurement

officials have the necessary procurement skills I
* Measures should be taken to ensure that the effects of the WTO's Code of Government Procurement do not impact

negatively on the overall oblectives of South African socio-economic reform.
* In the interim, a preference system for local content, or an offset policy with a bias towards export promotion, should be

used to support the local economy in the face of foreign competition.

-4-
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1.9 Other procurement policies may be found in various cabinet resolutions e.g.
the Industrial Participation Policy (30 April, 1997) and the repeal of the national and
provincial tender boards and their offices and the establishment of a Common Service
Provider to manage transversal or general supply contracts on behalf of national
government (November, 2000).

DISCUSSION

1.10 The absence of coherent, comprehensive and overarching procurement policy
has led to differences in understanding or interpretation of government's procurement
objectives including those captured in national legislation, the emergence of different
procurement cultures within the different levels of government, different
interpretations, policies and precedents being set between the various organs of state
when engaging in procurement activities, the erosion of transparency and
accountability and a general lack of predictability in procurement outcomes.

1.11 Although the procurement framework that is needed to establish the
procurement regime is in place and key decisions regarding the repeal of laws have
been made, policy is nevertheless required to inform the regulatory framework
anticipated in certain pieces of national legislation and the manner in which
procurement is conducted, and preferencing is to be implemented.

1.12 There are several policy issues raised in the Green Paper (refer to Box 1) that
are still under discussion.

LEGAL, REGULATORY AND INSTITUTIONAIL FRAMEWORK FOR PUBLIC

PROCUREMENTI

Constitutional Provisions

1.13 Section 217 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (Act 108 of
1996) provides the framework for public procurement. The Constitution also makes
provision for national, provincial and local spheres of government, which are
distinctive, interdependent and interrelated. Legislative authority is vested in
parliament (national), provincial legislatives (provincial) and municipal councils
(local). Section 146 of the Constitution makes provision for conflicts between
national and provincial legislation. National legislation prevails over provincial
legislation where, inter alia,, national legislation is necessary for the maintenance of
economic unity; or deals with matters that require uniformity across the nation in
terms of the establishment of norms and standards, frameworks or national policies;
or the promotion of economic activities across provincial boundaries. It also prevails
over provincial legislation where such legislation is aimed at preventing unreasonable
action by a province that is prejudicial to the economic interests of another province
or the country as a whole or impedes the implementation of national economic policy.
Procurement is accordingly governed by national legislation.

- 5 -
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REFERENCE TO PROCUREMENT IN NATIONAL LEGISLATION

1.14 Reference to procurement and procurement related matters is currently made
in following pieces of national legislation as tabulated below.

Specific' Reference to Procuremeiit Applicability Comment
Section I I I

State Land Disposal Act (Act 48 of 1961
This Act provides for the disposal of state National and The Restitution of
land by the minister of Public Works provincial Land Rights Act (Act

departments 22 of 1994) and the
Expropriation Act
(Act no 63 of 1975)
govern land
transactions with the

___________________________ state.
The Convelntional Penalties Act (Act 15 of 1962)I This Act provides for the enforceability of All organs of

penalty stipulationls, includinig stipulations State
based oni pre-estiinates of daimage l

Customs and Excise Act (Act 91 of 1964)
Thlis Act piovides for the levying of All organs of
customs and excise duties and a surcharge, State
and the control of the importation, export,
manufacture or use of certain goods.

Arbitration Act (Act 42 of 1965)
This Act provides for the settlement of All organs of
disputes by arbitration tribunals in terms of state
written arbitration agreements and for the
reinforcement of the awards of such
tribunals

State Tender Board Act (Act 86 of 1968)
This Act provides for the regulation of the National and Provincial
procurement of supplies and seivices for the provincial procurement is
disposal of moveable property of, and the departments governed by
hiring or letting of anything or the provincial legislation,
acquisition or granting of any right for or on which in the main, are
behalf of, the state and to that end modelled on the State
establishes a State Tender- Board and Tender Board Act
provides for the establishment of a regional The cabinet of the
tender board 2 government of South

Africa resolved in
November 2000, to
repeal the national
and provincial tender
board acts.

-6-
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National Supplies Procurement Act (Act 89 of 1970)
2a This Act empowers the Minister of Trade and National The National Supplies

Industries, wherever he deems necessary or Procurement Act (Act
expedient for the security of the Republic to 89 of 1970), a
acquire or hire in any goods or services "sanctions busting"
without recouise to the State Tendei Board piece of legislation, is to
and on such conditionls as he may deem fit be repealed once the

National Procurement
Supplies Fund
establisied in termis of
the Act is wound up.

Foreigi s tates immunities Act (Act 87 of 1981)
4(a) A loreign state shall not be immune from the Foreign States

jurisdiction of the courts of the Republic in
proceedings ielatilg to commercial
transactionis entered into by the foreigin state,
includinlg any contract for the supply of

I services or goods
Value-added Tax Act (Act 89 of 1991)

This Act provides for the taxation in respect of All organls of
the supply of goods and services and the state
_imiportationi of goods.

Local Government Transitional Act (Act 209 of 1993)
IOG A inunicipality is required to award contracts Local sphere

-f or goods and services in accordance with of governmenit
Section 217 of Act 108 of 1996

(5)(a) The Act requires that the grantinlg of
to(c) preferenices be made public and permits

municipalities to dispense with the calliig for
tenders in the case of an emergenlcy or of a
sole supplier or within such limits as may be
prescribed by national law

IOH Sets out restrictionls placed on councillors and
officials with respect to any interests which
they may have or benefits derived througi
contracts whichi are awaided

Reconstructioni and Developmenit Programimie Fund Act (Act 7 of 1994)
3(a) "The money of the fund shall be utilised in All organs of

accordance with the melevant technical state
assistanlce agieemenit."

Auditor - General Act (Act 12 of 1995)
3(4)(d) One of the functionis of the Auditor General is All organs of The Auditor General has

to "'reasoniably satisfy himself or herself that state wide powers to
satisfactory management measures have been investigate and enquire
taken to ensure that resources are procured mito procurement
economilically and utilised efficienltly and matters and related
efiectively" contr-ol. He is

furthermore obligated to
report his findings either
to parliament or a
provinicial legislative, as
relevant.

Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (Act 108 of 1996)
217 Procuremenit must be conducted in accordance All organs of

with a "system which is fair, equitable, state
tiansparent, competitive and cost effective."
An organ of state may implement a

-7-
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procurement policy providing for categories
of preference in the allocation of contracts and
the protection or advancemenlt of persons, or
categories of persons disadvantaged by unf air
discrinmination in accordance with a
framework containied in national legislation I

State Intormation Technology Agency Act (Act 88 of 1998)
7(g) The State Information Technology Agency is The State

empowered to act as a procurement agency in Informationi
respect of inforimiationi technology T1echinology
requiremelts in accordance with state Agency
procurement policy regarding the provision of'
data processing services, trainiiig, application
software development and maintenianice
services; techlnical, functionlal and business
advice and support; and related managemiienit
services.

Public Finance Management Act (Act 1 ot 1999)
38(a) Accountinig officers (head of depar-tmenlts / All organs of A Municipal Finanice
and CEOs) and Accountinlg Authorities (boaids / state, except in Management Bill
5 1(a) CEOs) are iequired to ensure that their the local (MFMB), which mirrors

organisationls have in place an appropriate sphere of the PFMA, is currently
procurement and provisionilg system whichi is governmelit. before parliament.
fai-, equitable, transparenlt, competitive and
cost effective; effective, efficient and

76(4) transparent systems of finanicial and risk
management and internal contiol and a system
for properly evaluating major capital projects
prior to a final decision on a project.
The National Treasury may make regulations
or issue instructionl concerning the
determinationi of a framework for an
appropriate procuremenit and provisioning
systemii

Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act (Act 5 of 2000)
All This Act gives effect to Section 217 of the All organis of
sections Constructionl by providing a framework for state (SOEs at

the implemenltationl of the procurement policy discretion of
embedded in the Constitutioni Minister)

Construction Industry Developmenit Board Act (Act 38 of 2000)
5(l)(a) The CIDB is empowered witlini the All organs of The Construction
and constiuctioni industry to promiiote and state whiclh Industry Development
5(3) implemenit policies, programmes and projects engage in Board (CIDB) has only

aimed at procuremenit reforim1, standardisation construction recenitly been
and uniformility in procuremenit industiy establishied and must
documentationi, practices and piocedures related within three years of

5(2) within the tramewor k ol' the procurement procurement. their establishment
policy of government; and best practices. establisl the registers of
The CIDB is charged with the establishimlenit contractors and projects
and maintelnance ot a nationial register of and, within a reasonable

5(4) contractors which facilitates public sector period thereafter,
procuremenlt and a register of projects It may establish a best practice
also establish a register of suppliers, contractor recognition

16 and manufactures or service providers in the scheme.
18 constructioi industry.

The CIDB must publish a code of conduct for
all constructioni-related procurement and all
participanits in the procurement process and

18 and may implement prograimmes aimed at
22 standardisationi of procuremenlt

- 8-
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documenltationi, practices and procedures.
The Minister of Public Works must piescribe
the manner in which public sector contracts
may be invited, awaided or managed within
the framework of the register and policy on
procuremilent. Only contractors who are
iegistered with the CIDB are permitted to
undertake, carry out or complete construction
works or portion thereof.
All constructioni contracts above a prescilbed
value must be recorded in the register and be
subjected to a best practice project
assessment

Local Government :Municipal Systems Act (Act 32 of 2000)
83 and These sections of the Act establish a Local sphere
84 framework foi the establishmelinl of service of government

delivery agreemenits inyolving competitive
bidding processes and make referenice to the
provisions ol Act 108 of 1996 and Act 5 of
2000 _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1.15 The Public Finance Management Act establishes a National Treasury
comprising the Minister of Finance and the National Departments responsible for
financial and fiscal matters. 3 This Act, inter alia, empowers the National Treasury to
prescribe measures to ensure both transparency and expenditure control in the
national and provincial spheres of government and assigns responsibilities to
accounting officers (head of departments / chief executive officers) and authorities
(boards / chief executive officers of public entities / enterprises). This Act is a major
asset in the hands of government, as it not only binds national and provincial
departments and SOEs, but also provides heads of departments with considerable
independence yet with specific obligations and responsibilities. It furthermore
requires that the National Treasury monitor and assess the implication of the Act
including any prescribed norms and standards.

DISCUSSION

1.16 The pieces of legislation which are currently in place, save where there are
conflicts and contradictions in intent as set out below, contain all the fundamentals
and set the necessary regulatory frairieworks which are required to procure in
accordance with international best practices and nor ms.

1 17 The State and Provincial Tender Boards currently have powers to conclude
agreements, invite offers, determine the manner in which, as well as the conditions
under which offers must be made and to amend or cancel the concluded agreements.
These powers conflict with the obligations placed on accounting officers in the PFMA
relating to procurement and the management of related risks. Accounting officers
cannot as such be held accountable for managing their procurement risks or for
service delivery due to split responsibilities between the pieces of legislation.

1.18 The establishment and purpose of tender boards has historically been seen in
South Africa as an attempt to ensure sound decision making in a fair and even handed
manner as well as to minimize fraudulent practices. For this reason, representation of
the private sector on such boards is seen as being essential. Cu-rently, however,
private sector members in 8 of the 9 provincial tender boards constitute a majority.
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Such members are, however, not answerable or accountable to the government for
their performance or adherence to government policy. Furthermore this practice gives
rise to a situation of a conflict of interest in the awarding of contracts.

1.19 Decisions in terms of interpretation preferencing policies and the like taken by
one autonomous tender board can impact negatively on the economies of other
provinces and set poor precedents for other tender boards.

1.20 One of the provinces, has already repealed its tender board act and has
replaced it with a Procurement Act4 which establishes a Central Procurement
Committee, comprising representatives from departments and civil society, Tender
Award Committees within departments and a procurement Administration Office,
operational procedures for these committees and a Tender Appeals Tribunal to resolve
appeals against decisions. This Act in essence entrenches the historic approach to
procurement, but with different terminology without making an effective change.

1.21 Traditionally, SOE procurement has not been regulated, whilst national and
provincial procurement has been highly regulated through very prescriptive
procedural directives and restrictive delegations to departments in respect of relatively
low value non-repetitive procurements. Local councils, who have established their
own procedures around the broad prescripts of local ordinances, have historically
controlled local authority procurement. The PFMA and in the future, the MFMB, will
regulate procurement in all organs of state. This presents an opportunity for
government to replace the historic system which relies on the creation of a board
comprising members of both the private and public sector to satisfy procurement
imperatives with a single coherent framework which establishes minimum norms and
standards and rules for conducting procurement in line with international practices
This arrangement will regulate the procurement actions and outcomes as opposed to
procurement processes. (The only regulations governing procurement which have
been issued in terms of the PFMA relate to public private partnerships)

ANTICORRUIPrlON MEASURES

1.22 There are a number of recent pieces of legislation in South Africa that are
aimed at or have an impact on curbing corruption as tabulated below:

Act Description of Act Comment
Corruption Act The Act criminiializes the makinig ol a cor r upt offer
(Act 94 of 1994) or the corrupt receipt of a benelfit irrespective of'

whetiler oi not the act was made within or outside
South Africa.

Public Protector This Act permits the public to raise issues and Informationi or evidence
Act (Act 23 of empowers the Public Protector, acting as an that suggests criminal
1994) ombudsmani, to investigate, report on and take the activity is referred to the

necessary remiledial action on any conduct in state South African Police
affairs or in the public administrationi, that is Services and the Director

. alleged, or suspected to be irniroper or to result in of Public Prosecutions.
any impropriety or prejudice. Non-compliance with
(Sections 181 to 183 of the Constitutioni provide tender procedures that
for the establishmenit ol' the office of the Public render expenditure
Protector. ) irregular or unauthorized

is referred to the Auditor
General.
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Protected The Protected Disclosures Act (Act 26 of 2000) This Act protects those
Disclosure Act makes provision for the protection of employees in employees who "blow the
(Act 26 of 2000) both the public and private sector who disclose whistle" on corrupt

information In good faith regarding unlawful or practices
irregular conduct to the Public Protector, Auditor
General or a person or body established for tilis
purpose In terms of the Act

Piomotioni of The Act gives effect to the rights provided for the Most decisions taken, or a
Administrative Bill of Righis in Section 33 of the Constitutioni failure to make decisions,
Justice Act (Act 3 (Act 108 of 1996), namely that everyonie has the by organs of state
of 2000) right to administrative action that is lawf'ul, exeicising a public power

reasonable and fair and must be furinishied with or performinig a public
wi itten reasons where their rights have been funiction in terms of any
adversely aff'ected by administiative action. The legislation are considered
Constitutioni, also provides for the review of to be administrative
adminiistrationi action by a court, or where actions if they adversely
appropriate, an impartial tribunal, and imposes a affect the rights of any
duty on the state to give effect to the rights person and has a direct,
provided foi. exterinal legal effect.
The Act establisies f'air adminiistrative procedures, Decisions, or failure to
permits those aff'ected by unfair adminiistiative make a decision, by a
action to request reasons for such administrative natural orjuristic person
action withinl 90 days of', or when they became when exercising a public
awaie of, such actions and requires administiraloms power or perforiniilg a
to respond within 90 days of receipt of such public functioni in terms
requests. Administrative actions are piesumed to of a law, a rule of
be have been takeni without good cause where an common law, customary
administiator fails to respond withini the prescribed law, or an agreement,
period. The Act also provides for procedures for instrumenit or other
tile judicial review of administrative actionis and document, are also
remedies In proceedinigs forjudicial review considered to be
includinlg the prohibition of an admniistrator from administrative actions.
acting in a particular manier, settinlg aside the This Act has recently
administrative action, coriecting the defective been enacted to provide
action and the ordering of the administrator to pay for greater tranisparelicy.
compenisatioil.

Promotion of' This Act gives effect to the I ights provided for in The Constitutionl requires
Access to the Bill of Rights in Section 32 of' the Constitutioni that nationial legislation
Informiationi Act, (Act 108 of' 1996), namiiely that everyone the righl must give effect to this
(Act 2 of 2000) of access to Information held by the state and any right and that such

inforimiationl that is held by anotlier person that is legislation may provide
required f'oi the exercise or piotection of any for reasonable measures
rights. to alleviate the
This Act applies to records of both public and administrative and
private bodies, regardless of wheni they came into fhianlcial burden on the
effect, and sets out the procedures pertaining to the state
obtaininig of records In both the public and private The regulationis to the Act
sector, the giounds for refusal of access to sets out the fees payable
information, mandator y disclosures In the public for searching for and
interest, and appeals against decisions of copying informationi
inforimiationi olf'icers of certainm public bodies. The requested and provide
Act places restrictions on the use of inforimation copies of tlie documents
obtained in civil and criminal pioceedings and associated with such
makes reference to the resolution of disputes requests which require
relatinig to the operation or administration of the completion
Act by the Public Protector, by means of This Act has recently
mediationi, conciliationi or negotiation. been enacted to provide

for greater transparelncy.
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1.23 The Public Finance Management Act (Act I of 2000) empowers national and
provincial treasuries, as a first line of defense, to monitor expenditure including that
pertaining to procurement. The Auditor General Act (Act 12 of 1995) provides a
second line of defense, as it requires the Auditor General to probe procurement related
matters.

DISCUSSION

1 24 Recent legislation and the Constitution lay a foundation for a culture of
transparency and accountability in the public sector and provide practical means to
improve transparency, efficiency and fainmess in procurement and to deal with
systemic issues relating to defective practices. Specific tasks have been assigned to
specific organs of state in this regard. The public have a number of avenues to report
on corrupt practices and have the right to just administration and access to
information. Most of these laws are, however, in the early stages of implementation
and are not well known. As a result, their effectiveness in curbing corrupt practices is
limited. -

1.25 The Promotion of Administrative Justice Act and the Promotion of Access to
Information Act need to be carefully considered. Ways of supporting the intent to
these acts need to be carefully considered. Balances between the making available of
information to bidders as to why they were not awarded tenders and, more
importantly, why others obtained tenders, and the protection of commercial and
confidential information needs to be found in the public interest. The implication of
the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act on the administration of contract and the
resolution of disputes also needs to be carefully considered. There is possibly a case
for making publicly available a summary tender adjudication report which outlines
the reasons for not awarding contracts to bidders and establishes the basis for
comparing the bids received, as the harn in making such infonnation available may
outweigh the benefits in disclosure of such information.

RECOMMENDATIONS: LEGAL AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Procurement reform process

1.26 Issue a National Procurement Policy Framework to govern issues that
would have been dealt with in a Wlhite Paper on Procurement: Such a national
policy framework would build on the recommendations of the Green Paper and unify
fragmented procurement legislation issued since theni. It would formulate and
consolidate procurement policy in all spheres of government and for state owned
enterprises. It would improve the predictability in procurement transactions and
remove the uncertainty that has prevailed because of lack of follow-up since the
release of the Green Paper.

1.27 Draft a National Regulatory Procurement Framework: A national
regulatory framework as foreseen in the PFMA should be created to establish
uniformity in tender procedures, policies (including preferential policies with respect
to contract awards to disadvantaged persons - see Chapter 4) and control measures in
all Organs of State (meaning all administrations at the national, provincial and local
levels). The resulting framework would include mechanisms for implementing new
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and reforned policies by Accounting Officers responsible for Procurement Offices
and Centers. Any piece of national procurement legislation and all provincial acts
dealing with procurement should be reviewed in the light of the requirements of the
PFMA and the MFMB (when this Bill will be enacted), and if found to be in conflict,
they should be repealed.

1.28 Establish a National Procurement Compliance Office in the National
Treasury. This Office should not have any purchasing and contracting function and it
should not be a layer in the procurement process of the executing agencies. Its
responsibilities should include: formulating the public procurement law, policies, the
public procurement rules and procedures, and standard bidding and contract
documents for mandatory application by all levels of government in South Africa, and
keeping them up-to-date with the international practices:

(a) formulating the public procurement law, policies, the public
procurement rules and procedures, and standard bidding and contract
documents for mandatory application by all levels of government in
South Africa, and keeping them up-to-date with the international
practices;

(b) maintaining a data base on procurement complaints, a list of known
and proven arbitrators, and data on the resolution of complaints, and
disseminating information;

(c) overseeing compliance with the public procurement rules and
procedures to ensure that public entities and bidders observe the laws
and regulations in place, and observe the highest standards of ethics
during the procurement and execution of contracts and are held
accountable;

(d) ensuring, as part of its role to monitor compliance, that there are
arrangements in place for independent ex-post audits of the
procurement process for a random sample of contracts at all levels of
government, and lessons learned to further improve the public
procurement system are disseminated;

(e) coordinating efforts to raise awareness, at all levels, of the need for
efficient and clean procurement; and

(f) preparing an annual report on public procurement for wider
dissemination (to Parliament and local legislatures, the Auditor
General and public).
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2. PROCUREMENT PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES

BACKGROUND

2.1 Of the total consolidated government procurement estimated at US$14 billion6
equivalent, Central Government procurement accounts for US$ 5.5 billion (39%),
Provincial Government for US$6.4 billion (46%) and Local Authorities for US$ 0,9
billion (15%). Goods and services accounts for approximately US$ 11 billion (79%)
and capital assets an estimated US$ 3 billion (21%) In addition to the procurement by
Organs of State, procurement by state owned enterprises (SOEs) is currently
estimated to be between US$ 4.4 and US$ 6.7 billion per annum. A modest
improvement of a few percentage points in public procurement by the Government
and SOEs could help save hundreds of millions of dollars to South Africa's public
exchequer.

2.2 Bank operations in South Africa have thus far been limited. Apart from the
above mentioned IDF, the Bank supervises one project (IBRD LN for Industrial
Competitiveness and Job Creation, approved in FY97, with a net commitment of
US$24.5 million), GEF Grants of US$12.4 million for Cape Peninsula and US$8.0
million for Maloti-Drakensburg Nature Conservation Project, and several IDF Grants
in a variety of activities (Capacity building for the Dept. of Welfare - closed -,
Capacity building for Education, Establishment of the Institute of Public Finance &
Auditing - completed - African Connection Telecom, and Strengthening Statistical
Capacity). These limited operations have followed the Bank procurement guidelines
mostly with prior procurement reviews by the Bank

2.3 Other Donor Initiatives in South Africa. DFID provides technical
assistance. The European Commission is the only donor with major funding: the
European Program for Reconstruction and Development in South Africa, with grants
amounting to EU 140 million per annum for about 60-70 projects, and annual
disburseimnents of EU 120 million. Public Private Partnership Unit (within the National
Treasury) is partly funded by USAID. South Africa regulations allow grants to be
executed in accordance with donor procurement regulations.

2.4 The current procurement system is, and has been centralized and process
driven. New legislation, which places accountability for procurement on accounting
officers and controlling bodies within the departments and authorities within the
various levels of government and public entities currently conflicts with other pieces
of legislation. A procurement framework provided for in the law to govern the good
governance aspect of procurement is not as yet in place. As a result, there is
uncertainty, room for abuse of the system and a lack of predictability in the
procurement system in some quarters of government. The focus on the process of
procurement with particular emphasis on the activities from the time that tenders were
called for up to the time that they are awarded, has resulted in general and
procurement practices which fall short of international best practice. Management
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information systems and benchmarking and risk management practices as a result
frequently don't exist in many organs of state, or, if they do, are poorly developed.

PROCUREMENT BY ORGANS OF STATE

Procurement by national and provincial departmenits

2 5 Procurement at national and provincial level can be broadly categorized as
being recurring or non-recurring in nature. Recurring contracts for supplies that are
common to all departments or are applicable to a single department are usually
arranged by the offices of the tender boards, awarded by tender boards and
administered by the departments requiring such supplies. Non-recurring contracts
involving supplies, services or works are usually arranged and administered by
departments and depending upon their value, awarded by the department subject to
tendeir board delegations or by the tender boards themselves.

2.6 The National Tender Board currently manages the implementation of some
112 recurring contracts ("period contracts") covering 256 commodities. Delegations
of the State Tender Board to national departments are currently as follows:

* Up to US$ 555 Quotations obtained by telephone
* Up to US$ 3333 Written quotations obtained from possible suppliers
* US$ 3333 to 83 333 Tenders invited, evaluated and awarded by the relevant

department.
* Above US$ 83 333 Tenders are handled by the Office of the State Tender

Board
* Departments of Public Works, and Communications Services may evaluate and

award tenders up to US$ 224 444
* The Department of Water Affairs and Forestry may evaluate and award tenders up

to US$ 448 888.
l

2.7 Policies, regulations and delegations pertaining to the procurement process at
national and provincial level are mainly documented in the State Tender Board's
General Conditions and Procedures (ST36) and User Manual. Directives to
departments in respect of Procurement (ST37) and the corresponding documents in
the various provinces.

2.8 The work load on tender boards vary between provinces. In the 1997-98
financial year, the average number of tenders which the Mpumalanga, Northern
Province and Western Cape Tender Boards considered per meeting was 30, 2 and 14,
respectively.

2.9 Most Tender Boards place restrictions on the names/firms for the award of
contracts who amend or withdraw their tenders after the closing date for tenders; fail
to provide security, comply with agreements or perform unsatisfactorily; who offer
bribes; or act in a fraudulent manner. Such restrictions range from a few years to an
indefinite period and are not necessarily forwarded to boards in other provinces.
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Procurement by state owned enterprises

2.10 Procurement arrangements in state owned enterprises generally follow a
similar pattern. Boards frequently appoint tender committees and procurement
officials and delegate the awarding of tenders to these committees and officials.
Boards, typically, retain the right to award high value purchases and establish their
own tender rules and procedures

Procurement by local authorities

2.11 In local authorities, Councils typically appoint a tender committee, chaired by
a councilor, comprising a mix of councilors and officials, and in some instances,
members from civil society. Tender committees, usually make recommendations to
their respective Councils who award the tenders.

LANGUAGE OF PROCUREMENT DOCUMENTS

2 12 South Africa has I 1 official languages. All tender documentation is, however,
published only in English, the international language of business.

ADVERTISEMENT OF TENDERS

2.13 Tenders at a national and provincial level are advertised in the weekly State
Tender Bulletin which is obtainable from the offices of the State Tender Board or the
government website. It is also posted to subscribers at a nominal fee. Some provinces
do not advertise in the State Tender Bulletin and only advertise in major newspapers.
Local authorities usually place advertisements in major newspapers.

CONTRACTOR REGISTRATION

2.14 There is cun-ently no national requirement for the registration of suppliers /
service-providers / contractors in order to pre-qualify for the award of contracts Some
organs of state have, however, established databases of pre-qualified firms,
particularly in respect of consultancy services.

PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS

2.15 The South African government has recognized that it cannot meet the socio-
economic needs of all South Africans alone The state as such must compliment its
budgetary capacity with the wealth of innovative and specialist skill that is available
in the private sector. Furthermore, the availability of state resources for these
purposes must be used to leverage much needed private sector investment in public
infrastructure and services.

2.16 Regulations issued in terms of the PFMA establish thee evaluation criteria for
such partnerships, namely that the project must be affordable; provide good value for
money; and transfer appropriate technical; operational and financial risk to the private
party. The National Treasury has published a manual on Public-Private Partnerships
for South Africa's national and provincial government departments. This manual sets
out all the pertinent information required by officials who are involved with the
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design, procurement and implementation of the public-private partnerships and
provides guidance to project professionals and private sector investors. National
Treasury has established a dedicated PPP Unit whose role is to enforce compliance
with the treasury regulations and to assist departments in preparing, procuring and
implementing PPPs.

2.17 The State Tender Board has issued instructions to departments as to the
procedures to follow in order to be compliant with the regulations. At a local
government level, PPPs are implemented according to legislation and guidelines
developed by the Department of Provincial and Local Government. These are
covered in the Municipal Services Partnerships Policy.

PUBLIC HOUSING FUND

2.18 The national Housing Fund, which is solely funded by tax payers' money,
provides housing subsidies to poor households, at a cost that they can afford, and at a
standard that satisfies minimum health and safety requirements through various
subsidy mechanlisms. The bulk of the subsidies are, however, granted through the
project linked subsidy mechanism which provides grants, on a stepped scale linked to
household income, up to value of US$ 2044, depending upon the geotechnical and
topographical conditions. (In practice, most of the houses delivered within this
scheme are wholly subsidized.) In terms of this scheme, the right to develop a number
of residential properties in an approved project and to sell them to qualifying
beneficiaries is granted to both public (usually local authorities) and private sector
developers, based on their submitted development proposals for parcels of land that
they have identified and not on tenders received in response to a request to develop a
parcel of land made available for development. Provincial housing structures, based
on a number of criteria, make awards.

2.19 Tender boards do not oversee this process for the granting of rights which total
some US$ 333 333 per annum, despite falling within the ambit of procurement
legislation.

PAYMENT TO CONTIRACTORS

2.20 Payment to contractors in many organs of state is seldom within 30 days of
receipt of an invoice, despite it being a requirement of the PFMA. As a result,
suppliers on overdue amounts frequently charge interest and discounts are forfeited
and in some instances, have been obliged not to honor orders until such time as
outstanding debts have been paid. Service providers, however, are reluctant to charge
interest on overdue accounts, due to the "next job" syndrome. The South African
Association of Consulting Engineers, who represent approximately 400 engineering
firms, indicate that as of June 2001, approximately 6% of their members potential fee
income, or 26% of all outstanding fees, was outstanding for longer than 90 days from
all levels of government.
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EFFECTIVENESS OF PROCUREMENT ARRANGEMENTS

2 21 The effectiveness of procurement arrangements varies from department to
department as reflected in by the capital expenditure of selected national departments
over the last financial year:

NATIONAL APRIL 2000 MARCH 2001 Amount spent
DEPARTMENT BUDGET ACTUAL (Percent of total

budget)
Education US$ 25,8m US$ 23,9m 92,6%
Health US$ 50,7m US$ 50,5m 99,6%
Housing US$ 4,4 m US$ 4,3m 97,0%
Housinig Funid US$ 336,4rn US$152,Om 45,0%

(estimate)

Public Works US$ 186,5m US$ 106,1m 56,9%
Transport US$ 84,5m US$ 84,Om 99,3%
Water Affairs US$ 248,4m US$ 228,7m 92,1%
Provincial & Local US$ 98,7m US$ 95,Om 96,3%
Government
Total (excl. Housing Fund US$ 699,Om US$ 592,5m 84,8%
Source The South Africani Federationi of Civil Enginieerilng Contractors

2 22 Although similar figui-es are not available at a provincial and local level, the
capacity of provincial and local government to spend money on infrastructure is
generally low due to outdated institutional arrangements and poor planning, design
and project management practices.

DATA AND RECORDS

2.23 Most organs of state focus solely on the recording of data pertaining to tenders
received, usually for the purpose of preparing tender adjudication reports. The data as
such is not recorded formally or in a systematic manner. Very seldom is data gathered
in respect of contracts that are cancelled or completed. As a result, it is difficult, if not
impossible, to gather basic procurement statistics within an organ of state such as
expenditure in procurement activity sectors, number of contracts executed by the
same supplier, reasons for the termination of contracts, and time and cost overruns.

2.24 Only very recently has National Treasury been able to report on procurement
related expenditure within national and provincial departments by extracting data
from expenditure reporting and mapping it to commodity units in accounting
categories used by the International Monetary Fund.

INTEGRITY AND PREDICTABILITY OF THE PROCUREMENT SYSTEM

2.25 Recent legal actions against the State Tender Board and provincial tender
boards revolve around the injunctions to set aside tender awards by boards and the
seeking of access to documentation which formed the basis of a board's decision.
The courts have not always upheld the decisions of the tender boards. There are
instances where the tender boards have been found by the courts to have exceeded
their powers.
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2.26 The preliminary finding of an investigation conducted by the auditor
general into procurement in the national and provincial spheres of government found
examples of organs of state failing to benchmark prices against other contract prices
in order to establish value for money and realize savings to the state; changing of
specifications after the award of tenders; poor planning in works contracts; excessive
cost ovelTuns in the out turn costs; inadequate evaluation of tenders by some
provincial tender boards, resulting in financial gain and other irregularities by tender
board members; failure by certain provincial tender boards to timeously call for
tenders in respect of recurring commodities prior to the expiry of existing contracts
and the extension of existing contracts to overcome interruptions in supply; excessive
delays in the awarding of contracts resulting in escalation costs; a lack of verification
of quality, quantity and costs due to the non-availability of procurement documents;
irregular payments arising from a failure to adhere to tender procedures; subdividing
of contracts in order to reduce the value of individual contracts to within delegated
financial limits; and the entering into of lease agreements for properties which have
not been utilized.

2.27 The construction industry perceptions of the integrity and predictability of the
procurement system as expressed in interactions with the Interministerial Task Team
for Construction Industry Development is that procurement at national level is
working reasonably, procurement at provincial level is very variable, depending upon
the province concerned, and ranges from poor to reasonable, whilst at local level is
generally problematic. A questionnaire completed by 10 pharmaceutical companies
indicated a similar trend and indicated that it can be variable in dealings with SOEs.
Certain respondents from local authorities during a recent benchmark survey
conducted by the Department of Public Works in conjunction with the construction
industry indicated that councilors appoint consultants at their discretion. Interference
by councilors in the award of tenders is reflected in the Section 78(lc) of the first
draft of the MFMB presented to parliament made reference to the National Treasury
making regulations or issuing instructions or guidelines which could include
provisions disallowing councilors to be members of nmunicipal tender boards or
comnm7ittees. The Public Protector regards complaints surrounding the appointment of
consultants as being common.

CENTRALLY MANAGED RATI E CONTRACTS

2.28 Bidders are required in terms of recurring contracts to submit rates for services
or supplies or to submit prices for a given quantity of supplies. Frequently, however,
bidders are required to submit unit rates for very broad ranges of quantities, which
they may be called upon to supply at irregular intervals. Suppliers, particularly in the
medical field, have expressed frustration over the lack of definitive quantities in
contracts as the broad bands in which they are required to submit prices, and the
uncertainty of the likely quantities which will be required, necessitate that they have
to price in their risks.

APPOINTMEN'T OF CONSULTANTS

2.29 The methodology for the appointment of consultants varies considerably. The
aforementioned benchmark survey reveals that consultants in the built environment
are appointed from panels (a data base of pre-qualified consultants) on a tariff basis in
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the sequence that they are registered on the database or at the discretion of officials.
Alternatively, two or three firms are invited to submit proposals using one of these
methods. Non-tariff based appointments are made using a number of methods
including open tendering or inviting tenders from a short list of consultants registered
on a data base. In some instances, consultants apply for funds and execute work on a
risk basis and when money is made available, are granted appointments. Tenders are
in some instances invited and awarded on price alone. Few organs of state invite open
tenders for professional services, particularly in the built environment.

2.30 The National Department of Public Works has developed a computer based
selection of consultants in respect of both tariff (tariff gazetted in a government
notice) and non-tariff based appointments subject to the estimated value of such
contracts being less than a threshold value. Managers requiring consulting services
complete request forms, stating the value, location and service categories that they
require. Consultants which satisfy the search criteria are awarded contracts or invited
to submit tenders / proposals by the electronic processing of such requests, depending
upon their position on the database. Consultants, upon appointment or submission of a
tender / proposal are moved to a new position on the database. In its first year of
operation, 715 appointments, totaling US$ 11 million were made.

DISCUSSION

2.31 Although South Africa has a legal framework in place to conduct procurement
in a fair, equitable, transparent, competitive and cost effective manner, a culture shift
needs to take place to ensure that procurement is indeed conducted in accordance with
legal and constitutional imperatives. The lack of a national procurement framework to
give effect to these imperatives and a general lack of knowledge and skills in the
technical aspects of procurement by those responsible for procuring contribute to this
state of affairs. The historic preoccupation on the process of tendering rather than on
the procurement itself, coupled with a general lack of easy access to the provisions of
the legislative fiamework as it relates to procurement, has also contributed to this state
of affairs.

2.32 Currently, there is a nationwide dependence on process and procedure.
Documents that establish best procurement practices, other than in the construction
industry, are lacking. Benchmarks and performance indicators that are needed to
establish the effectiveness and the efficiency of the procurement system used by
various organs of state, is also lacking.

2.33 What cannot be established in the current system is the value that the
tendering process adds to the overall outcomes and outputs of the various organs of
states'-operations. Value for money is not necessary achieved through the acceptance
of lowest prices; each point in the process needs to be costed and the value it adds
determined. This can only take place where systematic and comprehensive data is
captured and intenrogated. Such data is, however, lacking.

2.34 The PFMA requires accounting officers and accounting authorities to keep full
and proper records of their financial affairs and to prepare financial statements that
must be submitted annually to the relevant treasury and auditor-general for auditing.
The National Treasury acknowledges that, in general, the current procurement
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arrangements provide inadequate management information and are characterized by
inadequate contract management and information technology support systems and a
lack of formal high-level procurement strategy, and limited product and vendor
selection, pre-qualification of suppliers, and performance benchmarks.

2.35 Cun-ently procurements are categorized in accounting categories or in terms
of a limited number of broad groupings of procurements in the State Tender Bulletin.
Use is not made of comprehensive procurement activity sector codes such as that of
the European Union. As such, it is difficult, even where limited data exists, to
understand the precise nature of procurement in organs of state.

2.36 Although the regulations issued under the PFMA apply to all organs of state
except for those in the local sphere of government, regulation 16, which deals with
PPPs, is applicable only to national and provincial departments. As a result PPP
agreements entered into by state owned entities are unregulated.

2.37 The Housing Committee comprising the Minister for Housing and the
provincial members of the executive committees responsible for housing in their
portfolios in May 2000 approved a proposal to fundamentally revise the subsidy
scheme to make it compliant with the procurement requirements of the Constitution
and the PFMA. The proposed procurement procedures focused on the process of land
identification, the offer of land for low cost housing development and the allocation of
development rights on such approved land on a fair, equitable and competitive basis.
These actions have not been followed through. The introduction of the
aforementioned procedures is likely to significantly improve the quantum of housing
delivered, as the scheme will award subsidies to parcels of land that are ready to be
developed. Furthermore, the increase in competition and the reduction in
development risks will reduce costs which will permit better quality homes to be built.
(Under the current scheme, developers have to develop proposals at risk and bear all
the development risk on the sites that they propose for development at a very early
stage in the project cycle).

2.38 Intelligent electronic data bases of the kind pioneered by the Department of
Public Works offer a very efficient and effective means of procuring supplies,
services and construction works up to a threshold value in keeping with constitutional
imperatives. It also allows statistics and data relating to such procurements to be
readily gathered, processed, evaluated and reported on. Should registration of
contractors on a national basis be extended from construction works contracts to the
supplies and services contracts, and given the advances in information technology, the
cost of maintaining the necessary data bases will reduce significantly. (Procurements,
above a threshold, should nevertheless be conducted through an open tendering
system to allow contractors to expand their markets and not to rely on the securing of
contracts through intelligent electronic databases, which in themselves do not present
a sustainable source of work opportunities).

2.39 A major weakness in Government Departments appears to be the lack of
procurement planning. While inefficiency may be a contributing factor, lack of
planning, in many cases, can lead to avoidance of the usage of recurring contracting
ai-angements, the extension of existing contracts or avoidable emergency
procurements. A procurement plan would assist in identifying the supplies and
services to be procured over a period of time. Procurement planning which provides
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the quantities, estimated cost, method of procurement, financing arrangements, and
schedule for processing will be an essential instrument for financial planning and
should be linked to the budgeting process. This will also contribute to the
sustainability of SMME businesses.

ANTICORRUIyrlON PRACTICES

2.40 The Public Protector has recently dealt with the following common complaints
or allegations:

I) Failure to follow the normal tender procedures, particularly in the
appointmiients of consultants.

Ii) Tender advertisements/ tender documents are limited to the State Tender
Bulletin, have too short a time allowed to obtain documents and to prepare
tenders, omit to specify the date of compulsory site inspections or contain
incomplete descriptions of requirements.

iii) Competitors or other prospective bidders might have had an opportunity to
directly or indirectly influence the drafting of the specifications to favour their
product.

iv) Failure to advise bidders of a postponement of the closing date for bids.
v) Undue delays between the closing time and the date of notice of acceptance to

the successful bidders, no communication to bidders on the outcome of the
tender or notification if a tender was cancelled; no or vague responses to
requests for reasons from unsuccessful bidders for the award of a tender,

vi) Challenges to the validity and correctness of the tenders of competitors in
respect of their compliance with the specifications and verification of the
claimed preferences.

vii) Organs of state make performance difficult or impossible in order to enforce
penalty or cancellation clauses with the view to "getting rid" of an emerging
contractor and to appoint another preferred contractor.

viii) Disputes about the terms of the contract on the required performance and time
frames.

ix) Disputes about the payment of interim amounts and payments to
subcontractors

x) Relationships between subcontractors and main contractors.
xi) Irregularity in the award of the contract, to the extent that the complainant/

unsuccessful bidder perceives the outcome of the adjudication process to be
unduly influenced through the offering or acceptance of a benefit or gift.

xii) Nepotism or favouritism in the contracting-out of professional services by not
following the normal tender procedure for the appointment of an advisor/
consultant, but to identify a specific person/ company/ institution.

xiii) Fronting
xiv) Lack of awards to sole bidders.

2.41 The Public Service Commission, which in terms of the Constitution is tasked
with the promotion of a high standard of ethics within the public administration, has
published a Code of Conduct for Public Servants. This code of conduct establishes the
conduct of an employee in his relationship with the legislature and executive, the
public, and among employees. It also regulates the behavior of employees in the
performance of their duties and their personal conduct and private interests. The code
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of conduct expressly forbids the use or disclosure of any official information for
personal gain or the gain of others, the use of an official position to obtain private
gifts or benefits, and the acceptance of any gifts or benefits. Employees who breach
this code of conduct are guilty of misconduct and may be disciplined in terms of the
Public Services Act. . The Commission has held a number of seminars on the subject
and has also published the seminar papers and other essays under the general title of
Fighting-Corruption.

2.42 Some tender boards have codes of conduct to govern the behavior of the board
members. The State Tender Board's code of conduct, however, addresses the rights of
the members as they relate to their share in the control of matters over which the
board has jurisdiction e.g. the right to express an opinion / to be heard, and, apart from
a requirement to declare interests in a specific memorandum under discussion, does
not deal with the anti-corruption issues. Some of the provincial codes of conduct, on
the other hand, recognize that their private sector members are not bound to the civil
service code and have in place codes of conduct to govern their behavior and as such
deal with topics such as full disclosure and declaration of interest, abstention from
deliberations, register of member's directorships, the defence of the integrity of the
board, incorruptibility, and accountability.

2.43 Some organs of state have either established "whistle blowing centres" to log
telephone calls on toll free numbers on corruption or irregular activities (i.e. bribes,
theft, fraud, mismanagement and any unlawful or dishonest act by civil servants)
Other organs of state are utilizing the services of private sector service providers to
provide a fraud hotline for intelligence and information gathering from both
employees and the public and to advise them on what actions to take in this
connection.

2.44 The Green Paper on Public Sector Procurement Reform in South Africa
(1997) proposed that registration of suppliers / service providers / contractors in South
Africa should be instituted as a means of regulating participation in public sector
procurement, promoting good business practices and the adherence to statutory
regulations and requirements, and censuring those who transgress codes of conduct,
fail to meet their tax, levy or service charge obligations, or obtain work in a fraudulent
manner. The Construction Industry Development Act requires the CIDB to publish a
code of-conduct for all construction-related procurement and all participants involved
in the procurement process. A draft code of conduct has been developed ahead of the
establishment of the CIDB by an interministerial task team with inputs from both the
public and private sectors. This draft code of conduct governs the actions of the
employer (body requiring the procurement), officials, consultants, bidders,
contractors, subcontractors and persons who are engaged in any aspect of
procurement by a public body, and contains examples of unacceptable actions and
essential practices

DISCUSSION

2.45 A significanlt number of the complaints and allegations directed to the Public
Protector relate to a lack of understanding of the procurement procedures, poor
procurement practices by officials, unresponsive officials and the frustration of not
being successful in bids, rather than that pertaining to corruption. Many of these
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complaints and allegations could be addressed though education and training of both
bidders and officials, the putting in place of a national procurement framework to
regulate procurement in all spheres of government, the publication of booklets which
demystify the procurement process, the publication of codes of conduct governing
unacceptable actions and essential practices for all those involved in the procurement
process, and informing prospective bidders as to the reasons why they were not
successful in their bids and why others were.

2 46 Passive reliance on legislation and whistle-blowing hot lines will not
necessarily address procurement related corruption. Organs of state should be
proactive and manage integrity through internal systems designed to prevent corrupt
behavior and encourage integrity This will necessitate the establishment of codes of
conduct, the acquiring of knowledge on integrity, exposing staff to integrity
management best practices, capacitating staff, the improving of communications and
information systems, and the development of procedure-orientated plans that assures
integrity behavior in the various processes associated with procurement.

PROCUREMENT DOCUMENTATION

2.47 Generally organs of state use their own standard fomns of contract. Some
organs of state, however, use standard industry forms of contract in respect of
engineering and construction works, with or without extensive modifications. All
government and provincial departments utilize the ST 36 General Conditions and
Procedures published by the State Tender Board or a derivative thereof in goods and
services contracts. As a result, there is little uniformity in contract documentation and
delivery systems in South Africa. The artificial division of the construction industry
into building and civil engineering components through the use of differing conditions
of contract has further complicated matters. The South African Federation of Civil
Engineering Contractol-s reported in 1996 that their members were faced with
approximately 25 different conditions of contract when dealing with public and
private sector procurement agencies within South Africa.

2.48 The South Afncan Constitution requires that when an organ of state contracts
for goods or services, it must do so in accordance with a system which is fair,
equitable, transparent, competitive and cost-effective. The Constitution accordingly
provides that the conditions of contract should be fair and equitable. Many of the state
standard forms of contract are in violation of these requirements, particularly when it
comes to the resolution of disputes. 7

2 49 The Green Paper on Public Sector Procurement Reform in South Africa
(1997) identified procurement documentation as being one of the areas that prevent
SMMEs and emerging businesses from competing freely for public sector contracts.
This paper pinpointed a number of areas which inhibit access to public contracts by
such businesses including the use of highly technical language, jargon and 'legalese';
poor drafting practices and layout; the mixing of conditions of tender with conditions
of contract and the inclusion of these conditions in technical specifications; the
standard conditions of tender and conditions of contract are drafted to cater for every
conceivable eventuality and no attempt is made to present conditions appropriate to
relatively simple and straightforward contracts; various procurement units use
different tender documentation which requires bidders to invest time in order to
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familiarize themselves with differing requirements; and standard forms of contract
and specifications are often extensively amended by public sector procurement units.
This paper identified the need for procurement documents to be standardized,
simplified and structured to enable bidders to more readily determine the scope and
extent of risk which they are to assume; to promote effective participation by SMMEs
and new entrants in public procurement; to realize cost efficiencies; to simplify the
compilation of procurement documents; to streamline administration procedures; and
improve quality. A framework for procurement reform and specific policy in this area
was proposed (See Box 2). The construction industry is currently in the process of
implementing many of these proposals.

DISCUSSION

2.50 The primary document used by tender boards and departments in supplies and
services contracts is the ST36 or its provincial equivalent, a document which needs to
be substantially revised to comply with the Green Paper proposals. A review of the
ST36 by the Interministerial Task Team for Construction Industry Development
found the document not to be "user friendly" and considered that some of the
conditions of tender and contract were, in the light of cun-ent practice and attitudes,
to be unreasonable, particularly those relating to the settlement of disputes. In-house
conditions used by several local authorities are structured in a similar manner and
have similar shortcomings.

2.51 There are no standardized bidding packages, complete with standard forms,
conditions of tender, data forms and the like, and guidance notes. Neither is there a
standard method for the compilation and formatting of procurement documents.
Standard bidding packages need to be developed to facilitate the compilation of
procurement documents and improved understanding by bidders and officials of such
documents. Such packages also have obvious applications in e-procurement.
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Box 2: An overview of reform proposals contained in the Green Paper on
Public Sector Procurement Reform in South Africa: implications and
actions in the construction industry.

The Green Paper on Public Sector Procurement Reform in South Africa (1997) proposed that
1) There should be complete separation in contract documentation between conditions of tender,

conditions of contract specifications and terms of payment (including methods of measurement)
2) A generic categonsation of contracts should be developed in order to regulate and administer Public

Sector Procurement activity in a uniform manner.
3) A national standards body should publish and distrbute both human resource and technical

specifications
4) Standard conditions of contract, based on the genenc categorisation and classification of contracts,

should be used by all organs of State with minimal project specific amendments
5) Govemment should play a leading role in the standardisation of contract documentation and

contract options and set an example in this regard for the pnvate sector
6) Construction standards common to all disciplines should be developed for engineenng and

construction works contracts
7) Engineenng and construction works contracts should be drafted in such a way that they cater for a

"hierarchy" of projects in terms of complexity and needs

Description of Reform requirements Actions to date
reform proposal
Generic Definitions are required for The Construction Industry Development Board Act (2000)
categorisation of supplies, services and defines "construction works" in a comprehensive manner
contracts engineering and The Green paper proposes definitions for this purpose

construction works
The standard format A standard format for the The National Working Group convened by the Department of
for procurement compilation of bidding Public Works developed a standard format for the compilation
documentation packages is required of bidding packages This format has been endorsed by the

which is sufficiently flexible Inter-ministerial Task Team for Construction Industry
to be used in all generic Development as a best practice
categories of contract.

Standard conditions of The range of documents The National Working Group established by the Department
contract must be limited in the first of Public Works established the features which a contract

instance and thereafter should have Focus Group 6 of the Inter-ministerial Task
reduced to not more than Team for Construction Industry Development evaluated all
say two suites of suites of contract in current use in South Africa and
documents shortlisted four contracts (two local and two international

documents published by industry based institutions)
Standard system of There needs to be in place The Association of South African Quantity Surveyors has in
measurement a stand alone system of place a Standard System of measunng Building Works

measurement for building The South African Institution of Civil Engineering is currently
and civil works in the process of preparing a Standard System of measuring

construction works based upon the system previously
included in national standards published by the South African
Bureau of Standards

Construction There needs to be in place The Interministerial Task Team for Construction Industry
standards a single series of Development has established the requirements for

standardised construction construction specifications in a best practice guide
specifications for civil and The South African Bureau of Standards' technical committee
building work for Construction Standards is currently engaged in redrafting

current construction standards to comply with these practices
and to extend the existing civil specifications to cover building
work

Families of general The conditions of contract All the short listed standard conditions of contract have
conditions of contract should be commensurate 'minor works" versions which are suitable for low risk

with the risk exposure contracts
associated with a contract

Conditions of The Interministerial Task Team for Construction Industry
subcontract Development has established best practices for the

engagement of subcontractors All current standard industry
forms of subcontract have been reviewed for compliance with
the best practices The Department of Public Works has
developed model forms of subcontract which reflect these
best practices
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INDUSTRIAI, PARTICIPATION PROGRAMME OBLIGATIONS.

Background to the programme

2.52 South Africa is a society and economy in transition. One of the challenges in
the economic transition process is to develop a competitive manufacturing economy
in order to provide sustainable employment and income generating activities for
South Africans The role of South Africa's Industrial Participation Programme is to
fast track investments, exports and technology development by utilizing the
instrument of government procurement to leverage such initiatives. The Programme is
a component of industrial strategy that seeks to work in partnership with the private
sector.

2.53 The Industrial Participation Programme (IPP), became obligatory on I
September 1996. Cabinet fully endorsed the IPP Policy and its operating guidelines
on 30 April 1997. In effect, this means that all government and parastatal purchases
or lease contracts (goods, equipment or services) with an imported content in a single
contract which exceeds US$ 10 million, or multiple contracts for the same products or
services each exceeding US$ 3 million awarded to one seller over a 2-year period
which in total exceeds US$ 10 million, are subject to IPP obligations.8

IPP obligations

2.54 The seller / supplier / service provider who incurs an IPP obligation is required
to participate in the South Afiican economy to the extent that the sum total of all
commercial / industrial activity (subject to the Department of Trade and Industry's
crediting criteria) equals or exceeds 30% of the imported content within a period of 7
years from the effective date of the IPP Agreement. Excess credits can be banked for
a period of 4 years after the obligation is discharged. 50% of such banked credits can
be used to fulfill new obligations. A 5% performance guarantee is required.

2.55 IPP is a condition of tender and is not a factor in the adjudication of tenders,
unless all submissions are relatively close to each other. It is usually conducted as a
parallel process to the tendering process. The Department of Trade and Industries has
an IPP secretariat that is tasked with the responsibility for negotiating and evaluating
IPP proposals and administering the programme. Bankable business plans are called
for to establish and monitor specific obligations. Receipts and audited statements are
used to confiim compliance with obligations. Credits are awarded in respect of the
following:

Objective Methodology Factor
Sustainable economic Revenue accumulated over the tulfilment I Unit = I Credit
growth period
Export promotlonl Export Revenues = Additional Credits I Unit = I + Local

contenlt

Job cieation Salaries and Wages costs accumulated over I Unit = I Credit
the fulfillment period

Training and development Traininig and development costs accumulated I Unit = I Credit
over the fulfilment period

SMME promotion Outsourcing to SMME's I Unit = I Credit
Previously Disadvantaged Outsourcing to PDI SMME's I Unit = 2 Credits
Individuals PDI ownership% times revenues Unit x % = Credits
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| Investment | Capital outlay or capital injectionis I Unit = 2 Credits
R&D exPenses All costs I Unit = 2 Credits
Technology transfei On a case by case basis linked to revenues I Unit = I Credit

KEY ISSUES ARISING FROM THE IP PROGRAM

2.56 The IP obligation obviously comes with a cost which is normally included in
the prices of goods and equipment offered by the bidders, as no service or obligation
comes 'free'. In other words, the government must be indirectly paying for such
investment obligations. In addition to the cost included by the bidders in their bids,
there is an immense monitoring cost being borne by the government.

2 57 The obligation imposes a restriction at the time of participation. And this
restriction stifles competition, as it excludes participation by many genuine and
qualified internationial suppliers with very competitive prices but who may not be
willing to undertake IP obligations. This system has a tendency to cause distortions in
free trade and leads to uneconomic decisions by public entities just to obtain contracts
In addition, it can lead to monopoly of those suppliers who have committed
themselves to such investments at the possible exclusion of others.

2.58 Cun-ently, there is no clear mechanism for the measurement of value for
money. It is simply assumed that the 'competition' takes care of this aspect, but it
ignores the restriction imposed on competition and its consequent negative
implications.

RECOMMENDATI'IONS TO IMPROVE PROCUREMENT PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES

2.59 Mandate the submission of procurement plans linked to budget
proposals. Inclusion of spending proposals in the budget by the National Treasury
should be subject to the submission of such procurement plans. Procurement plans
should be revised on a regular basis and expenditure should be monitored
accordingly.

2.60 Implemilent a uniform tender publication policy, improve tender opening
procedures and record keeping.

2.61 Exclude private sector members and politicians from tender and
evaluation committees. 9 Evaluation and selection committee members should be
obliged to declare any conflict of interest and exclude themselves from bid evaluation
and approval process.

2.62 Promote the use of intelligent electronic data bases and encourage
competitive selection process. The practice of using intelligent data bases to award
relatively low value tariff based appointments to pre-qualified service providers and
to prepare a short list of pre-qualified firms/consultants for non-tariff based contracts
should be encouraged and promoted. On the other hand, clearer guidelines for the
hiring of more complex, high-value services should be developed.

2.63 Make the Housing Subsidy Scheme compliant with the Constitution and
the PFMA. The current Housing Subsidy Scheme should be restructured so that
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tenders can be called for the right to develop land made available for subsidized
housing.

2.64 Establish a common framework for the regulation of Public-Private
Partnerships. The current framework for PPPs applicable to national and provincial
Organs of State should be extended to all Organs of State. Such a framework should
also include measurable goals and analytical tools to ensure that value for money is
continuously being achieved in PPP contracts. Training and dissemination of
knowledge on PPP project management skills should be extended to all Organs of
State.

2.65 Standardize and rationalize procurement documentation: Prepare standard
bidding packages (including instructions to bidders, general and special conditions of
contract etc.), guidelines and checklists for each generic procurement category and
sub-category of contracts for use by all Organs of State. Simplify documents used by
SMMEs.

2.66 Registration of suppliers and service providers. Foreign suppliers of
imported goods should not be made to register in SA (except for certain types of
goods such as pharmaceuticals, etc.), and contractors and consultants should not be
required to register as a pre-requisite for tendering.' 0

2.67 Report on procurement activities. Procurement activity sector codes should
be developed and utilized to advertise tender opportunities and to report on
procurement outcomes. In accordance with the provisions of the PFMA and the
MFMB, Organs of State should prepare management information to their respective
Treasuries using standard reports on expenditure in particular procurement activities
and also in accordance with preset performance indicators. The National Procurement
Compliance Office should co-ordinate and make these data available so that
comparisons between Organs of State can be readily made, thereby facilitating the
universal adoption of successes as well as corrections of poor results.

2.68 Abolish IPP Obligations in government procurement. Procurement should
not be used as a vehilcle to force bidders in public contracts to participate in domestic
industrial investment. There are other monitorable economic measures that can attract
foreign investment much more efficiently (such as temporary tax advantages,
facilitating location, industrial promotion activities) as has been proven in several
European countries. The savings achieved from open competition without imposing
obligations/restrictions could be channeled for domestic investment opportunities.

2.69 Establish procedures for competitive selection and appointment of
Consultants using standard request for proposals and contract documents, with
guidelines for criteri-a for evaluation. This could be done in collaboration with the PPP
unit.

2.70 Review the implications on procurement of the various Acts promulgated
to promote transparency The full implications of the Promotion of Justice Act and
the Access to Information Act and its impact on all aspects of procurement should be
examined and thereafter, government by means of the National Treasury could
convey the resulting information to Organs of State and the public.
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2.71 Develop integrity management plans. Under the terms of the PFMA and the
MFMB (when enacted), the National Treasury should issue a code of conduct
governing the actions of all those involved in the procurement processes and
guidelines to Organs of State to assist them in the development and implementation of
integrity i-nanagement strategies and plans. Guidelines on the application of sanctions
should also be issued.

2.72 Undertake an anticorruption awareness campaign. A series of booklets
and other media on the anticorruption measures that are currently in place should be
published by the National Treasury and made available to all participants in the
procurement process.

r
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3. ORGANISATION AND RESOURCES

GENERAL

3.1 There are currently no fonnal qualifications for public procurement officials.
As a result, many of the senio- procurement officials have at best only public
administration or built environment qualifications. The quality and integrity of
procurement staff as well of the effectiveness of their procedures and practices vary
between the different spheres of government. The perceptions of 10 pharmaceutical
companies in this regard are as follows:

QUESTION National Provincial Local SOEs
Departments Departments Authorities %*

YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO

Are governmeit organizations 100 62 38 50 25 80 20
generally perceived by (8) (5) (1) (2) (2) (4) (')
suppliers/conitractors/conlsultailts/tile
public as fali and efficient in their
procure m-eint practices'?__ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Which of the foollowing factors are considered to be probleims by persons famliliar with public procurement in
thle country?

Inappropriate or outdated laws and 100 100 100 100
regulations (3) (2) (1) (3)
Poor compliance with and 100 20 80 25 75 100
enforcement of existing laws (7) (1) (4) (1) (3) (2)
Poor informationi about procuremenit 25 75 50 50 100 100
needs (1) (3) (1) (1) (I) (2)
Slhortage of expereieced professional 14 86 67 33 33 67 50 50
staff (') (6) (4) (2) (I) (2) (2) (2)
Poor training of procuremenit staff 67 33 100 50 50

(2) (') (2) (') (')
Low pay for procurement staff 100 100 100 50 50

(2) (3) (') I (') (')
Poor procuremlienlt traininlg 100 100 100

(2) (') (1)
Weak procurement planniiing 40 60 100 100 50 50

(2) (3) (4) (') (') (')
Poor procuremenit methods and 100 100 50 50
procedures (4) (') (I) (I)
Lack of good standard procuremenit 100 25 75 100 33 67
documenlts (7) (I) (3) (1) (1) (2)
Poor technical speciFications (Goods 17 83 33 67 100 100
only'? Works?) (1) (5) 91) (2) (') (2)
Cumbersomiie contiact approval 17 83 60 40 100 100
procedures (1) (5) (3) (2) (1) (l)
Lack of clear delegatiol of contracting 100 33 67 100 100
authority (6) (1) 92) (l) (1)
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Interferenice by higher level officials 100 100 100 100
(4) (2) (1) (2)

Inadequate appeals mechaniisimi 33 67 100 100 100
(1) (2) (2) (1) (1)

Lack of anti-corruption measures and 33 67 67 33 50 50 100
enfoicemenlt I (1) (2) (2) (1) (1) (1) (___ I)__(

* values in brackets indicates the numilber of responses to the question posed.

INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS AFTER TIIE REPEAL OF THE TENDER BOARD ACTS

Background

3.2 The question as to what practices and procedures should be pursued following
the repeal of the tender board Acts has been asked ever since the Green Paper on
Public.Sector Procurement Reform in South Africa (1997) first mooted the repeal of
these Acts and the transfer of the procurement functions to national and provincial
departments. Issues which require resolution include the case for central tendering to
realize savings through the bulk purchasing of items common to departments;
arrangements for organs of state which do not have the capacity to procure or where it
is not cost effective to establish the necessary internal capacity to do so; how
government will exercise good governance over its procurements in the absence of
private sector involvement in tender boards; and the institutional arrangements for
establishing procurement policy and maintaining the procurement system.

Green paper proposals

3.3 The Green Paper on Public Sector Procurement Reform in South Africa
(1997) advocated the reconstitution of the offices of the national and provincial tender
boards, as opposed to the boards themselves, to provide for central tendering needs
and the needs of organs of state who choose not to procure or have insufficient
capacity to do so; the establishment of a National Procurement Compliance Office to
manage procurement reforn, oversee the way in which the state does business with
the private sector and maintain the procurement system; and a national legislative
framework to establish uniformity in tender procedures, policies and control
measures. This paper suggested that a Procurement Coimnpliance Office comprising
five specialist arms, viz., administration, registration, socio-economic affairs,
technical matters and education and training, should administer the framework.
Within this framework, consumer organs of State would be permitted to procure as
they deem necessary. The Procurement Compliance Office would be responsible for
linkages at a provincial, national and local level and would audit those engaged in
procurement activities The Procurement Compliance Office would also regulate and
prescribe all procurement related documentation in order to achieve a uniform
procurement system with standard tendering procedures and internal controls.

AusAid / SACBP proposals

3.4 The AusAid / SACBP report (2000)'' suggested that every department should
designate a senior official to be responsible for the operation and maintenance of an
Accredited Procurement Unit (APU), staffed by officials who have been properly
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trained in procurement; the National Treasury should be responsible for setting of
broad procurement policies, goals and practices (but not processes and procedures),
the accreditation of the APUs and also for convening quarterly meetings of heads of
APUs to discuss matters of mutual interest and concern. The report proposed that if a
particular department had only small levels of staff or procurement it may choose, on
grounds of cost, not to establish an APU. In that case, however, it must source its
procurement activities through another department's APU on a fee for service basis to
cover costs associated therewith. The APUs would be responsible for all procurement
other than that performed by a Common Service Provider (CSP), which some in the
National Treasury feel should be established to procure items common to all
departments and to provide supply chain and total management services in relation to
asset management requiremenis. The CSP was also seen as a possible means to
benchmark other procurements.

THE BLACK ECONOMic EMPOWERMENT COMMISSION'S PROPOSALS

3.5 The Black Economic Empowerment Commission (2001) called for the
establishment of a National Procurement Agency located within the Department of
Trade and Industry to ensure efficiency in delivery of services, black economic
empowerment, business development and competitiveness. This agency would set
policy guidelines and targets for organs of state including SOEs; monitor performance
against the set targets; establish a national database of black suppliers for the use of
the public and private sectors and build capacity within government. It was further
proposed that an Accreditation Unit should be established within the agency as a joint
venture between the public and private sectors with a mission to stimulate private
sector procurement from black suppliers and to broaden ownership structures to
include black people

Current proposals within national and provincial treasuries

3.6 Current thinking within National Treasury with respect to national
departments, is to leave the budgeting and planning requirements within departments,
to permit departments to engage in procurement other than that relating to common
needs within delegations by National Treasury and subject to accreditation by a
possible CSP. The CSP would arrange and manage tranisversal contracts with the
exception of IT related procurement, regulate procurement by provincial and national
departments in terms of the PFMA, have oversight over e-procurement, monitor and
assess compliance with prescribed procurement norms and standards, develop a
database and management information on supply chain management, implement and
maintain integrated IT systems and have training oversight to en?sure that trainers are
trained The case for "central tendering" for common user items is also made in the
Green Paper, as this has in the past proved to be cost effective and resulted in savings
for the Government. On the other hand, there is no reason why the national Organs of
State cannot implement central tendering separately in their areas of responsibility
and competence, so that the role of the national procurement oversight function would
not be compromised by also being involved in procuiremenit implementation.

3.7 The provinces, on the other hand, have their own views. The Kwa-Zulu Natal
Goveinment has, for example, repealed its Tender Board Act and has replaced it with
a Procurement Act which provides for the establishment of a Central Procurement
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Committee comprising 6 representatives of the department, 4 representatives of civil
society, and one from the procurement administration office. This committee, which
is located within the department which is primarily concerned with finance, is
required to adjudicate tenders and award contracts, approve or condone applications
for procurement to be conducted in accordance with procedures not provided for in
the Act, and develop and implement a code of ethics. It also requires accounting
officers to establish in their respective departments, a single Tender Award
Committee and one or more Tender Evaluation Committees to adjudicate and award
tenders within their delegations. The Gauteng Provincial Government, on the other
hand envisages the establishment of a Gauteng Shared Service Centre (GSSC) to
render the services currently rendered by the tender board and to manage the process
of transition from a tender board to an APU in 2002. In terms of current proposals,
departments will prepare budgets and forecast requirements, undertake petty cash
purchases, define thei- requirements and agree selection criteria for specific tenders;
the GSSC will procure on the department's behalf and manage all the processes
associated therewith; and the APU will approve commodity strategies, monitor
performance of the GSSC, arbitrate over issues between departments and the GSSC
and approve extraordinary tenders. It is proposed that the APU will be established
with a 50-50 composition of current Gauteng Tender Board members and heads of
departments.

DISCUSSION

3.8 Accounting officers and accounting authorities in all spheres of government
and SOEs are and will be empowered to procure in tenns of the PFMA and the
MIFMB. National Treasury may issue a national procurement framework under these
acts to govern procurement. These acts also require accounting authorities and
accounting officers to report to national or provincial treasuries. The Auditor General
Act requires the auditor general to reasonably satisfy himself that satisfactory
management measures have been taken to ensure that resources are procured
economically and utilized efficiently and effectively. It is clear that the National
Treasury and the office of the Auditor General have a role to play in procurement
which is underpinned by national legislation and that accounting officers and
accounting authorities, in order to be fully held accountable for service delivery,
should be made responsible for their procurement arrangements in tenms of a national
procurement framework.

3.9 In the revised institutional arrangements for procurement, it is necessary to
provide for central tendering needs and the needs of organs of state who choose not to
procure or have insufficient capacity to do so in all levels of government including
SOEs. There is some preference in the National Treasury that this could be done by a
Central Services Provider. However, it is also necessary to confirm that organs of
state have the capacity and internal controls to undertake their procurements and to
assign functions to various organs of state to manage procurement reform; to oversee
the way in which the state does business with the private sector; to maintain the
procurement system; to establish and maintain a national data base of firms engaged
in procurement together with their status regarding government's socio-economic
objectives; to establish targets relating to government's primary socio-economic
objectives; and to capacitate officials in procurement and related control measures.
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3.10 The refonned institutional arrangements should be designed to achieve
uniformity and predictability in all levels of government and SOEs in an integrated
manner. As such they need to move away form the current fragmented approach to
procurement whereby procurement is treated in mutually exclusive compartments viz,
national, provincial and local government, SOEs and constitutional entities. This
requires national departments to assume a leading role in procurement, with National
Treasury assuming a pivotal role as it is responsible for promoting the objectives of
and has responsibilities in terms of the PFMA and the MFMB.

3 11 The PFMA and the MFMB set out the powers and functions of the National
Treasury and the provincial treasuries. The Minister of Finance as head of the
National Treasury is responsible for policy. National Treasury is empowered to
establish national norms and standards and should do so in respect of procurement. It
would therefore appear logical for National Treasury to establish and regulate the
framework for procurement, to manage procurement reform, to institute uniform
control measures and to and to maintain the procurement system. (The CIDB Act, on
the other hand, empowers the CIDB only to initiate policy refinement and
development in cooperation with Government.)

3.12 The CIDB in terms of Section 5(2)(g) is permitted to establish and maintain a
register of suppliers, manufacturers or service providers in the construction industry.
The Department of Public Works currently has a very comprehensive register of
professional service providers providing architectural, engineering, quantity surveying
and town planning services to enable it to make appointments using its intelligent
software. The Department of Trade and Industry currently operates registers for
companies registered in terms of various pieces of legislation. It furthermore is
responsible for a range of supply side interventions relating to the development of
SMMEs. It should also be noted in this regard that the CIDB is tasked with
construction industry development and DTI with SMMIE and black economic
empowerment development. Registers of firms operating in these sectors is essential
to the tracking and monitoring of the impact of various interventions which they may
pursue, including supply side interventions.

BUILDING CAPACITY OF PROCUREMENT OFFICIALS

Legislation governing training

3.13 The South African Qualifications Act (Act 58 of 1995) establishes a
fi-amework of qualificationls i.e. records of learner achievement.12 The National
Qualifications Framework (NQF) is the set of principles and guidelines and standards
by which records of learner achievement are registered to enable national recognition
of acquired skills and knowledge, thereby ensuring an integrated system that
encourages life-long learning There are two legs to the NQF, namely the setting of
standards, and the quality assurance aspect of assessing competence of learners.
Standards must first be established before they can be monitored and learners can be
assessed as being competent. The NQF operates on the basis of Outcomes Based
Education, whereby a learner's skills are measured in terms of his / her ability to
demonstrate outcomes/ competencies from the training that he has been provided
with. Qualifications and standards registered on the NQF are described in terms of
learning objectives that the qualifying learner is expected to demonstrate. To obtain a
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qualification, a learner must undergo training, and demonstrate competence in the
outcomes of a certain number of unit standards. This means that a learner can achieve
a qualification through any number of different routes, either through experience or
technical training and knowledge. A qualification registered on the NQF comprises a
number of unit standards, at different levels.

3.14 The Skills Development Act (Act 9 of 1999) establishes a Sector Education
and Training Authority (SETAs) for 25 identified economic sectors in South Africa.
The Act makes it the SETAs responsibility to manage and promote education and
training for its sector. This includes approving skills plans, disbursing grant monies
for training, ensuring quality, promoting leadership and offering advice to companies.
Companies are requii-ed to join one SETA, to which their levies will be paid. South
African Revenue Services collects the levy based on payroll, from every company
registered with it, and forwards the levies to the appropriate SETA. Grants from the
SETA levies are only be paid out for education and training that is recognized, or
registered on the NQF. Grants can allow employers to recover up to 50% of training
costs.

3.15 Procurement falls within the scope of activities covered by National Standards
Body 03: Business, Commerce and Management Studies. A standards generating
body (SGB) has been established for Procurement, Logistics and Supply Chain
Management. This body regards international trade development, channel
management, delivery management, materials management, distribution, purchasing,
provisioninig and shipping as sub-fields which fall within their scope of activity. This
SGB has only recently been formed and due to a lack of funding, is not as yet fully
functional.

Current training initiatives

3.16 Training of the staff of tender boards is conducted on an ad hoc basis. It can
take the form of subjecting trainees to case studies and practical and theoretical tests.
The focus of such training is on the tendering process and rarely extends into contract
administration, procurement strategies benchmarking and the like.

3.17 The South African Management Development Institute has a directorate for
provisioning administration and training. The course offered for provisioning
administration only includes a short section on tender administration.

3.18 The PPP Unit within National Treasury currently offers a training course in
PPPs to officials University and technical college courses focus on supply chain
management and logistics and tend to ignore public procurement. Commercial
organizations offer short courses on accessing government procurement, preferencing,
commercial contract administration and the like.

3.19 The Department of Public Works, in partnership with built environment
professional associations and learned societies has, however-, conducted training in
targeted procurement procedures and has accredited some 1300 built environment
professionals in the basic application of such procedures.
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DISCUSSION

3.20 The NQF, which recently was established in terms of the South African
Qualifications Act, is presently being populated with unit standards which are being
developed by the SETAs. However, many of the SETAs are not yet fully functional.

3.21 The procurement profession within the public sector is not held in high esteem
and its profile compares poorly with other public service positions in South Africa.
The absence of accredited training programmes and lack of professional institutions
further exacerbates the problem. Most of the procurement officials have acquired
their procurement skills on the job while some have acquired their qualifications
mainly from internationally based institutes of Purchasing and Supply Management.
There appears to be a shortage of qualified and well-trained staff in procurement in
organs of state. The response from stakeholders is that there are a few capable,
qualified and experienced professionals, mostly at the top level, while the rest of the
staff are unqualified and have inadequate levels of capacity. Little change will be
achieved without adequate training. A structured programme to impart skills
development and professionalism should therefore be introduced for those with
procurement responsibilities in line with the NFQ.

3.22 Procurement staff will require a mix of three sorts of training, depending upon
the degree to which they are involved in procurement, viz basic procurement training;
training in personal and general management skills and more advanced training in
specialist procurement skills. The training should cover topics such as current
procurement legislation and policies; public accountability and reporting; efficiency,
economy and transparency; procurement strategies; contract performance and
monitoring; the use of procurement to support social development objectives;
procurement documentation; supply chain management; the management of small and
large and simple and complex procurements; the application of risk assessment
methodologies to procurement; fraud control; and ethics and fair dealing.

3.23 Outputs are important in any type of procurement, especially in Private-Public
Partnerships. The focusing on outputs gives more scope for innovation and flexibility
in service provision. Only specifying what is required gives the service provider more
freedom to decide on how services or infrastructure are to be provided. Training on
what constitutes an output or perfonrance specification, how they are to be
developed, and how they are to be monitored for contract compliance is required.

RECOMMENDATIONS

3.24 Undertake a skills and capacity needs assessment of procurement
professionals.

3.25 Develop standards and qualifications for procurement officials in accordance
with the requirements of the National Qualifications Framework established by the
South African Qualifications Act.

3 26 Develop and promote accredited training programs, courses and training
materials, leading to certification as procurement accredited staff in various capacities
and levels and with varying authority.
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3.27 Provide systematic and continuous on-the-job training for all procurement
officials alongside the specialized training of procurement experts.

3.28 Publish a series of guidance notes that address topics such as those associated
with the procurement processes, performance specifications, procurement documents,
targeted procurement procedures and integrity management.
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4. PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT SYSTEMS

BACKGROUND

4.1 The democratically elected South African Government of 1994 inherited the
political and economic structures of apartheid, designed to protect the interests of the
minority and restrict access by the black majority to property, economic opportunity
and public service. The South Afi-can Government had at its disposal a number of
policy instr-uments to redress the effects of the apartheid system and the legacy of
inequality. Legislation has been used to address a range of issues including past unfair
discrimination in education training and employment opportunities (South African
Qualifications Act), past employment practices (The Employment Equity Act) and the
promdtion and facilitation of income-generating assets (the National Empowerment
Fund Act). Public sector procurement has been used to increase the base of economic
activity, address skewed racial ownership patterns and to provide economic
opportunity to those previously excluded from the economy (Preferential Procurement
Policy Framework Act).

4.2 South Africa in common with many other African states not only has an
economy which is predominantly in the hands of one population group but is also
facing the challenges presented by liberalization and globalization which is
compounded by its isolation due to the former policies of apartheid. South Africa is
accordingly not divorced from many of the problems facing other countries in the sub
continent.

4.3 The socio-economic component of the procurement reform process has been
informed by the necessity for democratizing the economy13 and the alleviating of
poverty, both of which are consequences of the previous economic, social and
political processes of the past which deliberately marginalized black people, women
and rural communities from economic, political and social power. The economic
power in South Africa is concentrated in the hands of a small white minority;
disparities in levels of income are amongst the highest in the world. Accordingly,
improvements in the inequities will improve poverty reduction through economic
growth

4.4 Current legislation makes provision for the granting of preferences to attain
social development objectives by means of the allocation of tender adjudication
points for attaining or committing to specific goals relating to the participation of
historically disadvantaged persons on the basis of race, gender and disability or to
programmes associated with the Reconstruction and Development Programme
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PREFERENCES IN TIIE ADJUDICATION OF TENDERS

Strategy for socio-economic development

4.5 In 1994, following the first democratic election in the Republic of South
Africa, the South African government adopted the Reconstruction and Development
Program (RDP); a comprehensive socio-economic policy instrument aimed at
eradicating the legacy of apartheid, which had left South Africa with an economy
which was inwardly focused and distorted by inequities, inefficiencies and under
developed resources and markets. Procurement strategies to address the primary
socio-economic concerns, namely redressing skewed business ownership patterns
arising from the previous political dispensation and reductions in levels of poverty,
are focused on:

i) providing access to markets for small businesses and increasing the market share
of those businesses which are owned, managed or controlled by blacks; and

ii) addressing the impediments to effective and profitable participation of such
businesses in government procurement through supply side interventions.

Accordingly, poverty is attacked through the dynamics of creating opportunities for
targeted businesses through government procurement and the empowering of such

14beneficiaries through supply side interventions

Legislative provisions for preferential procurement policies and their
implementation

4.6 Section 217(2) of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (Act 108 of
1996) establishes South Africa's preferential procurement policy, namely that organs
of state may implement a procurement policy providing for categories of preference in
the allocation of contracts; and the protection or advancement of persons, or
categories of persons, disadvantaged by unfair discrimination. Section 217(3) requires
national legislation to prescribe a framework to implement this policy. To this end,
the Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act (Act 5 of 2000) was passed in
February 2000. The PPPFA requires organs of state'5 to determine their preferential
procurement policy and to implement it within a framework (section 2, subsection
la). 16

4.7 The Preferential Procuremnent Policy Framework Act, sets out the basic
procedur-al requirements for implementing South Africa's preferential procurement
policy, establishes a basis for determining disadvantage by unfair discrimination
(race, gender and disability), and provides a range of specific goals which may be
pursued (programmes set out in the White Paper on Reconstruction and
Development.' 7 ) It furthermnoe establishes the obligation that goals must be
measurable, quantifiable and monitored for compliance. The framework, in
accordance with the proposals set out in the Green Paper on Public Sector
Procurement Reform in South Africa requires that the preferential procurement policy
provided for in the Constitution be implemented solely by means of tender
adjudication criteria and as such excludes all other forms of preferencing e.g. set
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asides, qualification criteria, preferences at the short listing stage, or offering back.
The PPPFA in effect redefines value for money in terms of a balance between
commercial factors and social development objectives. It rewards with adjudication
points those bidders that have characteristics that satisfy policy objectives (direct
preferences) or who offer to embrace specific goals in relation to a contract (direct
participation). The Act does not exclude from consideration those bidders who do
not have preferred characteristics or choose not to embrace specific goals associated
with a particular contract. 8 In summary, it provides a means by which bidders can
compete on a balance between price and goals.

Best practice mechanisms for the implementation of preferential procurement
policies

4.8 Procuremenit Reform Task Team, which was established by the Ministries of
Finance and Public Works in 1995, developed targeted procurement procedures which
were fully described in the Green Paper on Public Sector Procurement Reform in
South Africa. The work of this team focused on the use of direct preferences (granting
tender adjudication points to businesses which satisfied certain criteria); direct
participation in contiacts through the engagement of targeted groups in the
performance of the contract as joint venture partners, suppliers / service providers /
subcontractors or labor; and the provision of accelerated work opportunities to
enterprises in tariff based appointments or where a limited number of firms are invited
to tender.

4.9 Monitoring, enforcement and evaluation are all given very significant
emphasis under the targeted procurement procedures that were developed by this Task
Team, in order to ensure that real results are achieved. First of all, in the direct
participation component of the targeted procurement system, contractors are aware of
their obligations because they are actively involved in the definition of their
participation goals. The system furthermore makes provision for checking on a
comprehensive basis whether obligations are being complied with during the contract.
The foundation for an effective evaluation is laid down in the very precise
undertakings (contract participation goals) written into the contract, which can be
readily measured, audited and verified. Compliance by contractors with the resource
goals that they have offered is enforced mainly by financial sanctions. The remedies
for non-compliance are set out in the resource specification documents of each
contract The contractor has to substantiate that any failure to achieve the contract
participation goal was due to reasons beyond his control If he does not do so, he has
to pay penalties in an amount as provided for in the contract.

4.10 The overall progress of the programme in achieving the real development of
the targeted groups is also carefully monitored. Specific indicators have been
developed, which represent the flow of money to targeted enterprises and targeted
labor. These indices can be calculated at discrete time intervals. They enable short,
medium and long term targets for specific policy goals to be set Furthermore, they
can be used to compare the outcomes of different programmes, sectors, regions or
implementers.
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DISCUSSION

4.11 Under international trade agreements the use of procurement to promote social
policy objectives may be affected by prohibitions on discrimination and other
restrictive trade measures and/or by rules on contract award procedures e.g. the
European Union rules on procurement and the World Trade Organization's
Agreement on Govemmllent Procurement (GPA) 20. The PPPFA in choosing to
implement preferential procurement policies solely through tender adjudication
criteria does not exclude any bidders from participation in contracts and as such
follows international best practice. Where points are awarded in the form of direct
preferences, this mechanism, although not excluding any bidders from participation,
does not provide bidders with any preference points should they not conform with the
definitions for the enterprises which are targeted. On the other hand, where direct
participation is called for in contracts, and no minimum specific requirements are
established, this mechanism allows all bidders equal access to tenders and favors
those that embrace contract specific policy objectives to the greatest degree. This
approach to implementing the PPPFA is non-discriminatory and affords all bidders
the opportunity to choose or not to choose to structure their tenders and resources in
the performance of the contract to satisfy contract specific policy objectives.

4 12 Regulations to the PPPFA were issued on 10 August 2001. These regulations
establish norms and standards for the application of the framework provided for in the
Act. They, however, contain certain prescriptions, which dictate and restrict the
manner in which organs of state are to implement aspects of the Act and as such
remove some of the responsibilities placed on accounting officers/ authorities and
convert the PPPFA from a framework into a series of prescriptions. Many practices of
organs of state, which are in compliance with the PPPFA, are as a result in non-
compliance with the regulations.

4.13 The regulations to the PPPFA suggest that specific goals relating to work done
in provinces, regions and municipal areas are programmes of the RDP. The RDP,
however, provides for the addressing of uneven development within the regions of
South Africa and not a blanket preferencing on the basis of geographical regions.
Such area bound preferences by provincial and local spheres of government may be to
the detriment of national socio-econiomic policies. The regulations furthermore make
provision for goals that are not necessarily directly related to contracts e.g. the
development of human resources and communities, and fail to address preferencing in
tariff based professional appointments and public-private partnerships.

4.14 The regulations to the PPPFA establish the cut off between the use of a 90/10
and 80/20 weighting between price and socio-economic goals. The 80/20 weighting is
to be used on procurements up to a value of US$ 55 555. This provides for up to a
25% preference which can significantly increase the cost of procurement to an organ
of state, particularly those that only engage in low value procurements.

4.15 Section 217(3) of the Constitution uses the wording "may be implemented" in
relation to the implementation of a preferential procurement policy21. Section 2(1)(d)
of the PPPFA uses the wording "the specific goals may include". The wording in
these sections suggests that the application of a preferential procurement policy is not
obligatory and the specific goals referred to are examples of goals that may be
pursued. These discretions may result in some organs of state not implementing
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preferenitial procurement policies and others implementing preferential procurement
policies other than those relating to unfair discrimination on the basis of race, gender
and disability or programmes of the RDP. Such discretion will inevitably impact
negatively on the predictability of the procurement system, and the uniformity across
all organs of state.

PREFERENTIAL PRACTICES IN PROCUREMENT

4.16 Preferential practices vary widely in South Africa with little uniformity in
approach save for that in some quarters of the construction sector, despite the
promulgation of the Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act in February
2000, the release of the draft regulations in June 2000 and the regulations in August
2001 The beneficiary groups, the intent of preferential policies and the means by
which preferences are implemented all vary widely. Although the PPPFA requires
preferences to be awarded solely in terms of tender adjudication criteria, there are
currenitly several programmes being implemented to achieve non-commercial
objectives using product / service specifications, set asides, qualification criteria,
preferencing at the short iisting stage, offering back mechanisms, contractual
conditions, and procurement processes for the benefit of particular suppliers (see Box

222 for description of the aforementioned terms) . Some organs of state overlook
tenders from bidders who are not the object of their policies or make only
appointments to consultants on their panels who satisfy their policy objectives. Some
of the provincial tender boards and SOEs do not make known to bidders the
preference margins which they may award as they do so on a discretionary basis.

4.17 The Department of Public Works launched a national initiative with the
endorsement of cabinet to implement an Affirmative Procurement Policy using the
targeted procurement procedures described in the Green Paper on Public Sector
Procurement Reform in South within the construction industry. This initiative
focused primarily on the targeting of SMMEs owned, managed and controlled by
those disadvantaged by the system of apartheid. Direct preferences were granted on
relatively low value contracts in respect of targeted enterprises, which could be
confirmed as being small enterprises, and, to a lesser extent to enterprises with
women equity. On all other contracts, direct participation of targeted enterprises and!
or targeted labor was secured through the use of a series of standard resource
specifications2 3. Comprehensive declaration affidavits in the form of a questionnaire
were called for to confirm the bonafides of targeted enterprises.

4.18 The general practice of tender boards on non-construction related contracts
has been to award direct preferences to enterprises with equity ownership of blacks,
women and disabled persons (HDIs), SMMEs, local SMMEs, and a range of goals
which are not directly linked to the contract e.g. empowerment of the workforce by
standardizing the level of skills and knowledge of workers and the development of
human resources. Bidders are required to merely certify that they are eligible for the
preference claim and are seldom required to provide detailed information to verify
their claims.
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Box 3: Ranking of preferential policy objectives and nature of target
groups in order of importance in construction contracts

The data presented below has been obtained from the Benchmark Survey conducted by the Department
of Public Works, the South African Institution of Civil Engineering, the South African Association of
Consulting Engineers and the Institute of Municipal Engineering of Southern Africa 2 national
departments, 3 provincial departments, 30 metropolitan and local councils and 5 state owned enterprises
(40 in total) completed the questionnaires associated with the survey

Statements provided In benchmark survey National and Metropolitan State Owned Overall
questionnaire provincial and Local Enterprises ranking

department Council ranking
ranking ranking

Statements which best describe the intent behind the organisation's goals I objectives in its preferential
Procurement policy for construction works contracts
eradicating the skewed ownership patterns 3 1 3 1
arising from the system of apart eid
promotion of SMME--s 2 1 1

local economic development 4 2 4 3

Job creation 5 4 2 4
addressing gender imbalances in business 2 5 6 5
ownership. 
community development _ 7 _ 6 6 6
quality standards _6 5 6
poverty alleviation 6 6 8 8
providing access to markets for disabled firms 1 1 9 8 9
increasing the South African content of 10 10 10 10
manufactured goods
redressing of uneven development within 8 12 10 11
reqions of South Atrica
other . 10 11
Statements which best describe goals (targets / target groups) in organisation's preferential procurement
policy for construction works contracts where enterprises are targeted
SMMEs which are owned, managed and 1 3 1 1
controlled by historically disadvantaged persons
(black persons, women or disabled persons)
local enterprises 4 1 4 1
enterprises owned and controlled by historcally 3 4 3 3
disadvantaged persons (black persons, women
or disabled persons) irrespective of their
turnover
SMMEs with equity / ownership by historically 2 2 1 4
disadvantaged persons (black persons, women
or disabled persons)
SMMEs without any equity / ownership by 5 5 5 5
historically disadvantaged persons
other
Statements which best describe goals (targets I target groups) in organisation's preferential procurement
policy for construction contracts where labour is targeted
race 1 2 1 1
residency (the place where they are resident) / 2 1 3 2
community

women 3 3 2 3
disability 4 6 4 4
period of unemployment 4 6 5 5
age 6 4 6 5
wage levels _ 4 7 7
other 5 8 . 8
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METHODS OF PREFERENCES USED IN PRIVATE-PUBLIC PARTNERSIIIPS

4.19 The manner in which preferential procurement policies are implemented in
PPPs vary between organs of state. For example, the Department of Public Works has
made it a mandatory requirement for bidding entities to have a minimum level of 40%
black equity and to maintain this equity level for the duration of the contract. The
successful bidder is obligated to secure a minimum level of direct participation of
targeted enterprises in accordance with a resource specification, both during the
design and build and operational phases of the concession, and faces the imposition of
severe financial penalties, which forn part of the Contract Conditions, should these
requirements be breached The National Treasury, on the other hand, in the PPP
manual advocates the awarding of preferences in accordance with the provisions of
the PPPFA in respect of equity ownership in the bidding entity , and / or the equity
ownership of consortia members or joint venture partners, as well as the personnel to
be employed on the specific project. The Municipal Systems Act combines these
approaches and places a caveat that preferences in accordance with the PPPFA may
only apply if the preference exercised does not compronmise or limit the quality,
coverage, cost and developnmental impact of the services.

Accelerated work opportunities for targeted enterprises

4.20 The Department of Public Works, which has pioneered the implementation of
intelligent electronic data bases, has introduced different rates of rotation for different
categories of enterprises in their data bases in order to provide accelerated work
opportunities to targeted enterprises in accordance with the principles established in
the Green Paper. This system has proved to be successful where the supply of the
targeted enterprises matches or exceeds the demand for services.

Reporting on policy outcomes

4.21 All tender boards have preferential procurement polices in place and report on
the total value of contracts awarded to Historically Disadvantaged Individuals (HDIs).
The Aus Aid - SACBP study (2000), however, found a lack of procedures at both
national and provincial level to enable an accurate assessment to be made of how
effective the preferential procurement policies are in reaching those for whom they
were intended. They also found no methodologies in place to judge whether the
policies need to be adjusted in any way in order to achieve the original objectives. As
a result, the study was unable to determine whethier government's objectives in
respect of SMMEs and HDIs are being achieved. In contrast, the Department of
Public Works and certain local authorities have gathered statistics in a systematic
manner in terms of targeted procurement procedures. Basic statistics relating to the
market share of targeted groups and the difference in price between the lowest
acceptable financial offer received and the bidder awarded the contract with the
highest number of points for a range of contracting strategies have been gathered and
analyzed.
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Box 4: Basic Outcomes of the Department of Public Works' Affirmative
Procurement Policy (August 1996 to December 1998)

Note: The direct financial premium is the difference in price between the lowest acccptable financial offer and the
price of the tender awarded in terms of the preferences
An ABE is an Affirmable Business Entieprise which is defined as a small business, which is owned, managed
and contiolled, by black South Afiicans
The ABE Index measures the market share enjoyed by ABEs
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4.22 A researcher , using this data set referred to in paragraph 42 found that the
90/10 weighting in the tender adjudication criteria achieved significant levels of
participation of target groups at a nominal cost (less than 1%) to the state and the flow
of monies to targeted enterprises is significantly greater and more cost effective where
the tenrder adjudication criteria was used to secure direct participation as apposed to
the granting of direct preferences. The same researcher found statistically significant
differences in performance between Affirmable Business Enterprises (ABEs) (small
business, which is owned, managed and controlled, by black South Africans) and non-
Affirmable Business Enterprises in executing works contracts having a value of less
than US$ 222 222 in respect of respect to time frames, management factors, safety
and quality control. The statistical differences were not significant in respect of the
mobilization of securities and labor factors. No differences in the quality of the works
as a whole were reported. The research concluded that there is a difference in overall
performance between ABEs and non-ABEs, and that supply side interventions and
capacitation programmes are required to mitigate the increased risk exposure by an
organ of state, when engaging ABEs on construction projects.

4.23 Many organs of state, in order to secure the participation of bidders from
targeted enterprises, particularly those from the SMME sector, have broken down
their contracts into smaller units instead of securing direct participation of such
enterprises. The implementation of preferential procurement policies using this
approach has not been without unintended consequences. Current examples of
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unintended consequences in the construction sector cited by the South African
Federation of Civil Engineering Contractors include:

i) The fragmentation of projects into a number of smaller contracts to
accommodate preferred enterprises as prime contractors has not only placed a
severe administrative burden on organs of state and reduced their capacity to
spend their capital budgets, but has also reduced the market share of the larger
companies. This in turn has caused such companies to shed permanent jobs.

ii) The mobility of construction companies and their employees are becoming
restricted due to impositions in contracts for substantive use of labour residing
in a specific, narrowly, defined locality. As a result, trained employees cannot
be moved from one area to another as they do not qualify as local labour and
the training of labour becomes a "consumption" item.

iii) An increase in construction costs and / or a reduction in the quality of the
works due to the making of contracts unattractive to potential contractors /
exclusion of construction companies from the award of contracts due to high
levels of minimum participation requirements relating to the participation of
enterprises targeted in terms of a preferential procurement policy.

DISCUSSION

4.24 Well fornulated preferential procurement policies should outline clear policy
themes, establish priorities where there is more than one policy theme and project
policy outcomes. Short and medium term targets (deliverables) should be established
to give direction to implementing officials as to the targeting strategies that should be
adopted for specific contracts. Specific goals at project level need to be clearly
defined to make them contractually enforceable; measurable and quantifiable to allow
them to be monitored and evaluated; and verifiable and auditable for reasons of
transparency and ensuring that the policy intent is achieved. Evidence of the
foregoing is generally lacking in the majority of organs of state.

4.25 The office of the State Tender Board, as is the case in many of the provincial
tender boards, does not have adequate measures in place to conduct proper
evaluations of HDI entities, to prevent such entities from tendering on behalf of well
established companies in order to secure preference points or to subcontract or cede
their contracts to well established contractors. They furthermore have no system to
measure, quantify and monitor goals associated with the direct participation of target
groups at other than prime contract level.

4.26 The targeted procurement procedures, which have been declared by the
Interministerial Task Team for Construction Industry Development to be a best
practice, not only allows goals to be measured, quantified and monitored in
accordance with the requirements of the PPPFA, but also facilitates the aggregation
and evaluation of goals and the evaluation of the efficiency of targeting strategies to
be made at a programme level. It furthermore enables the progress towards the
attainment of specific policy objectives to be monitored.

4.27 Government has to date not set any targets for a national programme, and
minimal use has been made of targeted procurement procedures to implement policy
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and to track policy outcomes. (The Department of Public Enterprises is, however, in
the process of launching a programme with 10 year targets for all SOEs, structured
around the targeted procurement procedures.)

4.28 The absence of quantitative data on the outcomes of preferencing policies
since the introduction of the 10 Point Plan (interim strategies document) during 1996
is a cause for concern. The only comprehensive data set available within a national
department to inform policy makers and to assess the validity of the weightings
provided in the PPPFA is the data set of the Department of Public Works up to
December 1998. (Cuinently, the Department is in the process of reviving its data
collection capability.) As a result, it is not possible to assess the efficiency of the
general use of procurement as a means to address socio-economic imperatives or to
confirm the effectiveness of the weightings provided in the PPPFA. The one data set
that is available, suggests that the cost premiums are nominal and the strategies for
direct participation produce significantly better outcomes than direct preferences. It is
important that the cost of creating the demand for the participation of targeted
enterprises and targeted labour through tender adjudication criteria be known. This
cost must be minimized in order to maximize the funds available for supply side
interventions aimed at capacitating and improving the performance of targeted
enterprises.

4.29 The practices of the tender boards whereby they issue tenders for recurring
needs in a number of departments and don't commit to a minimum or any quantum of
supplies required in terms of the contract does not permit the direct participation
targeting strategy to be used. (Bidders can only commit to a goal if there is certainty
in the scope of the contract.) Furthermore, the split responsibilities between the
management of the tender process and the administr-ation of the contract, results in
nobody being held responsible for ensuring that the goals contemplated are measured,
quantified and monitored for compliance as required by the PPPFA. At the same time,
the practice of awarding adjudication poinits for a wide range of policy objectives in a
single contract, totaling the number of points allocated for specific goals in terms of
the PPPFA, dilutes the effectiveness of the preferences granted as a large number of
bidders can claim some preference. Furthermore such practices complicate the
adrnministration of the preferential system.

4.30 The practice of many organs of state in awarding preference points for the
degree of equity ownership held by HDIs on a sliding scale in bidding entities, is easy
to manipulate and difficult to enforce for the duration of the contract as ownership in
enterprises is not static. Empowerment necessitates that HDIs be involved in equity
ownership, control and operational responsibilities. Where two or all of these
characteristics of empowerment are called for in order to receive a preference, the
likelihood of sub venting empowerment objectives is reduced as the bonafides of
firms can be more readily established. It is essential that targeted enterprises are
adequately defined and are accredited in a data base in such a manner that the public
has access to the information which determines thei- status. Failing this, fronting
(abuse of the preferential system) will abound and sanctions to those who obtain
contracts in a fraudulent manner will be difficult to enforce on a national basis.
Accreditation on a national data base will also facilitate business linkages between
non-targeted and targeted-enterprises.
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4.31 The lack of uniforn definitions for target groups across the full spectrum of
private and public companies makes it difficult for enterprises to structure themselves
to embrace the intent behind government's preferencing practices. At the same time,
the lack of uniform definitions results in enterprises receiving preferential treatment
from some organs of state and not from others. As a result there is little predictability
as to which types of enterprises are likely to obtain preferences.

4.32 The different approaches to the preferencing arrangements in PPPs can impact
negatively on the financial viability of the partnership or compromise the quality
selections (see paragraph 40). For example, the National Treasury's PPP Manual
suggests that the PPP-type transactions will be exempt from the strict use of the 80 -
20 formula and that the weighting in tender evaluations should be 50-60% technical,
30-40% financial and 10-20% preferential procurement. The granting of preference
points in this manner can result in an organ of state having to consider the award in
terms of the adjudication criteria to a less financially favorable offer which may
impact negatively on the affordability of the project. The approach adopted by the
Department of Public Works by making the socio-economic development component
a mandatory requirement for all tendering entities, may affect the quality offered and
restrict competition, particularly if onerous empowernent requirements are imposed
on the structure of the tendering entity.

RECOMMENDATIONS: PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT SYSTI EMS

4.33 Revise the PPPFA regulations. As intended by the Green Paper, the system
should provide for "graduation" of previously disadvantaged enterprises to
established enterprises, when they have reached a certain turn over rate. The
regulations to the PPPFA should be reviewed to render the preferential system more
economical and monitorable. A national database should be created for disadvantaged
enterprises based on a range of standard definitions. Best practices and standards
should be issued to implement preferential procurement policies in accordance with
the PPPFA.

4.34 Establish national targets for preferential procurement policies.
Government should consider establishing quantitative short and medium term targets
in each sector of the economy to inform Organs of State as to how they should
respond to national empowerment imperatives when implementing the preferential
procurement policy. Accounting officers and accounting authorities should review
their targeting strategies to assess that these strategies do not compromise the cost
effectiveness or quality of the procurement.

4.35 Report on policy outcomes. Accounting officers and accounting authorities
should be required to report, on a quarterly basis, progress in achieving their share of
the national targets , including the difference in price between the lowest acceptable
financial offers received and the awarded contracts. Government, based on this data
should at regular intervals reassess the preferential procurement policy and the
implementation framework and make necessary modifications. The system should not
be a permanienit structure. Consideration should be given to establishing a medium to
long term "sunset" policy which would guide government on how phase out of the
preference schemes would be applied once their basic objectives have been met.
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4.36 Training Needs of potential HDI suppliers should be vigorously pursued.
In this regard, the World Bank Support for Black Business and Supplier Development
Program (BBSDP), as a modified design of the Industrial Competitiveness and Job
Creation Project, should be implemented as expeditiously as possible (see Box next
page).
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Box 5: World Bank Support to South African Private Sector, and HDI Flrms

The World Bank has been in dialogue with the Department of Tiade and Industry (DTI), in order to provide
suppoit to the South African private sector for the past seven years. From 1995-2000. the dialogue
centered around issues of competitiveness, and how the existing manufacturing sector would fare in the
face of import competition, aftei decades of protection thi ough trade sanctions. There were fears of large
job losses resulting from trade liberalization, and the Bank approved a US$48 million project in 1998 to
assist with impioving manufacturing sector competitiveness (Subsequently, a $24 million component for
providing pre-shipment finatice to exporters was cancelled, and the remaining $24 million supported two
matching grants to the private sectoi).

During a mid-term review of the Project in early 2001, it was found that ovei 95 percent of beneficiaries
weie non-HDI firms, and this was consistent with the histoiical pattern of asset ownership in the South
African manufacturing sector An additional design-featuie of the project was that the applicant firm had to
spend the approved giant money up-fiont fromil Its internal resources, and claim the grant upon submitting
documentation foi reimbursement several months latei Most HDI firms did not have strong enough cash
flow to be able to access the matching grant Linder these conditions, and stayed away

Following the mid-teim teview, the Bank and the DTI agreed to woik together to examine how the project
could be modified so that part of the uncommitted funds could be channelled in support of emeiging HDI
businesses, specifically to iipiove their competitiveness The model was to link HDI firms with
established fiims and theieby the mainstream economy The effort would have to focus on upgrading the
IIDI firm to the point wheie it could delver a good or sei vice to another private sector firm itself, rathei
than- just seive as an address to win a contiact, that would be implemented by someone else

In September 2001, the DTI approved a Concept Paper foi Black Business and Supplier Development
Program (BBSDP) During the preparation of the Concept Paper, DTI had interviewed many
tepresentatives of the formal private sectoi and eight separate chambers of commerce, to assess their
ieadiness for diiecting part of their procurement to black-owned firms on a competitive basis. In every
instance, the established private sector had concerns about who would rinance the training needs of
potential HDI suppliers, that would enable them to fulfil the contract reliably and to the standards
required by the private sector. The BBSDP is a pilot progiam which seeks to finance and deliver relevant
trainilg to emerging HDI filiiis, that may then be accredited and enter a database from which established
pt ivate sectoi firms will short-list potential suppliers.

The piogiam is now being implemented by The Enterprise Organization within DTI, and has started with
about US$2 million fiomii the Industital Competitiveness Project The plan is to implement and strengthen
business Iiikages in the supply chain, whereby the emeiging HDI firm sceks to participate in the
economic mainstieam by supplying a good or service to an established firm that has in place an
"affirmative piocuiement" program, to be run on a competitive basis among registered HDI firms

Fot historical reasons, DTI does not have an outreach network among emerging HDI firms, its incentive
progiams typically apply to the manutacturing sector which is non-HDI, and in addition, require the
applicant to have a VAT registration number Therefore the DTI is using a series of network facilitators as
partner organizations in oidei to implement the BBSDP The network facilitators have a history of working
with HDI firms and understand what "upgrading" is needed for them to win contracts from the mainstream
private sector

The Bank's view is that a market approach such as the linkages model is a protmising way to help IIDI
firms integrate into the economiiy The BBSDP is vety new, there have been about twenty applications to
the program so far fiom HDI entelpitses, and their tiatning is underway A number of private sector firms
willing to engage in affirmative piocurement on a competitive basis, have been identified as part of the
BBSDP process, and ate waiting to engage theit fiist iound of suppliers under this program
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5. ELECTRONIC COMMERCE IN PUBLIC
PROCUREMENT

INTRODUCTION

5.1 The Department of Communications has co-ordinated, compiled and
published a Green Paper on e-commerce (2000). This paper examined the need for
confidence in the security and privacy of transactions performed electronically; to
enhance the infornation infrastructure for electronic commerce; to establish rules that
will govern e-commerce; and to bring opportunities of e-commerce to the whole
population. Cognizance was taken in formulating this paper of the United Nations
Commission for International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) Model Law document on e-
commerce and discussion within the World Trade Organization (WTO). This paper
has been converted into a draft document on e-Government Policy. The current
version of the draft procurement policy recommends that for e-Government to work
best, there is a need for

(a) An e-Governnent Policy to coordinate and consolidate public service
delivery efforts, and ensure that the e-Government business case drives
public sector efforts.

(b) Regulations to enable compliance on:

(i) Information security

(ii) Interoperability or compatibility

(iii) Acquisition of ITC goods and services.

(c) Engaging strategic service delivery partners to advance public service
deliveries.

5.2 The State Information Technology Agency (SITA), an arm of the Department
of Public Service and Administration, is the infor-mnation service provider to
government, providing information technology and information systems and related
services. SITA has a seat on the State Tender Board and provides transversal financial
management for public sector information technology procurement. In this role it
focuses on ensuring the interoperability and the standardization of information
systems. It seeks in time to eradicate duplication across all departments. Over the
next three years it is committed to deliver a watertight security platform for public
sector information technology sections within departments As the procurement
agency for state information technology, SITA strives to achieve economies of scale
across the entire spectrum of government information technology needs.
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DISCUSSION

5.3 Electronic government procurement (EGP) has the potential to drive costs of
public procurement transactions down through lower information costs, lower
transaction costs, increased competition and better specialization; raise standards of
transparency in government; reduce the opportunities for fraud; improve equity and
distributional efficiency in public procurement; and spur the modernization and
integration of major government systems which must be integrated, such as electronic
payments processing, public expenditure management, trade facilitation, customs
administration etc Furthermore electronic government procurement requires suppliers
to be fully capable of dealing in an electronic commerce environment If they are, it
means that the government will have achieved a second objective, namely to provide
the impetus and the platform for private sector business-to-business transactions to be
done electronically as well.

5.4 While EGP requires major investments in technology, training, the redesign
of work flows and standardization, there are significant benefits to be reaped through
greater efficiencies in the end-to-end procurement process, particularly when coupled
with other reforms These include:

- changes in business practices at government level;
- r eduction in staffing numbers involved in the procurement cycle,

including ordering, delivery and payment of accounts;
- assistance with "just-in-time" procurement;
- improved supply chain management; and
- better informationi about procurement expenditure and market trends

being available to senior managers in departments.

5.5 Electronic government procurement will not be a panacea for all procurement
in South Africa, partly because the rate of penetration of information technology
capabilities into SMMEs, especially away from the main cities, will remain small for
the immediate future. Accordingly, government needs to address those procurements
that can be implemented in the short term so that the government does not find itself
in a reactive position when pressure for action inevitably arises through the business
sector. Government will need to address in the short term the capacity of the
communications network to cope with a growth in demand for electronic access to a
range of services, including e-commerce.

RECOMMENDATI IONS

5.6 Consider development of a policy framework for the implementation of e-
procurement. Under such a policy, some steps that may not need legislative action
can be implemented. This may include for example, mandatory electronic
announcement of bids and bid awards (for contracts above a set threshold) and
availing of bid documents through electronic means.

5.7 Embark upon a pilot project for electronic government procurement.
Government should consider the possibility of implementing a pilot project to gain
experience in the field of electronic government procurement. The primary objective
of such a pilot project should be to test how electronic government procurement could
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be used to support the transparent and streamlined procedures demanded by
international best practice. The pilot project should simultaneously inform
government of the compatibility of existing systems, procedures and practices with
the options offered by new technology, and establish the way forward to a national,
integrated electronic government procurement system from which an effective and
efficient strategy can be formulated.
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6. COMMERCIAL PRACTICES

6.1 South Africa has a well-developed private sector. This is so both in terms of
large industry in the primary, manufacturing and service industry. Major industries
include mining (world's largest producer of platinum, gold, chromium), automobile
assembly, metalworking, machinery, textiles, iron and steel, chemicals, fertilizer,
foodstuffs. The most important private sectors measured as the size of contribution to
GDP are illustrated in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Origins of GDP
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6.2 Manufacturing accounts for the largest sector wise contribution to GDP.
Figure 6.2 illustrates the percentage breakdown of value in sales of different sectors
within the manufacturing sector.

6.3 -South Africa also has a well-developed private sector when it comes to Small,
Medium and Micro Enterprisers (SMMIE). SMME's account for more than half of the
people formally employed in the private sector and contributes about 42% of the
country's GDP. There are an estimated three million micro-enterprises in the country.

6.4 Promoting SMMEs is a central component in the government's strategy for
employment creation, income generation and black empowerment. The South African
government has therefore established a variety of measures and institutions to support
SMNEs. Among other things, they include the provision of: Low interest loans, a
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preshipment export finance guarantee and financial support for training on technology
and marketing.

Figure 6.2: Percentage breakdown Value of sales R 000 (constant 2000 prices)
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6.5 The Black Economic Empowerment policy and the socio-economic objectives
of public procurement policies specifically have been successful in creating the basis
for many new SMMEs especially in the construction industry. There is some evidence
that business practices in the newly established businesses can be immature in term of
compliance with agreements made with subcontractors and customers. Reinforcement
of the efforts to introduce and sustain good business practices will be crucial if this
segment of private industry is to become sustainable and contribute to economic
growth. It a medium term perspective it will also be important that these companies
develop professional capacity to enter into procured jobs as a subcontractor either as a
single company or in network of subcontractors. The global trend is that successful
enterprises this size must be able to handle subcontracting and networking
professionally.

Box 6: The Black Economic Empowerment program

The domination of business activities by white business and the exclusion of
black people and women from the mainstream of economic activity are causes for
great concern for the reconstruction and development process. A central
objective of the RDP is to decentralise business ownership and control
completely through focused policies of black economic empowerment. These
policies must aim to make it easier for black people to gain access to capital for
business development The democratic Government must ensure that no
discrimination occurs in financial institutions State and parastatal institutions will
also provide capital for the attainment of BEE objectives The democratic
Government must also introduce tendering out procedures, which facilitate BEE
Special emphasis must also be placed on training, upgrading and real
participation in ownership.
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6.6 A preference programme as the Black Economic Empowerment program will
always have a negative impact on the economy through its distortion of the
competition. As long as this is outweighed by the positive effect coursed by the effect,
the program can be argued to be legitimate. It is crucial to monitor such a programme
and measure when the programme has reached its goal and the negative effects will
start to outweigh the positive. Likewise it is crucial to monitor if the programme
courses undesirable side effects. Such monitoring does not seem to be in place today.

6.7 The main importers of raw materials and finished goods are the large
corporations in the primary and manufacturing sectors, be it mining, oil and
chemicals, car manufacturers or pharmaceuticals. The use of INCOTERMS is
common practice as is to allow payment through documentary credits. Commodities
are purchased both through brokers and by competition linking prices to the
international market.

COMPETITION LAW AND REGULATIONS

6.8 The competition policy in South Africa generally acknowledges the
importance of free markets, property rights, economic efficiency and transparency.
The Competition policy in South Africa also specifically aims to ensure access to the
economy for people previously discriminated against.

6.9 The Institutional set up consist of three independent bodies. The three bodies
mentioned above jointly administer the Competition Act. They are all independent,
impartial and subject only to the Constitution and the law. They are also entirely
independent of each other. The Competition Commission is a body responsible for the
investigation, control and evaluation of certain business activities. These activities
include restrictive business practices; abuse of dominant position in a market; and
mergers and acquisitions. The Competition Tribunal and the Competition Appeal
Court make judgments about these activities. The three competition authorities, i.e.
the Competition Commission, the Competition Tribunal and the Competition Appeal
Court, preside over the final interpretation of the law.

6.10 The Commissioner is the Chief Executive Officer of the Competition
Commission. The Commissioner is appointed for a five-year term and is accountable
to the Minister of Trade and Industry and Parliament. The Competition Commission,
the Competition Tribunal and the Competition Appeal Court are financed by
Parliament, fees payable to them, and income derived from invested monies and
money received from any other source. The three bodies must also prepare and submit
an annual report within six months of the end of their financial years. Fines have to be
paid to the Government's National Revenue Fund.

6.11 Competitive business practices are regulated by the Competition Act 89 of
1998, which aims to outlaw:

* Restrictive practices between businesses, or between businesses, their
supplier(s) and customers, which hinder competition.

* These include price-fixing, collusive tendering, restricting output and
investment and market sharing. The abuse of a 'dominant position, which,
according to the Act, is defined as a market share of 35% or more.
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* The competition law also regulates M&A-activity in South Africa, and the
Competition Commission may choose to prohibit or subject a merger to
conditions, if it deems the merger likely to prevent or reduce competition to a
degree that outweighs potential benefits.

6.12 Furthermore the 1998 legislation also included strengthening of divestiture
laws and consumer protection.

6.13 Both competition regulations and institutional set up live fully up to
international standards.

PRIVATE SECTOR PROCUREMENT

6.14 The volume of private sector procurement cannot be estimated on the basis of
the available data. Industry estimates the volume of private sector procurement to be
well below the size of public procurement. Both goods, works and services are
procured by the private sector.

6.15 Procurement practices are company specific and include all practices from
simple direct purchase/contracting over invitation of quotations to open tender and
major international bidding processes. New methods such as New Engineering
Contracts and Partnering are also practiced. Open tender is more common for goods
than for works and services and the bigger the purchase the more likely that an open
or an interinational procedure is applied.

6.16 Planning of procurement is also company, task and size specific, but market
surveys, detailed procurement plans, short lists and detailed bidding documents are all
fairly common practice. Some large corporations will have corporate ethics in place
that will also guide personnel in purchase and procurement. Criteria for selection of
the winning bidder also vary with the specific task procured, but do comprise price,
quality, compliance, time and familiarity. This is also the case for monitoring of
procurement and contract implementation - modern computerized methods are in use
with large corporations.

6.17 The largest obstacle to continued improvement of efficiency in purchasing and
procurement is capacity in terms of sufficiently skilled labor. Not enough people in
South Africa can handle, e.g. Supply Chain Management Systems. Many companies
are ISO certified but do not have the skilled labor to comply with their certification.

6.18 Purchasing and procurement is not generally recognized as a profession
whether this be in large companies or in terms of businesses specialized in
purchasing. There seems to be insufficient third party buyers and especially buyers
that are specialized in specific product segments.
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Box 7: The Institute of Purchasing and Supply (IPSA)

IPSA's declared goals and objectives

* To promote the study, development and appltcation of improved professional purchasing methods
and practices

* To advance and uphold the professional standing of its members
* To encourage the maintenance of the highest ethical standards by those engaged in the profession

of purchasing and the other functions of supply management
* To collect and disseminate information of interest and benefit to its members
* To encourage and co-operate in the institution and development of courses in purchasing and

related subjects in colleges and universities
* To promote, support or oppose any legislation or other measures affecting or likely to affect the

interests of the Institute or its members
* To foster and promote acquaintances, interchange of ideas and cooperation amongst its members
* To acquire any rights or privileges which the Institute may regard as necessary or convenient for its

purposes and objects, to co-operate with any such organisations and bodies, corporate or
otherwise, as the interests of the Institute may seem to require

IPSA - Ethical Code
In applying to join the Institute, members undertake to abide by the Constitution, Memorandum and Articles
of Association, Rules and By-Laws of the Institute The Code set out below has been approved by the
Institute's National Council and is binding on members
The cases of members reported to have breached the Code shall be investigated by a Disciplinary
Committee appointed by the Council, where a case is proven a member may, depending on the
circumstances and the gravity of the charge, be admonished, reprimanded, suspended from membership or
removed from the list of members. Details of cases in which members are found in breach of the Code will
be notified in the publications of the Institute

PRECEPTS
* Members shall never use their authority or office for personal gain and shall seek to uphold and

enhance the standing of the Purchasing and Supply profession and the Institute by
• maintaining an unimpeachable standard of integrity in all their business
* relationships both inside and outside the organisations in which they are employed,
• fostering the highest possible standards of professional competence amongst those for whom they

are responsible,
* optimising the use of resources for which they are responsible to provide the maximum benefit to

their employing organisation,
* complying both with the letter and the spirit of.

I the law of the country in which they practise,
II such guidance on professional practice as may be issued by the Institute from time to time,
Ill contractual obligations,

* rejecting any business practice which might reasonably be deemed improper

6.19 The Institute of Purchasing and Supply (IPSA) is the professional organization
for procurement officer-s and the organization do carry training and certification of
procurement officers.

6 20 The tnstitute was founded by a number of people from the profession, who
recognized the need to develop standards in procurement practices as well as increase
the number of trained and qualified personnel who were required in a rapidly
developing country. The institute teaches development and application of professional
purchasing methods. The IPSA Educational Programme sets out to bridge the gap
between the less experienced personnel and the Certified Purchasing Managers, and to
introduce a staged and progressive route for the professional development of all
purchasing staff. The Institute has a variety of courses ranging from short training
courses, through the Purchasing, to the highest level: The Certified Purchasing
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Manager qualification (CPM). Currently the CPM is the most prestigious qualification
available in South Africa.

6.21 Other training institutions are the University of Durban that comprises a
purchasing faculty and UNISA that has a Degree in Logistics advanced specialization
in Purchasing.

6.22 It is also worth to mention the new African branch of the American purchasing
research institution CAPS, CAPSA, which staged its first strategic Forum in 1998.
Key Purchasing Executives are invited from Southern African organizations to attend
this event. Places on the forum are limited but are open to all in the Purchasing and
Supply Chain profession

RECOMMENDATIONS

6.23 Launch public or private efforts to professionalize SMMEs as subcontractors
to contribute to the general competitiveness and sustainability of SMMEs.

6.24 Intensify the efforts of enhancing the capacity to train procurement officers by
both public institutions and private organizations.
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7. CUSTOMS AND TRADE PRACTICES

7.1 The South African economy has undergone a gradual process of trade reform
in the last two decades. The need for trade reform was necessary in order to ensure
that the economy becomes more efficient.

CUSTOM PRACTICES AND AUTHORITIES IN GENERAL

7.2 Licensing and customs procedures (including procedures and regulation for
export, import and tranisit) are generally transparent and efficient. The Customs and
Excise Act No 91 of 1964 is the major legal document concerning customs. The
latest major revisions can be found in the Taxation Amendment Laws Bill, 2000.
Procedures and regulations are not yet collected in a single administrative document,
but this is in the process of being designed. "An Overview of South African Customs
Procedures" can be found on the SARS website. There is room for improvement of
efficiency according to both SARS and private enterprise. Training as described
below is the crucial factor that can improve efficiency SARS is also in the process of
developing an accreditation scheme for shipping and handling agents and importing
and exportinlg companies, which will allow for further efficiency.

7.3 Complaints over customs procedures and appeals of customs decisions can be
filed with the Commissioner of SARS, the Department of Trade and Industry, the
Courts and the Public Prosecutor. The customs act provide for claiming back overpaid
customs, also for transactions dating back years, and there is no registration of
obstacles for companies to do so

7.4 Foreign firms are not in general required to use a national agent, although this
is a requirement for specific sectors such as the pharmaceutical sector. It is, however,
common practice to use a customs clearing agent. Such agents much be registered and
their licences renewed on a yearly basis.

7.5 No pre-shipment inspection takes place. The strategy is to do post shipment
inspection in South Africa and further develop the capacity to do this efficiently. This
is in accordance with WCO recommendations.

7.6 Barter agreements are not used. If goods are exchanged for goods this has to
be based on a monetary foundation, which will be investigated and value dated by
customs

7.7 There is a shortage of trained customs personnel and there is a recognized
need for enhanced training capacity as well as improved training programmes in all
aspects of customs and excise. The General Customs Officer has appointed a Human
Resource Management Officer in charge of developing and implementing new
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training schemes and the process is under way. The enhanced and improved training
should be seen in connection with a team based incentive scheme that is being
implemented. This scheme allows for a faster increase in salary for the customs teams
that meet or supersede their targets for revenue collection, handling of documents and
inspection. The team based incentive scheme is widely supported by shipping and
handling agents as well as private sector in general. It is seen as a possibility for a
more rapid build up of competence and capacities as teams do not only learn from
training but also from each other.

EXPORT PROCEDURES

7.8 Export declarations are still produced manually in South Africa. SARS is
cuirently working on implementing an automatic system. SARS has a examination
facilities in most important infrastructural entry/exit points such as international
airports and seaports

7 9 There are some restrictions and prolhibitions to which goods may be exported
and a specific export permit may be needed in some instances. After processing the
export declaration and examination of the goods if deemed necessary goods are
released for exports. The total process flow is shown in 7.9

Box 8: EDI / E-commerce in South African Customs
A comprehensive EDI / E-commerce initiative has been launched by SARS with the long term goals
of

* Attract, retain and cultivate relationships with clearing agents
* Aim for a paperless environment
* Provide a catalyst for the automation of current manual processes
* Reduce capturing effort and eradicating capturing errors
* Provide accurate management and statistical information in order to make better

business decisions
* Automate corporate processes to deliver the right information to customers quickly

and cost-effectively
* Introduce risk profiling to reduce fraud

7.10 South African Commodity exports rely heavily on precious metals and raw
materials as shown in the tabulation below:

Top 10 Export Commodities December 2000
Description Value - Rand
Diamonds, unworked or simply sawn R 2,149,736,100
Vehicles, other R 1,369,016,188
Bituminous coal R 813,029,076
Platinum, other R 788,226,981
Filtering apparatus, other R 687,078,351
Ferro-chromium, more than 4% carbon R 583,079,862
Aluminium, not alloyed R 558,604,686
Palladium, other R 483,185,155
Platinum, unwrought or in powder form R 387,994,387
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| Diamonds, unworked or sinply sawn R 366,373,399
Source: www.sars.gov.za

Figure 7.9 Exportation Customs process flow

Goods in RSA i.e. locally manufactured,
irnported for re-exportation,

in warehouses for exporiation,
temporarily imported {or re- exportation,

temporary exported

Declaration ior export made to Customs

|mprt procedureoiepors declaratios|

|Examinagon ||No examination|
neces-sary l

Go--ods released ior
export loaded oni

mode of transport

Import procedures

7.1 1 Goods arrive in South Africa by Air, Sea, Rail or Post and may only arrive at
approved places of entry as specified by SARS. Every importer is required to
complete the Bill of Entry Declaration along with all necessary supporting documents,
as specified in section 39 of the Act in order for Customs to safeguard collection of
revenue. All goods are subject to examination by Customs to determine if declaration
has been made correctly and to perform collection of VAT and duty payments.

7.12 Goods are inspected upon arrival and the inspection procedures are in
conformance with established practice. A targeting system to determine the
thoroughness of the individual inspection (considering the associated with the
product, the importer and the port of departure) is being developed, the present
practice is to do the targeting based on customs officers experience. The post-
shipment inspections are not in general (by shipping agents and importing companies)
said to unduly increase the procurement time. There is a procedure in place where
cash deposits can be given, so goods can be released if i.e. valuation of the goods is
foreseen to take some time.
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7.13 Collection efficiency measured as actual duty collecting rate as a percentage
of potential duty collecting rates tabulated below.

Consolidated tariff analysis based on July 2000 tariff schedule and
2000 imorts, actual duties collected and 1otential duties

Actual duties Potental Collection
All numbers in % collection collecto efficiency

rate rate
rate

Tariff >40 % 5,2 46,7 11,0

30 % < tariff < 40 % 3,0 34,4 8,7

20 % < tariff < 30 % 14,1 20,6 68,2

15 % < tariff < 20 % 10,9 15,1 72,3

10 % < tariff < 15 % 7,2 10,3 69,3

5 % < tariff < 10 % 4,8 5,6 84,5

0%<tariff <5% 3,7 3,8 99,4

Source www uct ac za

7 14 It can be seen that the collection efficiency increases the lower one moves
down the tariff schedule. Tariffs below 10 % have a collection rate at above 85 %
where as tariffs above 30 % have a collection rate at less than 10 %. Overall the
collection rate is about 29 %. Moreover collection rates are lowest for mineral fuels,
motor vehicles and components thereof. There are several reasons to the actual duty
collection rate being in some cases significantly lower than the potential duty
collection rate. There may be certain rebates that apply to certain shipments and not to
others, some goods may be imported from free trade areas; and finally one cannot rule
out administrative errors. Current data does not provide the necessary information to
determine the exact mixture of these various reasons for lower collection rate. They
do however indicate that increased monitoring is needed.

7.15 The exact modality of the Customs clearance process differs and the options
are illustrated in 7.15.

7.16 Imported goods must adhere the standards of the South African Bureau of
Standards. The standards of the SABS are in line with the widely acclaimed standards
such as sets of internationial (ISO, IEC, CISPR, etc.) and European (CEN,
CENELEC). SABS it self is audited by a European Agency.

7 17 The ICC INCOTERMS are generally used and understood. The most common
is FOB, but CIP and CIF are also reported to be used.

7.18 Over- and/or under-invoicing are not common practices. It does occur, as is
the case in most countries. SARS is counteracting these spot checks and other control
procedures. A Risk Profiling System is in the process of being developed to enhance
the efficiency of the control both in terms of better targeting of examination and in
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terms of administrative burden of importers. This includes developing valuation audit
(among other things to establish an anti-dumping procedure) where a desk audit is
done through submission of invoices to customs as well as the Federal Reserve Bank.
Closer cooperation with the Federal Reserve Bank is regarded as the way to enhance
value efficiency.

Figure 7.15 Importation Customs Process Flows

Goods cleared for removal in Bond - may
be moved from place of impon to aiiotlier

RSA Customs Office ton feal clearance

Declaration made 'D Customs |rDeci clearance (vwhen goods enter dhe
at place of enry -Bill of Enby Republc) duties are paid d applicabte
processed by Customs

Goods placed In bondocn WH Goods cleared under rebate (industrnal or
(pending payment of dubes or general purposes) Is subject to vanous
re-export) criteria - duty is no; charged provided

criteria is met

L~~~~~~~~l god aesujctt eaintenb

Castoms to ascertain it correc(tly declared)

Uncleared I taitied I Illicit goods Mill be detained seize
and ptaced in the State

Warehouse -may be auctionedtsold, re-exponed or
des\toyed by Custois

7.19 Goods are not frequently described incorrectly on invoices, although a smaller
percentage get the product code wrong, and there are no indications that import
document are falsely labeled or other trade malpractice to any significant extent.
"Facilitation payments" to clear goods through customs normally do not occur. There
are, however, reported cases, where such payments were necessary. This corresponds
well with the position of South Africa in the Con-uption Perceptions Index published
by Transparency International (TI). Here South Africa ranks among the best countries
in the African region while still ranking below most countries in the Western
Hemisphere.

TRANSIT PROCEDURES

7.20 Goods arriving in South Africa in transit are subject to Customs control.
Transit goods must be entered on a removal in bonds form. Documents relating to the
goods in transit can be required to be produced by Customs Authorities. It is the
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responsibility of the remover / importer to produce necessary evidence of customs
clearance at their final destination or of re-export.

7.21 Several processing modes exist depending on the exact form of transit good.

Transit import procedures

Derfaration G made no Declaration nstade to
remove goods n bond reiptove goods from
to nothelar cIstons Cmistons of fice of
of fice wvithin tlia entry to CUstolils
Repuboic/SACU of fice of exeo (In transi

goods)

Transit export procedures

Goods manufantured in the Republic
and imported goods

Declaration made at nearest Customs office to remove
goods to place of exit (export of local goods or in
transit goods cleared at border posts, for end
destination not being in the Republic I SACU)

Goods removed from
inland custorns office
to point of exit/export
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Removal in bond within South Africa (local goods)

Locally manufactured goods rernoved trom
one Cuosoms control area to another Customs

conkrol area within bho RSA

Goods placed in bonded warehouse pending
clesrance for use in the Republic or or export

|Goods clearedI fof Goods clearedifor |
horne consumpuon export|

Removal in bond within South Africa (imported goods)

|Innported gzoods placed in
bonded arehouse

Imported goods transferred to Imnporled goods transfe red to
anothner bonded warehouse another bonded warehouse
situated in sarnc Controllers situated In a different Controllers
area e g vearehouse in JHB area e g vwarehouse in Jl t3 to
to another warehouse in JtB a warehouse in OBN

Goods cleared for Goods exportedr Goods cleared for Goods exported
horne consumotI home consumption

TRADE POLICY

7.22 Trade and customs regulations and practices are in general up to international
standards in South Afi-ica and South Africa is in more than 90% in compliance with
the Kyoto agreement. A Free Trade Agreement has been made with both the EU and
the USA to reduce and eliminate tariff barriers over the next 10-12 years.

7.23 Custom Tariffs are clear and transparent. They are published Jacobsen's
Publishers on a regular basis and changes in tariffs are also dispersed from here.
Tariff Amendments are also published and can be found on the SARS website,
http://www.sars.gov.za. The Tariff system adheres to international standards as the
first four digits of the product code is in accordance with the international standard.
There seems to be a need for a higher skill level among private shipping and handling
agents handling tariffs as there is not always full usage of the possibilities provided
for importers, e.g. rebates given as part of the agreements with the EU and the US.

7 24 Rooted in its obligations to WTO South Africa has already conducted
comprehensive trade policy reforms in recent years. These obligations are a part of the
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Marrakech Agreement, which South Africa ratified in 1995. According to a
government report from 1998 key elements included:

* industrial tariff reductions averaging one-third by 2000;
* binding 98% of tariffs lines;
* rationalizing the number of tariff lines;
* converting quantitative restrictions and formula duties to ad valorem tariffs;

and
* termination of export subsidies (which took effect in July 1997).

7.25 South Africa's offer to the WTO consisted of a five-year tariff reduction and
rationalization programme, which entailed reducing to six the number of tariff
categories, which had previously numbered over 100. These were to be at the rates of
zero, five, ten, fifteen, twenty and thirty per cent, with any discretionary changes to
the system being disallowed. The only exceptions to the five-year tariff liberalization
process were the clothing and textiles and automotive sectors, which were granted 8
years to attain the levels made in the WTO offer. The total tariff rate fell from 11,7 %
in 1994 to 5,3 % in 2000 and is expected to decline further to 4,9 % in 2002.

7.26 Major policy changes toward liberalization of the agricultural sector has also
followed the ratification of the Marrakech Agreement. It was in 1998 expected that
the aggregate Measurement of Support (AMS) would decline to 5 % of the total value
of the agricultural production by 2000.

7.27 The tabulation below shows that trade reform progress has been made. The
applied tariff rates of 2000 are solidly below those of 1996 and especially within the
agricultural sector the decrease is quite dramatically.

1996 and 2000 Average Import-weighted Tariffs
1996 applied rates % 2000 applied rates %

Agricultural products 9,23 1,4

Industrial products 11,4 8,6

Average 11,3 7,3

Source: www.uct.ac.za

7.28 When it comes to uniformity of tariff rates, the progress is less apparent. One
of South Africa's WTO commitments was to reduce the total number of tariff bands
to 6 categories. Currently (2001) close to 50 bands still exist. A cumbersome and
complex tariff structure with widely differing rates to some extent reduces the benefits
that South Africa has otherwise experienced from liberalization and large declines in
average tariff rates.

7.29 The government also maintains non-tariff barriers to some extent. Under the
terms of the Import and Export Control Act of 1963 South Africa's Minister of Trade
may act in the national interest to prohibit, ration, or otherwise regulate imports,
according to the U.S. Department of State in The Index of Economic Freedom by the
Heritage Foundation. The number of restricted goods requiring import permits has
been reduced recently, but still includes various goods such as: fish and dairy products
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(health concerns), petroleum products (strategic concerns), Montreal Protocol
chemicals (international obligations), pneumatic tires (quality specifications),
footwear (monitoring in respect of WTO quotas), as well as firearms and ammunition
(safety concerns).

7.30 South Africa has a well-established system of Intellectual Property Rights
living up to international standards. Intellectual Property Right protection in South
Africa is in general accordance with the WTO-agreement on IPR (TRIPS-agreement).
While South African IPR laws and regulations are largely in keeping with TRIPS,
especially the US has expressed concerns about increasing copyright piracy and
trademark counterfeiting.

7.31 Anti-dumping and countervailing measures to protect local industries have
also been changed recently to confirm with WTO-rules.

7.32 Counter-trade is not generally used, however, the Industrial Participation
Programme can be said to some extent to have the nature of counter-trade. The
Industrial Participation Programme became obligatory on the Is' September 1996.

7.33 The Industrial Participation Programme makes it obligatory for all companies
that have exports (good, equipment and services) to the South African state or other
parastatal organization with an imported content at above 10 million USD to either
purchase goods from South Africa or invest in South Africa for at least 30% of the
value of the goods imported into South Africa within 7 years of the Industrial
Participation Agreement. Non-performance of the contract is subject to a penalty of 5
percent of the outstanding Industrial Participation obligation.

7.34 Such a programme will have a negative effect on the competitiveness of South
African industry, as it tends to drive the prices up on imports due to the fact that the
exporters will add the extra costs associated with the transaction to price of the
exports.

7.35 This general commitment to free trade seems to have lead to solid increases in
both exports and imports in recent years. Not withstanding the slowing global
economy both exports from and imports to South Africa have been rising by approx.
20 % from January-October 2000 to January-October 2001 according to SARS.

TAX POLICY

7.36 Tax policy in South Africa has been characterized by a variety of changes
during recent years. From 1997 - 2001 10 amending statutes have been enacted and
considered. The South African tax system has developed to be increasingly complex,
but is still simple in international comparison.

7.37 VAT is currently 14% and is regulated by the VAT act 89 of 1991 - updated
in the Taxation Laws Amendment Act, no. 30 of 1998. Financial transactions are only
to some degree exempted from VAT, which is a difference from most other countries.
The issue was raised that in some instances the importer in the recipient country must
pay VAT in connection with export from South Africa and then claim it back from the
South African Government. It has not been possible to investigate further into this
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practice, but if this is so, this practice might be considered be an obstacle for further
development of South African export.

7.38 Foreign dividend became taxable in 2000, which brings South Africa more in
line with internationally accepted tax principles.

CUSTOMS AND TRADE INFIASTRUCTURE

7 39 An overview of South Africa's Customs and Trade infrastructure is compiled
in the tabulation below.

Customs and Trade Infrastructure
Total number of seaports 7
Total number of land border posts International 2
Total number of land border posts local (BLNS - VAT 17
collecting)
Total number of International Airports 11
Total number of Post Office Clearance points 3
Source: SARS

7.40 The largest of the seven seaports in South Africa was in Durban with a gross
income totaling R8.736.902.639 or 15 % of gross Customs revenue collected in the
financial year ending 315' March 2001. In comparison the smallest port in Mossel Bay
only earned a gross income of R234.624.864 or 0,4 % of total customs revenue
collected. The tabulation below comprises Customs Revenue statistics of key
infrastructure for South Africa.

Customs Revenue in South African Seaports
Customs Revenue Statistics - Financial year ending 315 March
2001

% of gross CustomsGross income - Rand Renucoltd
Revenue collected

Durban seaport R8.763.902.639 15
(largest port)
Mossel seaport R234.624.864 0'4
(smallest port)
Durban International R273.532.695 0,4
Airport
Cape , Town R645.749.265 I
International Airport
Johannesburg R8.673.458.931 15
International Airport
All South African
Customs District R44.446.489.942 -

Offices
Source SARS
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RECOMMENDATIONS

7.41 Complete the process of developing the Single Administrative Document for
Customs.

7.42 Complete the on-going development of the risk profiling system for custom
clearance as well as the accreditation scheme for agents and companies.

7.43 Reduce the total number of tariff bands to 6 categories in accordance with
South Africa's WTO commitments from the currently (2001) close to 50 existing
bands.

7.44 Investigate the issue of VAT and exports from South Africa to determine
whether this practice is an obstacle to the development of South African exports.

7.45 Improve training of custom personnel. Every possible attention should be
given to implement the training schemes under development. There is willingness in
the private sector to collaborate with the training schemes. This possibility should be
explored.
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8. GENERAL RISK ASSESSMENT

RiSK ANALYSIS

8.1 To achieve the objectives of equitable, economic, efficient, and transparent
public procurement, the risks to be managed by the Government could be summarized
as follows:

Risk to be What caii happen How it can happen
managed
Loss of econonmy Teniders are niot awarded to the lowest Lack of competitioni (see below) and capacity
anid ineff-iciency in responlsive bidder. to understand inarket.
procuremient

The tenider-s received I awarded do niot Poor, cont(ractinig strategies I procuremienit
represenit best value for mnoney. documenits whichi place excessive and

unnecessary risks oni bidders / overlook quality
Time taken to solicit anid award tenlders in selection of consultanits.
is excessive

Lack of procedures I excessive conitrols I
shiortage of expernenced or trained staff!/ data
maniagem-enlt systemis.

Weak procureinent planniing.

Uncomipetitive procedures for- selectionl anid
emnploymienit of conlsultanits.

The exclusion of Firmiis, which fall outside those that are Organis of State chioose to use set asides to
certaini eligible targeted in termns of a preferenitial attaini socio-economm-nc objectives or restrict
bidder-s froin procuremlenit policy, are excluded from comnpetitionl by linlkinig onierous m-anidatory
competing for bids tenidering, inidustrial participation requirements or socio-

economi-ic goals to the award of contracts.
Firms, which fail to have achlieved a
certain staffinlg structure are excluded Firms are nlot pre-qualified to bid due to their
from teniderinlg, racial / gender composition or are scored

poorly in the adjudicationl of tenlders.
Thle actual quantities pr-ocured unider
cenitralized cont(racts are conisiderably Centralizinlg conltracts for common itemns,
lowei thian those estimnated for enltering which in the mediuml anid long term is not cost
inlto contracts This practice miakes the effective.
conitract unattractive for a signlificanit
niumber of'bidders. Inidustrial Participation Obligationis

Unifair anld Organis of State hiave double stanidards Pr-eferenitial treatment beyonid that provided for
iniequitable in dealinig withi suppliers anid in the law is pr-acticed.
treatm-enlt of contractors.
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Risk to be What can happen How it can happen
managed
suppliers and Price matching is used to secure the
contractors participation of enterprises targeted in terms of

a preferential procurement policy.
Lack of iitegrity, Those involved in procurement do not A lack of codes of conduct.
fairness aind public discharge their duties and obligations
confidence. timely and with integrity / behave Poor enforcemenit of laws.

equitably, honestly and transparently /
comply with all applicable legislation, Poor ethics of those participating in
regulations and by-laws. procurement.

Lack of Bidders do not unlderstand why they Reasons for administrative actions are not
transparenlcy in failed to secure a contract or where they furnishied.
procuremiienit are positioned with respect to a bid
procedures. Tender prices and preferences are not made

public or poor public opening procedures
Failure to achieve Socio-economilic objectives are not Lack of compliance monitoring / enforcement.
socio-economic achieved despite mechaniisisis being in
objectives through place to do so. Poor preferencinig practices which are not
procuremiienit contractually enforceable.

8.2 An analysis of the existing strengthis and the weaknesses associated with various aspects of the
procuremenit system indicated that the likelihood of failure to achieve the above stated objectives on a
5 point scale (U=unlikely; L=low risk; M=inedium risk; H=high risk and P=probably) is as follows:

Risk to be managed Indicative risk of objectives not being fully
realized in most Organs of State in a speciric
category of organ of state
National Provincial Local SOE

Loss of economy and inefficienicy in procurement M M-H M-H L-M
The exclusion of certain eligible bidders fromii competing M M-H M-H L-M
for bids
Unfair and inequitable treatment of suppliers and L M-H M-H L-M
contractors
Lack of integrity, fairniess and lublic confidenlce L M-H M-H M
Lack of transparency M H M M-H
Failure to achieve (and measure) socio-economilic M-H M-H M-H M-H
objectives thiough procurement.

RISK TREATMENTS

8.3 The general risk profile for the South Afiican procurement system can be
categorized as low to medium for entities at the national level and medium to high for
entities at the provincial and local levels. Effective implementation of various
recommendations of this report comprise the required risk treatments to reduce all
risks relating to the Bank and Government's objectives not being achieved to within
acceptable levels (i.e. low risk). The following chapter on recommended action plan
gives short term remedies for risk treatments. [In the interim, any Bank financed
project would need to implement certain specific risk mitigation measures]
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9. RECOMMENDED ACTION PLAN

There are eight key recommendations for the near term. The incomplete implementation of
the Green Paper has led to the flaws in the current public procurement system. The CPAR makes
the following main recommendations to rectify this situation:

I. Follow-up the Green Paper with the preparation and adoption of a national
procurement policy framework in line with the proposed White Paper further defining
and perfecting the Green Paper's recommendations for implementation.

i. Draft a National Legislative/Regulatory Framework for public procurement to
establish uniformity in tender procedures, policies and control measures. It would
incorpor-ate and complement the procurement legislation already in place in the PFMA
and the draft MFMB, and also make adjustments in the PPPFA.

ill. Create a National Procurement Compliance Office in the National Treasury, which
would be responsible only for procur-ement policy formulation, laws and procedures,
provision of standard bidding documents and contracts, oversight on implementation by
all Organs of State, establishment of a procurement data capturing system and training of
procurement staff. This would help eliminate the weaknesses revealed in procurement
practices and procedures.

iv. Implement the decision to abolish the Tender Boards and have their functions
assumed by the responsible Organs of State at the national, provincial and local levels. It
is known that there is some preference in the National Treasury for the creation of a
Common Service Pirovider, which in addition to the above functions of the Compliance
Office would also be responsible for central procurement. However, the functions of
procurement policy and oversight should not be mixed with procurement
implementation. National Departments can provide in the need for central procur-ement
and procurement for those Organs of State that have no capacity to procure.

v. Under the National Public Housing Scheme, establish a competitive procedure for
the award of development contracts to obtain savings in the expenditure of fiscal
revenues.

vI. Abolish the Industrial Participation Program, which conflicts with the basic
principles of efficient, fair- and transparent procurement. The same objectives of foreign
investment can be reached by other measures (temporary tax advantages, industrial
promotion activities) pursued in other industiial economies. The savings achieved from
open competition without imposing restrictions could be channelled for domestic
investment opportunities.

vii. Revise the Preferential Procurement regulations to provide for "graduation" of
previously disadvantaged enterprises when they have reached a certain turn over rate to
avoid that only an elite group continues to benefit fiom the system. Make the system
more economical and monitorable, so that results can be measured to test its merits.
Establish national targets for preferential procurement polices to enable Organs of
State to respond better to the need foi national empowerment objectives. Require
Accounting Offices to report quarterly on achieving these targets.

viii. Establish procedures for competitive selection and appointment of Consultants
using standard request for proposals and contract documents, with guidelines for criteria
ftor evaluation.
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Annex 1: List of Persons Interviewed / Consulted

Department Name Title Office
Executive

Auditor - General G. J. Lourens Manager:
Performance Audit

Auditor - General T Hanekom Centre manager Performance audit
Boehringer P B. Stewart Chief Executive
Ingel heim _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

COS Ventures M Bodhania, Director
Department of G Muller Chief Financial
Health Officer
Department of
Public Enterprises S M Goundei Director General
Department of D Moketedi Deputy Director
Public Works General

Property &
Departm-ent of Propert v
Pubaic Works R Samuel Chief Director Facilities

Public Works ~~~~~~Management

ConstructionDepartment of J Govender Director Industry
Public WorksPrgme Programme
Department of I Thumbiran Director Procurement (BE)
Public Works
Department Trade B .i. Deputy Director
& Industry B Sibisi General

Industrial
Department of L October Chief Director Participation
Trade and Industry Programme

FinancialDepartment Trade E Matthee Director Assistance
& Industry Schemes

Department Trade A Brown Director Black Economic
& Industry Empowerment
Department Trade M Buthelezi Director Black Economic
& Industry Empowerment
Department Trade W N Ramutla Deputy Dir-ector Government
& Industry Procurement

Office of the
Deputy-Director

DepatentT eExecutive General,
Department Trade P Moitse Assistant International Trade
& Industry Assistant & Investment

Development
Division

Eastern Cape
Provincial J Ndelebe Manager
Treasury
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Department Name Title Office
Eastern Cape
Provincial Z Mnukwane Assistant Manager
Treasury
ECS Engineering A Baird
Contract Strategies
ESKOM L J Coetzee

Corporate Corporate
ESKOM WS Burger Procurement Commercial

Manager Services
European Union
Delegationof the Development
EU Commission in J Welten Attache Finance
South Africa

Gauteng Provincial F Raphathelo
Government
Gauteng Provincial D ProcurementD Letlhaku Director Adinstato
Government Adminstration

Departmenit Name Title Office

Imumba, Gauteng
Shared Service A Moonsammy
Centre Project

International trade S Lake Managing Director
Education
Karabo
Engineering (Pty) MP Chaba, Managing Director
Ltd
Kwa Zulu Natal Procurement
Provincial D van Rensburg Manager Provisioning
Treasury
Naamsa - National
Association of
Automobile NM.W Vermeulen Director
Manufacturers of
South Africa
National Treasury, Deputy Director
Republic of South C Kruger General
Africa
National Treasury, Norms and
Republic of South JAN Breytenbach Chief Director standards
Africa
National Treasury, Public Private
Republic of South M Schur Acting Head Partnership Unit
Africa
Office of the N van der Merwe Senior mvestigator
Public Protector
PMA Scientific and
Pharmaceutical M Kirkman, Head Regulatory Affairs
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Department Name Title Office
Manufacturers
Association of
South Africa
PMA
Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers E Pinto
Association of
South Africa
PMA
Pharmaceutical M Deb
Manufacturers' ee Chief Executive
Association of
South Africa
Royal Danish P Commercial
Embassy Attache
SAFCEC -South
African Federation
of Civil H Langenhoven Export Director
Engineering
Contractors
SAFCEC -South
African Federation Contractural
of Civil H Richardson Affairs
Engineering
Contractors
SABTACO P Kgole President
SABTACO J Ngobeni Past president
SAFCOR
Panalpina C Pisapia Seafreight Import

Manager

SAFCOR C Crowther Operations
Panalpina Manager
SARS South Customs: Policy
African Revenue G Westcott and Process
Services

Department Name Title Office

SARS South Customs: Policy
African Revenue I Solomon Procss
Services
SARS South Deputy Director: Operations:
African Revenue J.P.M. Cronje Valuation Customs & Excise
Services _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Semenya Furumele PS Nchabeleng, Director
Consulting PS Nchabeleng I___
South Afiican J Lennox
Chamber of J Lennox
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Department Name Title Office
Business "The
Voice of Business"
South African
Federation of CivilFederatinn I Macgreagor, Regional Manager
Engineering
Contractors
South Africani Provsioning,
Management Administtioni
Development H Greyling Director Adminstration

Institute Training
The South African
Capital Equipment S Rhomberg
Export Council
The South African
Institute of J Vilakazi Executive Dirctor Services
Chartered
Accountants
Trade & Invest C
ment CF Beyers Manager (Export Promotion)
South Africa (Export_Promotion)
Western Cape I Smith
Treasury

ProcurementWestern Cape R November Deputy Director Measures
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Annex A - Legal Framework

GENERAL FEATURES

1. Legal System (i.e. Common/Civil Law; Socialist; Shari'a; other)

Common /civil law based on Roman Dutch law
2. Form of government (i.e. federal or centralized)

Centrallsed (one national and nine provincial governments)
3. Does the Constitution contain any provision directly bearing on public sector procurement?

(If so, descnbe)

Yes, refer to clause 217. (see also 216 and 146 of the Constitution of South Africa (Act 108 of
1996)

4. Is the country a signatory to the Agreement on Government Procurement of the World Trade
Organization?

No
5. Does the basic contract law contain any provision directly bearing on public sector

procurement? (If so, describe)

None
6. Is there a separate body of law which regulates public sector procurement, or is it governed

by regulations issued under an organic finance act?

Currently it is governed by both (in future will be governed by an organlc finance management
Act)
7. Do other bodies of law regulating associated aspects of procurement contain provisions

which are directly related to problems identified within the local system? (e.g. Labor, tax,
customs, insurance, and banking laws, foreign exchange controls or laws defining national
standards - If so, describe)

None
8. Is the system clear, comprehensive and consistent? Does it cover all essential aspects with no

unduly complicated, unnecessary, conflicting or outdated regulations and are rules found in
various distinct sources or within a well coordinated legal framework?

No. The new legislative framework will be consistent. No regulations are in place for the new
system, save for that associated with the Preferential Procurement Policy Franmework Act. (Cant
judge if unduly complicated etc) These latter regulations are, however, a mnixture between
prescriptive requirements and an enablingframework.
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Annex A - Legal Framework
9. Is the hierarchy of the sources of procurement rules well established?

Yes, the Conistitution in Sectton]46 establishes the hierarchy. This principle is not well
understood at provincial level. However, the abolition of the tender boards and the putting in
place of regulations will address this.
10. Do the same rules apply to central and local governmelnts?

At present, no. In the future, yes.
11. Are there procurement rules established for parastatals? Describe.

At present no. In the future, yes, as parastatals are subject to the Public Finance Management
Act
12. Is the procurement function decentralized? If so, describe basic structure, name the main

decentralized procuring entities and indicate whether their role, rights and responsibilities are
clearly delegated in writing.

Refer to the Public Finance Management Act and the Municipal Finance Management Bill
13. Is there an entity(ies) with oversight responsibilities for procurement functions throughout

public administration (e.g., with primary regulatory powers, responsible for harmonization of
rules and monitoring of compliance)? If so, identify and describe responsibilities and
structure. Is it operationally involved in procurement? Is it the Central Tender Board?

The structure within the National Treasury which will replace some of the oversight functions of
the State Tender Board is not yet in place. The Green Paper on Public Sector Procurement
Reform in South Africa proposes a structure to replace the existing tender boards. Cabinet has
in principle approved the establishment of a Common Service Provider. The provinces have
their own approaches. The details are, however, lacking! no final decisions have been taken.
14. Is there a Central Tender Board or a similar institution? What are its duties and

responsibilities? Do the procuring entities or the Central Tender Board issue the award
recommendation?

Currently tender boards do so. They will, however, according to the National Treasury, be done
away with during the course of 2002.
15. Does the system allow/facilitate the introduction of new and innovative techniques and

contracting practices without compromising basic principles?

The current tender board systemn inhibits innovation. The new system is expected to facilitate and
encourage innovation.
16. Are there rules/procedures regarding bidder suspension and debarment?

There is provision within national and provincial tender boards. Co-ordination between boards
is lacking. No provisions within other organs of state.
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17. Is the country a member of regional trade/customs agreements? (If so, specify)

Yes with nelghbourinig states
18. Are there primary/secondary boycotts? (Specify)

None
19. Are there provisions regarding preferences for particular categories of suppliers of goods and

services? (Specify) Is the purchasing entity compensated by the government for awarding
contracts to higher cost national or local firms?

Yes, refer to Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act. Government does not compensate
purchasing entities for awarding contracts to higher cost firms.

20. Are provisions on domestic/international arbitration codified? (If so, specify in which
statute) Are the arbitration rules applicable to procurement contracts? Do they incorporate
international rules?

Refer to Arbitration Act (Act 42 of 1965). Arbitration or litigation is used. The State Tender
Board have a preference for litigation. Mediation is extensively used in construction contracts
prior to arbitration / litigation
21. If domestic arbitration rules are in force, are they generally in line with established principles

such as those embodied in the UNCITRAL rules? (Highlight major differences)

Use domestic and London rules. Generally comply with UNCITRAL rules
22. Is the country a member of the New York Convention on the Recognition of Foreign Arbitral

Awards?

Yes
23. Are there laws or regulations governing policies and procedures for awarding

concessions/contracts for private sector provision/operation of power, water or other
infrastructure facilities? (BOO, BOT, etc.) Do any general conditions of contract apply as a
matter of law or regulation?

Yes refer to regulations issued under the Public Finance Management Act and Municipal
Systems Act

BASIS OF TRANSPARENCY

1. Is there a legal or regulatory requirement for public disclosure of procurement legal texts?

Yes
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2. Are there mandatory requirements for maintaining written records of procurement? Are they

available to the general public?

No
3. Are requirements for advertisement of contracting opportunities adequate? Is the country's

national gazette published in a timely fashion? Is it available to the general public?

Yes. The State Tender Bulletin is posted to subscribers and is posted on the government website
www.gov.za.
4. Are requirements regarding public bid opening, if any, appropriate?

No
5. Are negotiations after bid opening or award selection generally forbidden?

Yes
6. Do rules on negotiated procurement, if any, provide the basis for a fair and transparent

process? Detail.

Rules require tender board approval. Nothing specific is stated but constitution requires
procurement to befair, equitable, and transparent..
7. Are conditions for use of various procurement methods clearly established and is there an

explicit requirement that open competitive bidding is the preferred or default method?

Yes. State Tender Boardpromotes open tendering. Permission usually requiredfrom tender
boards to depart from this Consultant appointments are frequently made on the basis of a
prescribed tariff Open tenders are not calledfor where tariff-based appointments are used.
8. Is there a requirement for public notice of contract awards?

No
9. Are requirements for bid and contract securities clear and appropriate? Are they required of

all bidders?

Bid securities generally not calledfor. Contract sureties calledfor in construction contracts
having a value in excess of US$ 11 000 and seldom called for in other contracts.
10. Are qualification requirements for bidders, if any, fair and appropriate for the purpose of the

contract?

Usually. However at provincial and local authority level and in some SOEs black empowerment
qualifications in some instances are introduced and bidders are excluded on the basis offactors
other than financial and technical capacity.
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11. Do requirements for bid examination and evaluation provide the basis for a rational and fair

process?

Potentially, yes
12. Are summaries of information about public procurement published (e.g. number of bids

received, number of contracts awarded, names of successful bidders)? If so, describe scope
and frequency.

Rarely.
13. Does government hold regular meetings with the business community to discuss public

procurement issues?
No
14. Is there a conflict of interest policy in effect? (If so, describe its essential features)

Yes. Covered In some codes of conduct of tender boards
15. Are the laws on bribery of government officials enforced? Do government bidding

documents and contracts contain anti-bribery and anti-corruption conditions?
Three are laws. Some bidding documents do contain anti-co7rruption provisions.

BASIS OF ACCOUNTABILITY OF PROCUREMENT OFFICIALS

1. Are government employees expected to follow a published code of ethics? If so, describe its
basic features.

Yes. Public service code of conduct. Some tender boards have codes of conduct.
2. How easy is it for bidders to report bribes by others and solicitation/extortion of bribes by

government officials?

Call centres are being established. The public protector acts as an ombudsman.
3. Do bidders have adequate access to administrative or judicial review/appeal ?

The constitution provides for this. Laws to this effect have recently been enacted.
4. Are there measures/initiatives to curb/control corruption, e.g. anti-corruption statutes and/or

bodies, whistle- blower statutes, comprehensive reforms of the civil service/judiciary,
regional initiatives, provisions in the criminal law, anti-bribery provisions, etc.? (If so,
describe)

Yes. Corruption Act (Act 94 of 1994). Public Protector Act (Act 23 of 1994). Protected
disclosure Act (Act 26 of 2000). Promotion ofAdminiistrative Justice Act (Act 3 of 2000) and the
Promotion of Access to Information Act (Act 2 of 2000)
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Annex B - Trade Practices
1. Are foreign firms engaged in trade with the country required to use a national agent?

Foreign firms are not in general required to use a national agent, although this is a
requirement for specific sectors such as the pharmaceutical sector. It is, however, common |
practice to use a customs clearing agent. Such agents much be registered and their licences
renewed on a yearly basis.

2. Are there indications that over-invoicing and/or under-invoicing are common practices? For
which purposes?

Over- and/or under-invoicing are not common practices. It does occur, as is the case in most
countries SARS is counteracting these with spot checks and other control procedures.

3. Are goods frequently described incorrectly on the invoices?

Goods are not frequently described incorrectly on invoices, although a smaller percentage get
the product code wrong.

4. Are there indications that import documents are falsely labelled?

There are no indications that import document are falsely labelled.
5. Is there evidence of any other trade malpractice affecting public sector procurement?

Other forms of trade malpractice do not occur to any significant extent.
6. Is there a pre-shipment verification program? Who conducts the inspections? What goods are

included?

No pre-shipment inspection takes place. The strategy is to do post shipment inspection in
South Africa andfuirther develop the capacity to do this efficiently.

7. Is there a threshold for pre-shipment inspection? What is the amount?

There does not exist such a threshold.
8. If pre-shipment inspection is conducted by a private company, what is the duration of the

contract with the company? Was the contract awarded following a competitive process?

No pre-shipment inspection takes place.
9. Is pre-shipment inspection, if any, conducted according to generally established procedures?

Are there indications that the inspection is not effective?

No pre-shipment inspection takes place.

10. Are goods also normally inspected upon arrival?

Goods are inspected upon arrival.
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11. Are inspection procedures in conformance with established practice?

Inspection procedures are in conformanice with established practice.
12. Do pre-shipment/post-shipment inspection, if any, unduly increase the procurement lead

time?

The post-shipment inspections are not in general (by shippinig agents and importing
companies) said to unduly increase the procurement time.

13. Is counter-trade used? Barter agreements? In which percentage of the country's total trade?
For which commodities?

Barter agreements are not used. If goods are exchangedfor goods this has to be based on a
monetary foundation, which will be investigated and value dated by customs. Counter-trade
is not generally used, however, the Industrial Participation Programme can be said to some
extent to have the nature of counter-trade

14. Are the ICC's INCOTERMS generally understood and commonly used in the Country? Are
other trade terms used? What are the most commonly used INOCTERMS used? FOB? CIP?
CFR? DDP?

The ICC INCOTERMS are generally used and understood. The most common is FOB, but
CIP and CIF are also reported to be in use.

15. Are there indications suggesting price-fixing in open bidding?

No such price fixing seem to have occurred.
16. Are custom tariffs clear and transparent or are subject to discussion with customs personnel?

Custom Tariffs are clear and transparent. The Tariff system adheres to international
standards as the first four digits of the product code is in accordance with the international
standard.

17. Are licensing and customs procedures generally transparent and efficient?

Licensing and customs procedures (including procedures and regulation for export, import
and transit) are generally transparent and efficient.

18. Are "facilitation" payments normally necessary to clear goods through customs, obtain work
pernits for expatriate labor, process monthly payment certificates/invoices?

"Facilitation "payments are not common, but do occur in some instances.
19. Is local staff familiar with shipping and other trade documents? With documentary credits -

are training of staff sufficient?

In general staffs are familiar with shipping and trade documents.
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20. Is local staff experienced in import planning and importation procedures?

In general staffs seem to be sufficiently experienced in import planning and importation
procedures.

21. Is the WTO Transaction Price used to calculate the value of "shipments"?

This was in general not known if to be true or not.
22. Is the value of invoices used as the basis of calculation, if not, are Minimum Prices?

Value of invoices is normally used as the basis of calculation
23. What are the possibilities of complaint over customs procedures, are they sufficient?

Complaints over customs procedures and appeals of customs decisions can be filed with the
Commissioner of SARS, the Department of Trade and Industry, the Courts and the Public
Prosecutor. They are generally sufficient though slow in international comparison.

24. Are procedures and regulations for export, import and transit collected in a Single
Administrative Document?

Procedures and regulations are not yet collected in a single administrative document, but
this is in the process of being designed.

25. What is the impact of demands for Standards and Quality Control on import and export
possibilities? 

The impact is recorded to be unclear or unknown.
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Annex C - Financial Framework
1. Are banks capable of issuing Letters of Credit?

Yes
2. Are banks generally creditworthy?

Yes
3. Can bid, perfonnance and advance payment securities be obtained easily locally? What

formats are permitted? Bank guarantees? Bonds? Other? Provide details on cost, if available.

Yes. All of the above are acceptable.
4. Are the requirements for issuance of bid, performance and other securities to local

suppliers/contractors reasonable?

Yes
5. Do local suppliers/contractors have reasonable access to credit?

Yes, if credit worthy.
6. Do implementing agencies obtain budgetary authorizations for contract payments falling due

beyond the current financial year?

Have 3 year expenditure framework. Not an issue.
7. Are major projects or programs clearly identified in government budget estimates?
Yes.
8. What procedures are followed to ensure the procuring entity obtains budget authorization

prior to inviting bids?

Requirement of-Public Finance Management Act.
9. Do procuring entities reliably receive the monies authorized? Or is the budget subject to

revision duning the year by a restrictive cash release system?

Yes
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Annex D - Public Sector Procurement of Goods/Works
(see also questionnaire completed by pharmaceutical companies)

GENERAL RISK ASSESSMENT
1. Is the public sector procurement profession held in high regard?

At national yes at other levels, generally no.
2. Are pay levels for procurement professionals comparable to that for other public and private

sector technical specialists? Give current range of monthly salaries.

No
3. Is the procurement profession generally staffed with honest and capable individuals?

At national yes, other levels, questionable.
4. Does a code of ethics exist that procurement professionals are expected to follow?

Yes ifprofessionals belong to the IPSA. Not obligatory for government officials.
5. Are the authorities relating to procurement clearly delegated to the entities carrying out the

process? Are the applicable procedures clearly defined?

Yes
6. Are procurement decisions ever overridden by higher governmental agencies? If so, by

whom? To what degree is the procurement decision-making process independent from
politics?

No tender boards are autonomous. Politics currently plays a large role at local government
level as politicians often chair the tender committees who report to Councilfor the final
decision.
7. Does the highest level of government encourage/support/enforce compliance with existing

procurement regulations? Are violations investigated and procurement/other responsible
officials held accountable?

Currently tender boards enforce compliance. The new system will task government with this. No
regulations are, however, currently in place. The auditor general, however, performs audits
from time to time.

ORGANIZATION

1. Is appropriate information on procurement adequately disseminated (i.e. procurement staff
are aware of updated rules and thresholds, and other issues relevant to their assigned
responsibilities)?

Yes. Published in national and provincial tender board user manual. Directives to Departments
in respect of Procturement
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2. Are the procurement and supply management functions clearly distinguished?

Yes
3. Is contracting authority reasonably delegated (i.e. there are no unnecessary levels of

approvals or cumbersome procedures)?

At national level, yes. At provincial not necessarily
4. Are thresholds for contracting powers regularly updated?

Infrequtently, when the user manuals are updated (State Tender Board User manual last
updated in August 1998.)
5. Do procuring entities have internal quality control mechanisms? Are they regularly audited?

Yes. Auditor general periodically audits them
6. Are procurement staff experienced in international procurement?

Variable.
7. Is career advancement primarily based on job-related accomplishments and factors?

Not necessarily, as advancement may have to take employment equityfactors into
consideration.
8. Do adequate formal and on-the-job training programs exist for entry- and higher-level

procurement staff that contribute to proper professional career development?

No. Training offered is limited.
9. Are there additional training resources in the country which are currently utilized or that

could be utilized to complement Government/donor-administered programs (e.g.
universities and private institutions)?

Yes. Some universities and technicons are beginning to offer offer courses- more geared
towards supply chain managenment and logistics. Courses are runi by private companies, but are
rather expensive.
10. Did previous training programs lead to an obvious improvement in the quality/productivity

of procurement work?

No data available.
11. Do procurement staff have adequate project/contract management capabilities?

Not all. Room for improvement.
12. Are procurement agents used? Under what circumstances? How are they selected? Describe

normal basis for compensation and contract duration

No
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13. Is procurement monitoring and administration computerized? How adequately do
procurement entities track the key steps in the procurement process and collect appropriate
project-related cost and schedule information?

Very little data is capturecl, if at all. Informationi on project-related costs and schedule
information generally lacking.

PROCESS - PLANNING

1. Are project implementation units adequately staffed with trained procurement, planning,
scheduling, expediting and cost estimating personnel?

Varies between organs of state to organ of state.
2. Is overall planning for complex goods, works and other contracts done in sufficient detail to

produce realistic project definition, achievable completion schedules and accurate cost
estimates?

Generally not.
3. Is the early technical and financial planning well coordinated so that projects are fully

funded when work needs to begin, based on accurate cost estimates?

Varies between organs of state to organ of state.
4. Are appropriate methodologies used to plan multiple inter-related procurement activities on

large projects (e.g. the critical path method)?

Varies between organs of state to organ of state.
5. Are project components appropriately packaged for procurement purposes?

Vartes between organs of state to organ of state.
6 Are completion schedules generally met for goods, works and consultant services contracts?

If not, what is the major cause for slippage? Is sufficient time generally allowed for
external reviews/clearances?

Generally yes. Have been some delays in works contracts where emerging contractors have had
difficulty in raising the necessary sureties or have lacked credtt facilities for materials.
7. Do procurement units regularly conduct market surveys to update their knowledge of

prevailing prices for goods and works?

Generally not.
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8. Are procedures and methodologies for planning procurement of recurrent items (i..e.
inventory control, forecasting of future requirements, classification, coding,
accounting/financial management, spare parts management, and delivery systems)
adequate?

Varies between organs of state to organ of state.

PROCESS - DOCUMENT PREPARATION

1. Do standard documents exist for goods, works and other types of contract? List. Are other
international contract formats used? If so, identify

A wide range of standardised conditions of contract with client specific mnodifications exist.
The is no uniformity. Efforts in the construction sector have been made to restrict the choice to
four standard conditions of contract. No standard bidding packages.
2. Are these documents, if any, readily adaptable to specific contract situations (i.e. by

modifications made through a Bid Data Sheet, Special Conditions of Contract or similar)?

No standard bidding packages. There is limited standardisation in the construction sector.
3. Are there separate documents for international and national competitive bidding not

financed by the Bank?

No. Use is made in the construction sector of FIDIC and NEC documents.
4. Do Instructions to Bidders (ITBs) contain all information necessary to prepare responsive

bids and clearly understand evaluation criteria and their method of application?

Generally yes. In some organs of state, criteria relating to preferences are vague. (This is
conitrary to the newly publicised regulations to the PPPFA)
5. Do they contain other necessary information, such as eligibility requirements, basis of bid,

language and currency of bids, common currency for purposes of evaluation, source and
date of the exchange rate, etc.? Are sample forms and other appropriate sections of the
documents provided?

Yes
6. Are bidders required to provide bid security in an appropriate amount as a condition of

responsiveness of their bid?

No
7. Is pre- or post-qualification provided for?

Not usually.
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|8. Are qualification criteria appropriate and clearly described?

|Not a general practice. Fairly clear when required.

9. Are conditions of contract equitable?

Not all. Some of the dispute resolution provisions are somewhat one sided.
10. Are conditions of contract generally equitable? Do they provide adequate coverage for

most important commercial and legal issues (for the method of procurement, size, nature
and type of contract used) and provide adequate protection to the Government, without
putting undue risk on bidders?

Generally yes, save for that in 9 above.
11. Are standard purchase orders used for shopping?

Varies between organs of state to organ of state.

PROCESS - PRE-QUALIFICATION

1. Is pre-qualification carrmed out when appropriate? What types of contracts is it used for?
Works? Goods? Other?

Generally only usedfor large /complex projects or where particular expertise is required.
2. Is the pre-qualification process fair and transparent? Are decisions made promptly? Are

foreign firms allowed to apply?

Generally yes to all questions.
3. Are standard pre-qualification documents used? Do they clearly and completely describe all

the prerequisites for submitting responsive applications for pre-qualification? Is financial
information routinely requested and critically evaluated to assess an applicant's financial
capacity to perform?

No
4. Do pre-qualification documents clearly and completely describe all requisites for

submitting responsive applications and the qualification requirements? Is financial
information required and critically analyzed to assess financial capabilities to perform
contracts?

Varies between organs of state to organ of state.
5. Do procuring entities verify prior to contract award if a successful bidder continues to meet

pre-qualification requirements?

Varies between organs of state to organ of state.
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6. Are suppliers required to have a local agent in order to qualify to bid for goods or services?

Encouraged by not essenitial. Varies between organs of state.

7. Do procuring entities maintain updated lists of qualified suppliers and contractors and
updated market information on commonly procured goods, including spares and
consumables? Is supplier and contractor performance routinely evaluated and are any
standing lists of pre-qualified suppliers and contractors updated and modified based on this
information. Can newcomers readily apply and be qualified?

Varies between organs of state to organ of state

PROCESS - ADVERTISEMENT

1. Are contracts to be awarded by competitive bidding publicly advertised?

Yes

2. Is sufficient time allowed to obtain documents and prepare bids?

Usually, but not always

PROCESS - COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN
BIDDERS AND THE PROCURING AGENCY

1. Are requests for clarifications answered promptly and completely in a written form?

Usually

2. Are clarifications, minutes of the pre-bid conference, if any, and modifications of the
documents promptly communicated to all prospective bidders?

Usually, butt not always.

3. Are bidders afforded sufficient time to revise their bids following a modification of the
documents?

Usually, but not always.

4. Do procuring entities maintain accurate records of all communications with the bidders
(before and after the deadline for submission)?

Usually, but not always.

5. Are there communications between the procuring entities and the bidders, other than
appropriate requests for clarification of a bid made by the evaluating committee?

I Not usually.
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Annex D - Public Sector Procurement of Goods/Works
(see also questionnaire completed by pharmaceutical companies)

PROCESS - RECEIPT OF BIDS AND OPENING

1. Are bids received prior to the deadline securely stored?

Yes
2. Are public bid openings conducted?

Yes
3. If so, are they conducted at a specified place closely following the deadline for submission?

Generally how long after are they scheduled?

Yes- soon after
4. Do bid opening procedures generally follow those specified in the Guidelines? What

information is read out at the opening ceremony? Are minutes kept?

Yes. Names read out, not always prices.
5. Do bid opening procedures differ for goods, works or other types of contracts? If so, how?

No

PROCESS - BID EXAMINATION AND EVALUATION

1. Are evaluations conducted by qualified evaluating committees?

Yes
2. Are evaluating committees appointed ad hoc for each evaluation?

No
3. Is responsiveness determined on the basis of the documentary requirements described in the

documents and according to established practice?

Usually
4. Are bid evaluations carried out thoroughly and on the basis of the criteria specified in the

documents?

Yes
5. Is the successful bidder's qualification to perform the contract determined solely on the

basis of the criteria stated in the documents? (See above) If not, what other criteria are
considered?

Not always. Varies from organ of state to organ of state
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Annex D - Public Sector Procurement of Goods/Works
(see also questionnaire completed by pharmaceutical companies)

6. Are evaluations normially completed within the original bid validity period?

Usually.
7. Are bid evaluation reports prepared containing all essential information (i.e. a clear and

complete description of the evaluation process, including the reasons for rejecting any bid as
non-responsive, how the stated evaluation criteria were applied, and how the successful
bidder's qualifications were verified)?

Varies between organs of state.
8. Describe any significant differences between goods and works procurement relating to the

above

Draft reports for works contracts are usually prepared by the consultant appointed to act as
principle agent for the contract. Organs of statefinalise the report. Delegations between goods
and works usually different.

PROCESS - CONTRACT AWARD AND EFFECTIVENESS

1. Are contracts required to be awarded to the lowest evaluated responsive bidder who has
been determined to be qualified to perform the contract satisfactorily?

No- awarded in terms of the PPPFA to bidder with the highest number of adjudication points.
2. Are negotiations conducted with bidders, before or after selection?

Not usually.
3. Are additional Government approvals required before contracts can be made effective?

Not usually if tender board approves or within delegations..
4. Is performance security required in an appropriate amount and in an appropriate format?

Yes, but usually only applicable to works contracts. Vary with size of works contract. None for
contracts below US$ 11 100

5. Describe any differences between goods and works relating to the above

Nil, apart from sureties

PROCESS - CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

1. Are there manual or computerized procurement and/or contract monitoring systems?

Varies between organs of state. Not nmany do have such systems.
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Annex D - Public Sector Procurement of Goods/Works
(see also questionnaire completed by pharmaceutical companies)

2. Are suppliers and contractors generally paid on time? What is the normal time lapse from
invoice submission to final payment?

Varies between organs of state.
3. Are there appropriate procedures to monitor delivery of goods and services to verify

quantity, quality and timeliness?

Varies between organs of state, but generally yes.
4. Are contract changes or variations handled promptly in accordance with the contract

conditions and established practice (i..e. change/variation orders are given and/or confirmed
in writing, constructive change orders are avoided, unit rates in the contract are honored but
the supplier or contractor is allowed to agree to any new unit rates introduced and the
completion schedule for each change or variation, etc.)?

Varies between organs of state.
5. Do procuring entities normally make a good faith attempt to resolve disagreements through

infornal negotiations?

Yes
6. If this fails, are the resulting disputes handled in accordance with the contract conditions?

Usually.
7. Are supplier and contractor claims handled fairly based on a clear recognition of both

parties' obligations under the contract?

Not always.
8. Are works contracts supervised by independent engineers? Does an employee of employer

act as engineer in some cases?

Yes where modern forms of contract such as the NEC are used. (International trend is to mzove
awayfrom this practice)
9. Are contract managers/administrators skilled in resolving problems in a timely manner and

dealing with unforeseen circumstances arising during the life of the contract? Do they
adequately document all actions of contractual import taken by the purchase/employer
during implementation?

Varies between organs of state.
10. Are contractual remedies utilized only when appropriate and in accordance with the contract

conditions?

Varies between organs of state.
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Annex D - Public Sector Procurement of Goods/Works
(see also questionnaire completed by pharmaceutical companies)

11. Are contracts generally completed on schedule and within the originally approved contract
price? Or are cost and time overruns frequent? If so, in which sectors and for which
particular kinds of contracts? Are fair final acceptance procedures used and certificates
issued in a timely fashion?

Varies between organs of state.
12. Are contracts generally administered in a fair and equitable manner (e.g. the

purchaser/employer grants extensions of time when delays are attributable to its untimely
action, fair compensation is provided to offset additional costs caused by its mistakes, etc.)

Varies between organs of state.
13. Are under-inspection, over-inspection and/or improper rejection of goods, materials or

methods of carrying out the works a common problem?

No
14. Are disruptions of the supplier's or contractor's orderly performance common?

No
15. Can any of the improper contract administrative practices identified above, be attributable to

a problem identified in the local procurement environment? Specify

No
16. Are procurement evaluations/audits conducted? If so, describe scope, frequency, who

carries them out, etc.

Auditor general carries out infrequent audits.

PROCESS - RECORD KEEPING

1. For contracts to be awarded on the basis of competitive bidding, does the procuring entity
maintain a complete record of the process? This would include e.g. copies of all public
advertisements, pre-qualification documents (if used), the pre-qualification evaluation report
documenting any decisions not to pre-qualify certain potential bidders, the bidding
documents and any addenda, a record of any pre-bid meetings, the bid opening minutes, the
final bid evaluation report (including a detailed record of the reasons used to accept or reject
each bid, copies of bids, appeals against procedures or award recommendations, a signed
copy of the final contract and any performance and advance payment securities issued, etc.

Varies between organs of state.
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Annex D - Public Sector Procurement of Goods/Works
(see also questionnaire completed by pharmaceutical companies)

2. Are adequate contract administration records maintained? (These would include contractual
notices issued by the supplier, contractor, purchaser or employer; a detailed record of all
change or variation orders issued affecting the scope, quantities, timing or price of the
contract; records of invoices and payments; certificates of inspection, acceptance and
completion; records of claims and disputes and their outcome; etc.)

Varies between organs of state.
3. For small contracts or purchase orders for goods procured using shopping procedures, is a

database maintained showing the current market price for commonly needed items?

Varies between organs of state.
4. Are periodic reports prepared on overall procurement activities? By and for whom?

Not usually.
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Annex E - Public Sector Selection of Consultants
1. Are procuring entities generally well staffed, experienced and capable of carrying out a

professional selection process for consultant services? Do they administer consultant
contracts effectively?

Variable. Different organs of state have different approaches and capacity.
2. Is the winning consultant firm normally chosen by comparing competitive proposals

submitted by a short list of qualified firms? Where do implementing agencies obtain the
information necessary to develop short lists? If not, specify what other methods are used and
when they are used.

Not usually. Usually advertise for open tenders or appoint on a gazetted tariff basis from a panel
/ data base / roster. Adverts are place in the press from time to tine for consultants to register on
panels/ data bases / rosters
3. Do requests for proposals clearly describe the selection process and evaluation criteria?

Yes, where open tenders are calledfor by national departments. Variable in other organs of state.
4. Do the Terms of Reference describe the requirements of the assignment clearly and

completely, including background, scope and objectives, deliverables, time frame, anticipated
staff-time, and government contributions?

Not always. Usually well described in respect of assignments of a routine nature where built
environment consulting services are required.
5. Is selection based only on technical considerations or also on price?

Both in non-tariff based appointments. Based also on preferences in terms ofpreferential
procurement policies.
6. Are technical criteria detailed and appropriate and their relative weights reasonable?

Permission from State Tender Board required Ifprice is to count for less than 50 points out of
100. The PPPFA regulations permit high preferences to be scored.
7. If price is also a selection factor, are technical evaluations completed before opening and

consideration of price proposals? Are the relative weights chosen for each factor appropriate?

No. Weights are variable
8. Are there standard conditions of contract? Are they fair and equitable to the consultant? Do

they adequately protect the interests of the client?

No. Standard developed in construction sector but not generally used Most are hash on the
consultant as the are very protective of t the client.
9. What form of compensation is used? Unit rates? Lump sum based on milestones? Other?

All the above as well as on a time and cost basis.
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Annex E - Public Sector Selection of Consultants
10. Are consultants required to submit proposal, performance and/or advance payment securities?

No.
11. Is there a conflict of interest policy provision included in the conditions of contract? (If so,

describe)

Generally yes. Usually minimal requirements.
12. Are evaluations conducted by committees with appropriate expertise?

Where tenders are invited, generally yes..
13. Are general criteria broken down into appropriate detailed criteria agreed by the evaluating

committee before conducting the evaluation?

Generally not as evaluation conimittee is usually appointed on7ly after tenders are calledfor.
14. Are all criteria applied consistently, fairly and impartially by the evaluators? Are the

individual score sheets kept as part of the procurement record?

Criteria generally appliedffairly and impartially. Record possibly kept on file but not disclosed.
15. Are evaluations conducted individually by each member of the committee and the results

averaged?

Usual process.
16. Are new factors or weights added after the issuance of the request for proposals which are

considered during the evaluation?

Usually not.
17. Are evaluation reports prepared containing essential details of the process, results, and

matters to be taken up during contract negotiations?

Variable
18. Are evaluations normally completed within the time originally requested for the validity of

proposals?

Generally, but not always.
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Annex F - Procurement Performance

VOLUMES

1. What are the approximate annual values of public procurement for goods, works, and
consultant services, respectively? If possible, distinguish between procurement for projects
and ongoing programs.

Goods and services = US$ 4.9 billion
Works = US$ 1.3 billion
(excluding SOE procurement..)
2. What are the approximate percentages of goods, works, and consultant services financed by

external donors?

nominal
3. What percentage of public procurement follows competitive bidding procedures? Other

methods?

Most procurements with the exception of certain professional services
4. What percentage of competitively bid procurement is donor financed?

Nominal

GENERAL EXPERIENCE

1. Are government organizations generally perceived by suppliers/contractors/consultants/the
public as fair and efficient in their procurement practices?

Yes at national level. Not necessarily at other levels (see page 46 of Volume II)
2. Which of the following factors are considered to be problems by persons familiar

with public procurement in the country? Yes No

(see page 46 of volume II)
Inappropriate or outdated laws and regulations
Poor compliance with and enforcement of existing laws
Poor information about procurement needs
Shortage of experienced professional staff
Poor training of procurement staff
Low pay for procurement staff
Poor procurement training
Weak procurement planning
Poor procurement methods and procedures
Lack of good standard procurement documents
Poor technical specifications (Goods only? Works?)
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Annex F - Procurement Performance
Cumbersome contract approval procedures =_ =
Lack of clear delegation of contracting authority
Interference by higher level officials
Inadequate appeals mechanism
Lack of anti-corruption measures and enforcement

EXPERIENCE WITH WORLD BANK-ASSISTED PROJECTS

1. How many Bank projects have been completed in the country? Are now underway? In which
sectors?

nil
2. Which organizations have been responsible for procurement on these projects?

na
3. What thresholds for ICB, IS, NS, prior review for goods, works and consultant services are

currently in effect for ongoing projects? Are they the same for all projects? How long have
they been in effect?

4. Do project audits/completion reports/supervision reports indicate significant procurement
problems? Have any cases of misprocurement occurred? Describe.

na
5. Have procurement issues caused serious implementation delays, cost overruns, disbursement

delays? Describe.

na
6. Does the Bank receive a large number of complaints about procurement procedures, selection

decisions in the country?

na
7. Are contracts generally awarded within the planned, usual time frame that would be required

for similar operations by other experienced and efficient organizations?

na
8. Are there serious problems or conflicts between national and/or local practices and World

Bank Guidelines which should be addressed on an interim basis pending implementation of
recommended long-term action plans?

No, with the exception of usingprocuremnent to achieve socio-economic objectives.
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Annex G - Private Sector Procurement
1. Is there a reasonably well-developed private sector which freely trades goods and procures

works and other services?

South Africa has a well-developed private sector. This is so both in terms of large industry in
the primary, manufacturing and service industry as well as in terms Small and Medium sized
Enterprisers (SME).

2. What is the approximate volume of such procurement? Are any private sector contracts
comparable in size to those in the public sector? Are they for goods, works or other types of
contracts?

The volume of private sector procurement cannot be estimated on the basis of the available
data. Industry estimates the volume of private sector procurement to be well below the size of
public procurement. Both goods, works and services are procured by the private sector.

3. Who are the main importers of raw materials and finished goods? Are they traded/imported
on the basis of the INCOTERMS? Do they allow payment through documentary credits?

The main importers of raw materials and finished are the large corporations in the primary
and manufacturing sectors, be it mining, oil and chemicals, car manufacturers or
pharmaceuticals.

4. Do private sector companies purchase commodities through brokers and/or by competition
linking price to the international commodity market?

Commodities are purchased both through brokers and by competition linking prices to the
international market.

5. What kind of procurement practices do private sectors purchasers and employers generally
follow? Do they differ for goods, works or services?

Procurement practices are company specific and include all practices from simple direct
purchase/contracting over invitation of quotations to open tender and major international
bidding processes.

6. Is private sector procurement planning adequate? Do firms carry out market surveys and use
other available information when they prepare their cost estimates? Is packaging done well?
What level of technical, schedule and other detail goes into their procurement plans?

Planniing ofprocurement is also company, task and size specific, but market surveys and
detailed procurement plans is fairly common practice.

7. Do firms ever carry out open bidding preceded by advertising?

Open bidding preceded by advertising is fairly common.
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Annex G - Private Sector Procurement
8. Are bids invited from short lists (as for LIB)? If so, describe what criteria are used to develop

the short lists. Are standing lists developed by use of periodic pre-qualifications? Are
reasonable technical anid financial criteria used? How often are standing lists updated?

Short lists and detailed bidding documents are fairly common.
9. Under what circumstances is sole source/direct contracting permnitted?

Sole source / direct contracting are sometimes used, but there does not seem to be general rules to
under which circumstances.

10. How detailed are the bidding documents used to invite bids for goods, works or services?

It differs widely. In some instances very detailed. In some instances barely sufficient.
11. What criteria are used to detenrine the winning bidder? Cost, quality/compliance with specs?

Time of delivery or completion? Familiarity?

Criterla for selection of the winning bidder also vary with the specific task procured, but do
comprise price, quality, compliance, time andfamiliarity.

12. Do private sector procuring entities usually carry out price negotiations with the apparent
winner after bids are submitted?

Sometimes this is done. But no general rule seems to apply.
13. Do private sector companies monitor procurement and contract implementation efficiently?

Do they utilize modem computerized methods?
Monitoring of procurement and contract implementation is handled efficiently - modern
computerised methods are in use with large corporations.

14. Are employees required to follow corporate ethics policies and procedures? Describe.

This is often the case among large corporations who will have corporate ethics in place that
will also guide personnel in purchase and procuremenit.

15. Could some private sector procurement practices be adopted by the public sector? Indicate
which.

This is thought to be an option. Specifically conputerisation, e-mail communication, lease
plants and rentals are mentioned as something the public sector could adopt.

16. Has there been any experience with private sector contracts for the provision, operation,
maintenance of infrastructure for various public services (BOO/BOT/BOOT/etc.)? Describe.

So far there has not been many. A detailed description cannot be given due to this sporadic
number of experiences.
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Annex H - Checklist comparing National Competitive Bidding
Procedures and World Bank Policy

Yes No Bank Policy
1. Are there eligibility restrictions based on Not allowed

nationality of bidder and/or origin of goods (other
than primary boycotts)?

2. Are there primary boycotts which are established 7| Only primary boycotts are
by law? acceptable

3. Are bidding opportunities advertised in the local I Required
press?

(Generally advertised in the State Tender Bulletin) _

4. Are prospective bidders allowed at least 30 days X Required
for bid preparation (except for comrnodities/small
goods contracts)?

(ST37 require minimum of four weeks from
publication in State Tender Bulletin and five weeks
for imported supplies. STB permission required to
shorten period))
5. Are contractors/suppliers pre-qualified for Required

large/specialized contracts?
(ST37 makes provision for departments to request
pre-qualification of bidders on a case by case basis.
Usually applied in PPPs)
6. Are minimum experience, technical and financial V Required

requirements (for pre -or post-qualification)
explicitly stated in the documents?

(Stated usually only in professional service
contracts)
7. Is an invitation to pre-qualify advertised for each j Required

procurement involving large or complex potential
contracts?

(ST 37 requires adverts to be placed in State
Tender Bulletin)
8. Are joint ventures with local firms required for Not allowed

foreign firms' eligibility?

9. Are joint venture partners jointly and severally j Required
liable?

10. Are there set limitations to the number of firms Not allowed
who can bid for a contract?
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Annex H - Checklist comparing National Competitive Bidding
Procedures and World Bank Policy

11. Are parastatals allowed to bid? Acceptable only if they (i)
(ST 37 states that it is not desirable for state and are financially
semi-state organisations to compete with the autonomous, (ii) operate
private sector. Where organisations which enjoy under commercial law and
state support tender in direct competition with the (iii) are independent from
private sector, no special preferences may be borrower and its
considered in favour of tenders by such purchasing/contracting
organisations.) authority
12. Are bidders required to register with a local or Should be discouraged.

federal authority as a prior condition for bidding? Acceptable only if
registration criteria,
process and cost
reasonable/efficient and
qualified foreign firms not
precluded from competing

13. Are extensions to bid validity allowed? Acceptable only if
justified by exceptional
circumstances

14. Are there restnctions on the means of delivery of Not allowed, except when
bids? bidders have to submit

(Bids are required to be placed in sealed containers physical samples. Then
/ envelopes and posted or deposited in a tender they can be required to
box) deliver bids by mail, by

___ _ _ __ courier, by hand, etc.
15. Is preference given to suppliers or contractors Not allowed

based on region or locality of registration, small
size, ethnic ownership, etc.?

(Refer to Preferential Procurement Policy
Framework Act)
16. Are there restrictions on sources of labor and - Not allowed, except for

material? unskilled labor, if
available locally

17. Is public bid opening required? Does it occur l Required
immediately or closely following the bid
submission deadline?

(ST 37 requires tenders to be opened in public as soon
as possible after the closing time.)
18. Is a "two envelope" bid opening procedure Not allowed

permitted for procurement of goods or works? l

All techmical envelopes are opened first and, after review, price envelopes of all or only qualified/responsive bids
are opened in the second round.
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Annex H - Checklist comparing National Competitive Bidding
Procedures and World Bank Policy

19. Is automatic rebidding required if too few bids are -I Acceptable, provided all
received? responsive bidders are

(ST 36 requires reasonablentess of the tariffs or allowed to bid, the process
prices to be tested.) is efficient and no serious

2____ delays result
20. Is "bracketing" used in bid evaluations? 2 Not allowed

21. Is award made to lowest evaluated qualified and - Required
responsive bidder?

(Awarded to bidder with highest number of tender
adjudication points subject to a risk assessment-
see PPPFA and regulations)
22. Are price negotiations conducted with "winning" i Not allowed, except where

bidders prior to contract signature? the bid price is
(Caan onily be done with State Tenider Board substantially above market
approval) or budget levels and then

only if negotiations are
carried out to try to reach
a satisfactory contract
through reduction in scope
and/or reallocation of risk
and responsibility which
can be reflected in a
reduction in Contract
Price. (See Guidelines
para 2.60)

23. Are price adjustment provisions generally used? -| Not required, but
(Optiontal- encourage fixed prices int docuients recommended for works
issued by the State Tenider Board) contracts of 1 year or

more in duration when
domestic inflation rate is

l________ high

2Rejection of bids outside a range or "bracket" of bid values.
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Annex H - Checklist comparing National Competitive Bidding
Procedures and World Bank Policy

24. Are the terms and conditions used in goods and i Required (to be acceptable
works procurement generally appropriate for the they should be balanced,
size and nature of contract intended? reasonable and clearly

address the most
important issues that lead
to problems during
performance, e.g. risk
allocation, payment,
inspection,
completion/acceptance,
insurance, warrantees,
changes, contract
remedies, force majeure,
governing law,
termination, etc.)

25. Are contract scope/conditions modified during Acceptable, but advance
implementation? Bank approval of changes

(Subject to State Tentder Board approval if outside subject to prior review
the scope of delegationis) needed if required under

the Loan Agreement.
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NOTES

I The Intermtinisterial Task Team for Constructioni Industry Development established a focus
group, comlprisinig represelntatives of key industry stakeholders to examine aspects of
procuremlentt anzd delivery nmaniagemiienit. Tlhe ]bcus group's brief was to review govenmiienzt Is
procurement policies, current government procuremenzt practices and procedures withliin the
constructionz industry and to develop best practices, strategies and recommllenidatiolns relatintg
thereto. This focus group produced a conmprehentsive final report which was endorsed by the
Task Teamit enttitled " Recommendations anzd refinemiienzts in Public Sector Procurement
Policy, Practices and Procedures in the Constructionz Sector".

2 South Africa, in terms of its previous Conlstitutioni had 4 provinzces. 3 regionzal tender boards
were establislhed to serve the provinices. (Thle national tenider board served thte provinice in
which it was located). Regional tender boards were disbanded once the initeriml conistitution,
which imiade provision for the establishlmlenit of 9 provimices, was introduced.

3 Sectioni 216 of the Constitutioni (Act 108 of 1996) requires nationial legislation to establish a
National Treasury amid prescribe imneasures to ensure both transparenicy amid expenditure
comitrol in each sphere of govelnniienit by introducimng:
a) generally recognized accountinlg practice;
b) uniforin expenzditure classificationts; anzd
C) uniform treasury norms and standards

4 Refer to Kwazulu-Natal Procuremenit Act (Act 3 of 2001) whlichi was assented to on 30-03-
2001.

5 Corruption Inay broadly refer to incidenzts wlhere an official inivolved in the processinig of a
tender, or wlhere improper delay is caused, either intenttionially or uninitenitiolnally or through
gross negligenzce of anl official. Wlhile conduict of this nature would generally be regarded as
offences in terms of criminal definiitionis, it would qualify as imlproper contduct in terms of the
mandate of tlhe Public Protector and would require remedial action.

6 Based on the estimiiates of the Greeni Paper in 1997 (R 56 billion @ R3,5= 1US$). Current
data nIot available. With the growth in the GDP, the government procurement mitiglht 1have
increased by about 10% sinice 1997.

7 Thze Inter"iniisterial Task Teaul for Constructioni Industry Developnmenit has released a
numuiber of best practices, includinzg those pertaininlg to the essential and desirable features of
a contract andfair coniditions of subconltract. (See www.pwdprocure.co.za)
8 T7ie AusAid and SACBP report on "Opportunlities for Reformn of Government Procurement
in South Africa" advocates the greater use of the NIPP to achieve more focussed inzdustry
developnienit outcomties for the cowiitry. Thle Greeni Paper on Public Sector Procurement
Reform suggested that an offset policy mnay be used in conjumictiomi with or to replace a

* preference systemi for local contenit. Tle offset progranmi1?e was viewed iii this paper as beimig
easier to mnanage thani local preferemices.

9 Except as observers to ensure tranisparency
0 Whereas the Constructioin Industry developinemit Board Act mandates the establishment of

natiomial register of conitractors, it only states that uniregistered contractors "mliay not
undertake, carmy out or complete any constructionis works ... for public sector comitracts". The
inference is tlhat registration will ntot be a comidition for bidding but will be a comidition for
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conttract award. The register calledfor in this Act (antd the rules applicable to it) are still
under preparatioln

" The report reconmm)lenided that the National Treasury established by the Public Finiance
Management Act should, with the exceptioni of major acquisitionis, mlove away from the direct
inivolvementt in the procuremlentt process (e.g. tender boar-ds and logistics) anid be responsible
for the development of procuremlenit policy and its promulgation. The report called for the
abolitioni of the Tenzder Boards; the taking inlto accoult the cost of resources (staff,
equipment, premises anid overheads) when contsiderinig the value that all aspects of the
procurement process delivers anid the cost efficienicy of the procuremlelit itself and the
conlsiderable investmnent in trainlizng of all staff intvolved in any aspect of procuremlent. These
mrlain finidinigs are int hanroniy with the policy proposals set out in the Green Paper on Public
Sector Procuremenit Reform-l in South Africa

12 The objectives of the NQF as outlinted in the South African Qualifications Act (Act 58 of
1995) are as follows:
* To create aui integrated niationialfranieworkfor leaninlg achievemlentts;
* Facilitate access to, and nmobility antd progression? withinl educationi, training amid career

paths;
* Enlhance the quality of educationi anid training;
. Accelerate the redress of past untfair discrimination ini educationi, trainlinlg anld

employmenit opportunzities,
* Conttribute to the full personal developimient of each learner and the social and economic

development of the nationi at large.

't "I think that the emergence of black business in the counitry provides a securer atmosphere
for businless in genieral. For clearly, you could nzot have a situation in the counltry where you
have demiiocratized the politics of the counltry and deracialised the politics of the country antd
don 't do the samle with regard to the economy. Because if you did that anld left that for many
years, these niewly enifranlchised Imasses will rebel againist that. I thinik that it is ini the initerest
of all businiess to emisure that we deracialise businiess in the same way as we deracialised the
politics of the counitry in the interest of all businiess in the Counitry." (Thabo Mbeki. Deputy
Presidenit of Southl Africa (1998))

14 The White Paper oui Small Businiess Promotiono (1995) set out a niulmlber of strategies for
the developmenit of the SMME sector. Various prograimmiiies anid inistitutionts have been
established to give effect to the strategy, inzcludinig the Centtre for Siiiall Busimiess Promotioni
at the Departm7enit of Trade and Industry; the Ntsika Eniterprise Promotion Agenicy to provide
non-financial assistanice; anid the Khula Enterprise Finianzce Limiiited for the provision of
finianicial support to SMMEs. Conztr-actor development withl specific emlphasis omi the emerginig
sector is also dealt with in the Wlhite Paper on Creatinig anl enablinig envirollnmienlt for
Reconistructioni, Growth and Developmenzt in the Contstruction lIzdustry (1999). The
Departm7ent of Public Works is in the process of establishing a niational emergintg colitractor
developmlent progr-ammlle, niodel alonig the limues of its ownl emlerginlg comitractor developiitemt
programmne Tlhe Departmnent of Trade amid Inidustry also adminiisters a wide ranige of
incentive schlem1es somite of whlich focus exclusively oni the SMME sector amid is curremitly
putting in place a comprehensive strategy for black economlic emnpowenrnemit.

'5 Thie Act is applicable to Nationial amid Provinicial Departmnemits, local governm1ent structures,
parliamlenlt anid all legislatures. Thte Act is applicable to state owned entities anid eniterprises
at Govenmnienit's discretiomi. The Miniistry of Public Entterprises' policy documnent enititled "Anl
Accelerated Agenda Towards the Restructuring of State Ownzed Enlterprises : Policy
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Framlework (2000)" establishes Governtnent's policy ill this regard, nzamlely that the Act will
be tnade applicable to all state owned enterpr-ises.

16 Section 2(1)(d) of tlte Preferenitial Procurement Policy Framework Act (Act 5 of 2000)
describes the ranzge of specific goals associated with the preferenttial procurement policy
established in the conistitutionz without settinig anly quanttitative targets associated with these
goals. Organs of state nieed to select the specific goals which thley wish to pursue, establish
quantitative targets associated with suich goals anzd establish impleimienltationt procedures
which are consistenit with the framework provided in the Act. Accordingly, tlhe determilation
by an organ of state of its preferenitial procurement policy is to select specific goals, set
quantitative targets for the selected goals, anid to establish procedures to implemilellt the
preferenitial procuremenit policy provided for in the contstitution of the Republic of South
Africa in accordanice with the framlework provided in the Act.

17 The White Paper oni Recomtstructioni and Developtientt states that "The Govermllenit's
centtral goal for reconstr uctionz anid developltenit is to meet the social anid econtomic needs of
the people anid to create a stronig, dyniamwic anid balaniced econlomy which will:
* create jobs that are sustainable, and intcrease the ability of the economy to absorb new

job-seekers in both the formial antd less formal sectors
* alleviate the poverty, low wages anid extremle inequalities in wages and wealth generated

by the apartheid system to mleet basic nzeeds, anzd thus enisure that every South Africant has
a decenit livintg stanidard antd ecolnomic security

* address econtomlic imnbalamtces anid structural problems in industry, trade, comimierce,
mining, agriculture and in the finanice anid labour mlarkets

* initegrate inito the world econiomly utilising the growing homte base in a manner that
sustains a viable anid efficient domestic manufacturing capacity, amid increases the
country's potenttial to export itnalnufactured products

* address unieveni developmlentt within the regions of South Africa and betweell the countries
oj southerni Africa

* enisutre that nio onte suffers dtscrimniination inl hirinzg, promlotiont or traininlg oni the basis of
race or genider

* develop the hutnani resource capacity of all Soutlh Africans so the economy achieves high
skills antd wages

* demniocratise the economy and empower the historically oppressed, particularly the
workers anid their organtisationis, by emicouragintg broader participationt in decisions about
the economy in both the private antd public sector"

Is Currelnt goventmiientt policy is to exclude all those bidders front comisideratiomi which fail to
produce a certificate "certifyinig that the taxes of that persoii to be in order or that suitable
arrangements have beemi muade with South African Reveniue Service" . The exclusion of
bidders ott this basis is, however, unrelated to preferences.

19 The systetii of targeted procuremlenit is fully described ill the paper by RB Watermeyer The
use of Targeted Procureitnelit as an imnstrumnent of Poverty Alleviationi and Job Creation ilt
Infrastructure Projects published in Public Sector Procuremleiht Law Review, Nunmber 5 pages
201-266. 2000 amid SM Goundemi's Phd Thesis (University of Natal, 2000) oil The Impact of
the Nationial Departinetet of Public Works's Affinriative Procurentelnt Policy oit the
Participatiomi anid Growth of Affirniable Busimiess Eniterprises in the Comtstructiomt Sector.
Gounldeti's thiesis usinig data gathered by the Natiomial Public Works Departmemtt between
August 1996 and July 1998 supported the hypothesis that The public sector ill South Africa
can comitribute to inicreased participation of Affirmable Business Enterprises in the
coinstr uctioim ittdustry via the imnplemnentation of the Afflrinative Procuremnemit Policy and the
sub hypotheses niantely, The Nationzal Departmemtt of Public Works can promote inicreased
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participation by Affinrable Business Enlterprises (small black owned enterprises) in the
constructionz econzonmy, via its Affirnative Procureniientt Policy; The adoption of the
Affirmative Procuremenit Policy has resulted in the state bearing a limitedfinancial premium,
when compared to the initial projected project outcom1es anzd overall benefits; Increased
procurement opportunities to Affirmable Businiess Enterprises via governmeneit's Affirmative
Procuremenit Policy is a niecessary, but not sufficienit conditioll for the full enablemelnt of
ABEs in the conzstr-uctioni sector; Affirmable Business Enterprise participation varies
according to subsector entry level thresholds; The Affirmative Procurement Policy promotes
joint venture relationships between established contractors anid Affinrable Business
Enterprises; and The application of the Affirmative Procuremlenit Policy has resulted in better
regulated relationships betweeni prime contractors anzd sub-contractors.

20 Although the Government Procuremlenit Agreemnenzt mnay curtail the imnplemnentation of
social policies for procurement which is covered by the CPA, states may exclude particular
entities or types of procuremnent fronm the coverage of the CPA for that state, if they wislh to
use the procuremlent of that entity to promnote social objectives. In additionz, it is possible to
negotiate to iniclude int a state's anniiexes specific derogations to cover specific social or
environmlenital policy (amid even industrial) programlmes. The United States, Canada, South
Korea and Japan all have derogatiois for specific programmes

21 Bill 78-2001 (Conzstitutionz of the Republic of South Africa Seconid Amendment Bill) was
introduced into the National Assemlbly in July 2001 to, inzter alia, provide that the entactnment
of nationzal framnework legislationi governing the policies of organs of state should be
obligatomy. Accordinig to the Imemloranzduml attached to the Bill, the proposed amendment to
Sectioni 217 of the Act will make it mnandatory for organls of state and institutions to
implemlent their preferenitial procurement policies within a framlework set out in national
legislationi.

22 The Black Economic Empowerment Conmmissionz which reports to the president has called
for the substantial amenidment of the PPPFA anid the establishment of set-asides for black
companiies antd SMMEs, the adoptioni of unifonr definiitions anzd a new systenm of preferenices
for qualifying companiies. The Black Economic Commission has, in order to address the
domiinationz of businiess activities by white businiess and the exclusioii of black people anzd
women from the mnainstream of economic activity, established in its final report (2001) a
ranzge of 10 year targets which inI effect sets the agemida for the redefining of South Africani
busiiiess. The comm1lissiont's targets for public procuremlenit are that at least 50% of SOE and
Government procurement at all levels should go to black comnpanies anid collectives, 17,5 %
to women companies, 2,5% to companies with people with disabilities; with at least 30% of
these companiies beimig black-ownted SMMEs. The commission furthennore suggests that at
least 30% of lon g-tenn contracts amid concessiomis (PPPs) withini the public sector should
itncorporate black-owned comlpanies and collective enterprises at award.

23 Resource specificationzs are required to specify amid describe conztract participatiomi goals at
tenider stage. Contractor-s canl either tender contract participation goals (i.e., offer to engage
targeted eniterprises and lor targeted labour in tendered amounts), or agree to achieve
specified conitract participationi goals in the perfonrmanzce of the conztract. The contractinig
authority can then adjudicate teniders ini tenrs of the tenzdered couitract participation goals
and financial paramleters, or prescribe miinimumX conitract participation goals that are to be
achieved in thie performance of the contract. Tlhe contracting authority can, thereafter, use
the resource specification to mlonitor amid verify that the contractor achieves the contract
participation goal in the perfonriance of the contract and sanction himn should the goal not be
achieved.
Resource specificatiomis as such:
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a) describe the general requirementts for engaginig targeted enterprises and / or targeted
labour on the contract;

b) specify the contract participation goal;
c) set out the methods by which the contract participation goal will be measured,

quantified and verified in the performance of the contract;
d) describe the mleanis by which:

i) progress towards the attainmelnt of the contract participation goal is to be
mnonitored;

ii) compliantce with requiremwenits will be verified and monitored; and
iii) the contract participation goal will be adjusted to accoim0odate variations to

the scope of the contract.
Resource specifications accordingly require contractors to do one or iliore of thefollowing
a) "unpack" or "'unlbunidle" their contracts into smnaller contracts in order to procure the

services of targeted enterprises;
b) structure their resources and / or choose techlnologies and methods so as to provide work

for targeted eniterprises and /or targeted labour; and
c) engage with targeted emiterprises as joint venture partners.

24 Refer to SM Gounden 's Phd Thesis (University of Natal, 2000) on The Impact of the
National Departmenit of Public Works's Affirmative Procurement Policy oni thle Participation
amid Growth of Affiniiable Businiess Emiterpi-ises in the Constructioll Sector. (See
www.tarfYetedprocuremiielmt.comii). (SM Goutidell is a forner Deputy Director Genteral in the
Department of Public Works amid is currently the Director General of the Departmelnt of
Public Emiterprises)
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